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Summary 
 

Pneumatic structures are flexible and behave in a nonlinear way. A static approach of wind 

loading on such a structure can not describe the dynamic effects that will occur in real wind. 

In this graduation research a two dimensional pneumatic structure is modeled in a Finite 

Element Program. The response of the structure under dynamic wind loading is determined 

using two methods, the frequency-domain method and the time-domain method. The 

determination of the cross-correlation and the aerodynamic damping are important for both 

methods. 

 

In the frequency-domain method the response to the static part of the wind loading is 

determined performing a nonlinear static analysis. The influence of the changing geometry 

on the wind loading can also be taken into account. The stiffness of the structure is then 

linearized and a spectrum analysis is performed for the dynamic part of the wind loading.  

 

The time-domain method uses a nonlinear transient analysis, in which the wind loading is 

applied as a time series. In this analysis static and dynamic wind loading can be analyzed at 

once. It is however important to carefully determine a time-step for the loading. Therefore 

knowledge about the structural behaviour of the pneumatic structure is needed. 

 

The results of the static analysis show that the changing geometry of the structure 

influences the pressure coefficients. However the method used in this research and a figure 

from Firt [1], with pressure coefficients for the undeformed and deformed pneumatic 

structure, do not agree with the results from a wind tunnel research of Daw. [2] The 

difference is possibly caused through the use of different Reynolds numbers. It is therefore 

recommended to do further research, with different turbulences, to this effect. This can be 

done by performing a detailed CFD calculation or if possible a wind tunnel experiment.  

 

The different cross-correlations did not have the influence that was expected. In this 

research the full correlated loads gave lower displacements than the other correlations.  

 

Damping has a significant influence on the results, but the amount of damping is difficult to 

determine. The pneumatic structure has little structural damping and the main damping is 

caused by aerodynamic forces. It is recommended to do further research to the aerodynamic 

damping and to develop a method to use this damping in analyses, in which the 

aerodynamic damping ratio is not dependent on the displacements. 

 

The results of the two methods have been compared by performing a Discrete Fourier 

Transform for the results in the time-domain method. Differences can be seen in the 

response for the natural frequencies. The peak in the time-domain analysis is lower but 

more spread. For low internal air-pressures the natural frequencies are shifted. The 

frequency-domain method is preferred, because this method is less time-consuming than 

the time-domain method and no information is lost from the wind velocity spectrum from 

the eurocode. However for low internal air-pressures the frequency-domain method is not 

valid.  
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Introduction 
 

The subject of this research is ‘wind loaded pneumatic structures’. Pneumatic structures 

became popular in the 20
th

 century as is described in chapter 1 of this report. More research 

has been performed to the structural behaviour of pneumatic structures. Some wind tunnel 

experiments are performed by Newman and Ganguli [3], Kawamura and Kiuchi [4] and 

Ogawa [5]. Also some numeric researches are performed. [6] 

 

But a lot questions are not answered yet. Dynamic wind loading has another influence on 

pneumatic structures than on more rigid structures. It is important to know what this 

influence is, to prevent damage on pneumatic structures and to improve the comfort for 

users.  

 

The problem statement of the research is formulated as follows. 

 

‘Pneumatic structures behave in a non-linear way. How can the displacements and the 

stresses of a wind loaded pneumatic structure be determined?’ 

 

Two sub questions can be formulated with this problem statement: 

1. Is the maximum load, as a result of the dynamic wind velocity, lower than for stiffer 

structures? 

2. What are the displacements of the pneumatic structure when the wind spectrum 

corresponds with the natural frequencies of the pneumatic structure? 

 

The objective of the research can be divided in two parts: 

1. The development of a two-dimensional numerical model, with which the 

displacements and the stresses of the pneumatic structure can be determined, 

taking into account the geometric nonlinear behaviour of the structure.  

2. Making a good approximation of the static and dynamic wind loads on the 

pneumatic structure.  

 

Because the subject of wind loading and pneumatic structures is too extensive for a 

graduate project, this research will only treat two-dimensional pneumatic structures and will 

focus on the geometric nonlinear behaviour of the pneumatic structure. A few assumptions 

are made for this research.  

 

• Aeroelastic effects are left out of consideration. 

• Friction is not considered.  

• The wind spectrum is determined for one height.  

• It is assumed that the internal air-pressure of the structure does not change during 

loading.  

 

The research was divided into two parts. The first part was a study to the structural 

behaviour of a string. The results of this study are presented in the appendix of this report. 

(Appendix F; Analysis of a string) The second and main part of the research is presented in 

this report. 

 

The report will first treat the literature about the subject in chapter 1. The chapter is divided 

into a part about pneumatic structures and a part about wind loading. In chapter 2 the 

procedure of the research is described. Two methods are used to analyze the pneumatic 
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structure, one in the frequency domain and one in the time-domain. In chapter 3 the results 

of both methods are presented. The conclusions and recommendations with respect to this 

research are in the last chapter.  
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Symbols 
 

A section area m
2
 

A projected area of structure exposed to wind m
2
 

A(ω) aerodynamic stiffness or aerodynamic mass force N 

A*( ω) aerodynamic damping force N 

B width of pneumatic structure m 

c viscous damping coefficient Ns/m 

ca aerodynamic damping constant Ns/m 

ccr critical damping Ns/m 

cdir wind direction factor (eurocode)  

c0 orography factor   

cs structural damping constant Ns/m 

cseason season factor (eurocode)  

cr roughness factor   

[C] damping matrix Ns/m 

C, CF, CL Derivatives of flow rate   

CD, CL drag and lift coefficient  

Cp, Cpe pressure coefficient  

Cy, Cz decay constant (=11,5 in eurocode)  

cohxy(f) coherence function  

d width of structure for determination Cp m 

[D] dynamical matrix s
2 

E young’s modulus N/mm
2
 

E3 remainder term in numerical integration formula  

f height of structure for determination Cp m 

f
*
 dimensionless frequency  

fL dimensionless frequency   

f
%

 unit impulse Ns 

F force N 

F’(t) fluctuating component of wind load N 

Fa aerodynamic damping load N 

Fm mean wind load N 

Fp load for pre-stress N 

h(t) unit impulse response function  

H(f) frequency response function  

H0 height of undeformed pneumatic structure m 

i 1−   

i integer 
 

[I] identity matrix  

Iv turbulence intensity (eurocode)  

j integer  

J mass moment of inertia kgm
2 

k stiffness coefficient N/m 

k von Kármán’s constant  

ka aerodynamic stiffness coefficient  

kh exponential decay factor  

kI turbulence factor (eurocode)  

kp peak factor  
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kr terrain factor (eurocode)  

ks structural stiffness coefficient N/m 

[K] stiffness matrix N/m 

Kaero aerodynamic stiffness N/m 

l,L length m 

L surface dimension m 

L0 length of undeformed structure m 

m mass kg 

M bending moment Nm 

[M] mass matrix kg 

n frequency Hz 

n integer  

N normal force N 

p internal air pressure Pa 

p(x,y) joint probability density function  

q generalized coordinate  

qmax characteristic velocity pressure N/m
2
 

Q generalized nonconservative force N 

QF, QL instantaneous fan and leakage volume flow rate   

r,rx,ry distance between two points  

R radius m 

R remainder term  

R Rayleigh’s quotient 1/s
2
 

R0 radius of undeformed structure m 

Re reynolds number  

Rx, Ry radius in x and y direction m 

Rx(τ), Ry(τ) autocorrelation function 
 

Rxy(τ) cross-correlation function  

SF spectrum of wind force N
2
/Hz 

SL dimensionless spectrum of wind gust velocity  

Sv  spectrum of wind gust velocity m
2
/(s

2
Hz) 

Sx spectrum of motion response of structure m
2
/Hz 

Sx, Sy power spectral density function  

Sxy cross-spectral density function  

St Strouhal number  

t thickness of membrane m 

t time s 

T period s 

T kinetic energy J 

Tsamp sample period s 

v(t) time varying component of wind velocity  m/s 

vb basis wind velocity (eurocode) m/s 

vb;0 fundamental value for the basis wind speed (eurocode) m/s 

vk kinematic viscosity μ/ρ m
2
/s 

vgr gradient wind velocity m/s 

vm mean wind velocity m/s 

V potential energy J 

V0 Volume of pneumatic structure in equilibrium m
3
 

we characteristic wind pressure (eurocode) N/m
2
 

w displacement m 

xh homogeneous part of x(t) m 
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xp particular part of x(t) m 

X amplitude of x(t) m 

x,y,z cartesian coordinates, displacements m 

X amplitude of x(t) m 

X[k] discrete fourier transform of x(n)  

z0 roughness lenth (eurocode) m 

zmax maximum height (eurocode) m 

zmin minimum height (eurocode) m 

zt reference height (eurocode) m 

α, β, γ, θ angle  rad 

δ boundary-layer depth m 

Δ distance between two points m 

ζ damping ratio  

λ eigenvalue = 1/ω
2 

s
2 

μ absolute viscosity kg/ms 

ρ density of air kg/m
3
  

σv, σF, σx standard deviation  

σx, σy   stress in x and y direction N/mm
2 

τ, ξ, η time s 

φn phase angle rad 

χ(n) aerodynamic admittance  

ω frequency of oscillation rad/s 

ωi i th natural frequency rad/s 

ωn natural frequency rad/s 

   

   

   



 

 

  

1 Literature  
 

Much literature can be found on the subject wind loading. Less literature is written about 

pneumatic structures and about the combination only a few publications can be found. In 

this chapter the literature needed for understanding the research is treated. The first 

paragraph deals with pneumatic structures and the second paragraph with aerodynamics.   

1.1 Pneumatic structures 
Pneumatic structures can be seen as light weight tensile structures. This type of structures is 

characterized by a minimal use of materials and the use of pre-stress. In pneumatic 

structures the pre-stress is generated by the internal air-pressure. The minimal use of 

materials makes it possible to design light structures with large spans. The next paragraphs 

will introduce a few aspects of pneumatic structures by telling something about the history, 

the materials and the behaviour of pneumatic structures. 

1.1.1 Short history 

The origin of pneumatic structures lies with the ballooning and the design of zeppelins. [7] In 

the 19
th

 century zeppelins became really popular. However, in 1937 a zeppelin filled with 

hydrogen caught fire during its landing and 36 people died by this accident. It was then 

decided tot stop producing zeppelins.  

 

In 1917 F.W. Lanchester already designed a hall with a membrane pre-stressed by air 

pressure to make the roof. However, his designs were never built, because the materials for 

the membranes were not available yet. The first air-supported radome was built in 1948 by 

Walter Bird. This radome was made to protect early warning systems of the US Air Force. [8] 

Walter Bird founded his own company in 1956, called Birdair structures, which developed 

many pneumatic and other light weight structures. [9] 

 

 
Figure 1.1: The first air-supported radome by Walter Bird [8] 

 

Frei Otto was inspired by Walter Bird and would experiment with different kind of 

pneumatic structures. In 1970 he studied the possibility of covering a whole city with a 

diameter of 2 kilometres using a pneumatic structure with a membrane and steel cables. 

This design was called ‘City in the Arctic’. [7] 

 

The Osaka Expo of 1970 showed many temporary pneumatic structures. One of the most 

well known was the Fuji Pavilion designed by architect Yukata Murata. The structure 

contained sixteen air beams with a diameter of four meter. [8] 

 

In the 1970’s pneumatic structures became also popular as stadium covers. [10] A few 

examples of these stadium covers are the Silverdome by David Geiger (1975), the BC place 

stadium (1983) and the Tokyo dome (1988).  
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Figure 1-1; The silverdome (left) and the Tokyo dome (right)[11]  

 

Nowadays more different kinds of pneumatic structures are applied. Apart from the large 

covers, which asks for a low air-pressure in the whole building, pneumatic columns, arches 

and beams are used, which have usually a higher air-pressure. For example, tensairity 

structures are a kind of truss girders, which use the internal air pressure to prevent buckling 

of the compression elements. [12] An example of a recent pneumatic structure, which is 

used as secondary structure, is the national aquatics centre in Beijing, also known as the 

water cube. Here air-supported pillows form the secondary structure of the facades.  

 

 

Figure 1-2; National aquatics in Beijing [13]  

1.1.2 Materials 

The realisation of the pneumatic structures built since the first radome of Walter Bird until 

now, was only possible by the development of new materials. Pneumatic structures are 

usually made of a membrane. The material used for the membrane is important for the 

characteristics of the pneumatic structure. Roughly a distinction can be made between two 

types of materials for membraneous structures, fabrics and films. [7]  

1.1.2.1 Fabrics 

Fabrics are made of threads that are woven into each other in two directions. These two 

directions are called warp and fill direction. Because of the two different directions the 

material is anisotropic and has different characteristics in each direction. Sometimes the 

threads in the fill direction are pre-tensioned. This will make the characteristics of the 

material more equal in the different directions. The fabric can be made of different 

materials. The most common materials used in fabrics are. 

1. Nylon 

2. Polyester 

3. Glass 

 

The characteristics of these materials are summarized in the following table. 
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 Polyamide (Nylon) Polyester Fibre glass 

Density 1,14 g/cm
3
 1,38-1,41 g/cm

3
 2,55 g/cm

3
 

Ultimate stress Up to 1000 N/mm
2
 1000-1300 N/mm

2
 Up to 3500 N/mm

2
 

Ultimate strain 15-20% 10-18% 2,0-3,5% 

Young’s modulus 5000-6000 N/mm
2
 10.000-15.000 N/mm

2
 70.000-90.000 N/mm

2
 

Table 1.1: Properties of different fabric materials [7] 

 

Fabrics can be coated to protect the fabric and to make the fabric water- and windproof. The 

coatings used are mostly PVC (Polyvinyl chloride) and PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene).  

 

The characteristics are dependent on a lot of factors. The thickness of the threads, and the 

materials chosen for the fabric and for the coating have a big influence. The quality of the 

fabric can decrease by UV radiation, the time of loading and the temperature.  

1.1.2.2 Films 

Films are really thin and flexible and have in plane isotropic characteristics. The most 

commonly used films for membranes are ETFE and PVC. Films are more often used for 

pneumatic structures than fabrics, because they have low air permeability.  PVC is mostly 

used for temporarily structures, with small spans, inside buildings and is not very useful for 

structures outside.  

 

Around 1940 a new material ETFE (ethylene tetrafluoroethylene) was introduced. [14]  In 

architecture this material was not used until 1982, when it was applied in plant houses at 

Burgers’ Zoo in Arnhem. It is now the most used material for pneumatic structures. “ETFE is 

much stronger than glass, it is non-stick and therefore self-cleaning, recyclable, long-lasting, 

provides excellent insulation and is not degraded by sunlight”. [8] Probably the most well-

known project for which ETFE was used is the Eden Project in Southwest England. 

 

ETFE is the most used material for pneumatic structures. The ultimate stress for an ETFE film 

of 0,1mm thickness is about 225 N/5cm. Other properties can be found by manufacturers of 

ETFE.  Table 1-1 is picked from one of them. 
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Table 1-1; Properties ETFE Film [15]  

 

Sometimes steel cables are also used in pneumatic structures. These steel cables make the 

span of the membrane shorter and the radius of the curvature smaller, which will give 

smaller stresses with equal air-pressure. In the next paragraph it will be explained how the 

radius of curvature influences the stresses. 

1.1.3 Structural behaviour 

The structural behaviour of a pneumatic structure is based on pre-stress. [7] In Figure 1-3 a 

two-dimensional half circular pneumatic structure is drawn, with an internal air-pressure of 

P. The internal air-pressure is the difference between the air-pressure outside the pneumatic 

structure and the pressure inside the structure.  

 

 

Figure 1-3; Pneumatic structure with air-pressure 

 

Because the material is very thin, in the membrane only stresses caused by tension can be 

present. For an undeformed structure an expression can be found for the stresses in the 

membrane. In Figure 1-4 a small piece of the membrane is taken of this pneumatic structure. 

The internal air-pressure must be in equilibrium with the net force F of the stresses σx in the 

membrane. Together with relations of triangles this gives an expression for σx.  
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Figure 1-4: Equilibrium of a piece of the membrane from Figure 1-3 

 

The equation for the internal air pressure is: 

 

x
t

p
R

σ ⋅
=   (1.1) 

 

In which t is the thickness of the membrane. For a three dimensional structure with a double 

curved membrane the expression can be derived equally. The internal air pressure will turn 

into: 

 

yx

x y

tt
p

R R

σσ ⋅⋅
= +   (1.2) 

 

Equation (1.1) and (1.2) show that the stresses of the pneumatic structure become higher 

when the radius of curvature is increased. This is the reason, why for some structures steel 

cables are used. These steel cables make the span of the membrane shorter and the radius 

of the curvature smaller, which will give smaller stresses with equal air-pressure. This is 

illustrated in Figure 1-5. 

 

 

Figure 1-5; Pneumatic structures with cables 

 

Equation (1.1) and (1.2) are only valid for pneumatic structures with no other loading than 

the internal air pressure. When the structure is externally loaded the shape and the stresses 

will change. The stiffness of the structure depends on the stresses in the membrane. This 

can be seen when looking at the string in Figure 1-6. The left string has no stiffness at all in 

vertical direction when the pre-stress Fp is zero. When Fp increases the stiffness of the 

structure also increases and equilibrium can be made with the vertical force F when the 
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structure deforms. The string on the right side does not need a pre-stress Fp. When the 

structure deforms the stresses will automatically increase and thus also the stiffness 

increases. This phenomenon is called stress stiffening. [16,17]  

       

Figure 1-6; left string with one hinge and one pinned end and right string with two hinges.  

 

Because of stress stiffening the calculation of the reaction forces and deflections of a 

pneumatic structure is complicated. A nonlinear analysis is needed, in which the deformed 

shape and the varying stresses are taken into account in the equilibrium. Beside this 

geometrical nonlinear behaviour pneumatic structures are nonlinear in many other ways. 

The material itself is nonlinear and the loading can become nonlinear when the structure 

deforms. [18] For this reason the calculation of loaded pneumatic structures is often 

performed with a numerical method. [19] 

1.2 Aerodynamics 
In Sircovich Saar [20] aerodynamics is characterized. ‘Aerodynamics deals with the forces 

originated by the airflow when disturbed by the presence of a body in its way. This oncoming 

wind itself can be affected by local turbulences in the airflow before arriving to the bluff 

body in which the study of those forces is of interest’. In (Appendix C; Aerodynamics) the 

main aspects of aerodynamics are described.  

 

This paragraph treats aerodynamics with respect to pneumatic structures and the 

consequences it has for the analyses performed in this research. In general wind analysis is 

performed in the frequency domain. With this analysis, called ‘spectral analysis’, response 

spectra and extreme responses can be determined for linear structures. However pneumatic 

structures behave nonlinear as was explained in paragraph 1.1.3. For this reason two 

methods are developed to analyze the wind loaded pneumatic structure.  

 

There are two ways to represent the vibrations of a structure. (Appendix A; Dynamics) The 

vibrations can be presented in the time-domain and in the frequency domain.  

 

                  
 

Figure 1-7; Representation of vibration in frequency domain (left) and in time domain (right) 

The frequency-domain representation is generally not used for non-linear problems, 

because there are not always natural frequencies in a non-linear system. This can be seen in 

t

A

w 2 w 3 w 4 w 5 w 6 w 7 w 8 w 9 w 10 w
wn

an
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the equation for the natural frequency of a one-spring-mass system. When the stiffness k is 

non-linear the natural frequency becomes also non-linear. 

 

n

eq

k

m
ω =   (1.3) 

 

Because wind is generally treated in the frequency domain a method is developed in which 

the stiffness of the structure is linearized. This will be explained in more detail in chapter 2. A 

second method is in the time-domain and will use the real nonlinear stiffness of the 

structure. 

 

Apart from this difference between wind loading in the time-domain and wind loading in the 

frequency domain, the cross-correlations, the pressure coefficients and the aerodynamic 

damping are important aspects when treating pneumatic structures and aerodynamics. This 

is explained in the following paragraphs.  

1.2.1 Cross-correlations 

In (Appendix C; Aerodynamics) it is described that cross-correlations can be determined with 

a coherence function. 

 
2 2

( ) ( )

( , , )
n

y y z zvm

i j

C r C r

p p y z
coh r r n e

− +
=   (1.4) 

 

Equation (1.4) is only valid for rectangular areas perpendicular to the mean wind direction.  

As pneumatic structures are generally curved this equation can not describe the correlation 

of the wind loading correct, but no literature is found for curved areas. There is also not 

much literature about the coherence of two points that do not lie in the same rectangular 

area perpendicular to the wind direction. In Geurts [21] a difference is made between the 

wind loading on windward side and on leeward side of a rectangular building. 

 

According to Geurts [21] the coherence of the pressures on windward side may be given as: 

 

( )
h

m

n
K

v

pwpwcoh n e

α
 ∆

−  
 =   (1.5) 

 

with Kh=5 and α=1. For the coherence on leeward side the coherence can be defined with 

(1.5) too with Kh=1.5 and α=1. 

 

The cross-spectrum of the pressures at windward side and the pressures at leeward side can 

be determined with: 

 

1 2 1 2
( ) ( ) ( )

pw pl pw pw
S n S n N n= ⋅   (1.6) 

  

with N(n)=0.25.  

 

Equation (1.5) and (1.6) are used in this research to determine a cross-correlation between 

the wind load at windward side and at leeward side. 
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1.2.2 Pressure coefficients 

The pressure coefficients for cylinders and spheres can be found in figures in Eurocode 1. 

[22] The most important effect of the pressure coefficients is that when the structure 

deforms the pressure coefficients will change, because these are dependent of the geometry 

of the structure. This influences the wind loading. 

 

In (Appendix C; Aerodynamics) it is explained that the Reynolds number also influences the 

pressure coefficients. The influence of the Reynolds number is not mentioned for curved 

roofs in the Eurocode. However, for vertical cylinders the influence of the Reynolds number 

is taken into account.  

     

Figure 1-8; Pressure coefficients for cylinders (left) and spheres (right) from [22] 

In this research no friction is taken into account. For rectangular buildings the friction can be 

neglected when the ratio of the areas parallel to the wind flow and the areas perpendicular 

to the wind flow is smaller than 4. For larger ratios the friction coefficients are calculated 

with a reference area. A cylinder does not have a clear distinction between the areas parallel 

and the areas perpendicular to the wind flow. Friction will be neglected, because it is 

assumed that the influence of friction is small compared to the drag loads. The cylinder has 

no significant large vertical areas and most used materials for pneumatic structures have a 

relative smooth surface. 

1.2.3 Aerodynamic damping 

The transfer function, which transforms the wind loading to the response of the structure, 

includes the mass, damping and stiffness of the structure. For a one-mass-spring system the 

transfer function can be determined analytically, but for more complex systems a numerical 

procedure is needed. The response of a structure under a certain wind loading can be 

determined in the frequency domain when correct values are given for the damping, mass 

and stiffness. The value of the structural damping is not known, but it is assumed that for 

pneumatic structures this value is relative low compared to steel and concrete structures.  

 

Another kind of damping is the aerodynamic damping. (Appendix C; Aerodynamics) 

Aerodynamic damping may have a significant effect on the response of the structure, 

because there is not much other damping and because the motions of the structure are 

large. 

 

In [2,23] coefficients are given for the aerodynamic damping and the aerodynamic stiffness.  
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Figure 1-9: Aeroelastic coefficients of a semi-circular model; the aerodynamic stiffness coefficient ka (left) and the 

aerodynamic damping coefficient ca (right). [23] 

 

It is investigated whether these coefficients can be used for numerical analyses. Therefore 

the possibility to use one mean value for the damping ratio is investigated. As can be seen in 

Figure 1-9 the coefficient ca is dependent on the displacement and a reduced frequency f
*
.  

The damping ratio can be calculated with the coefficient ca and varies again for different 

frequencies. (Appendix C; Aerodynamics) This is illustrated in Figure 1-10. For different 

values of the coefficient ca the aerodynamic damping ratio is plotted. It can be seen that the 

aerodynamic damping ratio is increasing for increasing frequency and also for increasing 

damping coefficients ca. 

 

 

Figure 1-10; The aerodynamic damping ratio as a function of f0
*
/f

*
 and different values for ca 
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Because the aerodynamic damping coefficient is varying with the frequencies and the 

displacements it is difficult to determine a value with which a numerical analysis can be 

performed.  

 



 

 

  

2 Research approach  
 

This chapter describes the procedure of the research. As described in chapter 1 the 

pneumatic structure behaves in a nonlinear way. Wind loading can better be described in 

the frequency-domain, but a spectral analysis is not appropriate for a nonlinear structure. To 

deal with this problem two methods are developed. The first method defines a linearized 

stiffness with a static analysis and uses this stiffness to perform a spectral analysis. The 

second method treats the structure in the time-domain with a nonlinear transient analysis. 

Both methods will be described in the next paragraphs in this chapter. Especially for the 

spectral analysis the results of a nonlinear static analysis are important. The stiffness and the 

deformation of the static analysis are used for the initial properties of the structure in the 

dynamic analysis. Therefore the static analysis will be treated first and the consequences for 

the stiffness and the loading of the deformed structure will be explained.  

 

The objective of the research is to develop a numerical model in which the stresses and 

displacement of the pneumatic structure can be determined for wind loading. The model 

was built in a Finite Element program. There are different methods to perform an analysis in 

a Finite Element program and each method will give different results. There can be made a 

distinction between static and dynamic analyses and between linear and nonlinear analyses. 

A nonlinear analysis can be a 2
nd

 order analysis or an n
th

 order analysis. These will be 

explained in more detail below. 

 

 Linear 2
nd

 order n
th

 order 

Static 1. Static analysis 1. Static analysis with 

pre-stress.  

1. Static analysis: 

geometrical nonlinear  

2. Transient analysis: 

geometrical nonlinear 

Dynamic - 1. Modal analysis 

2. Harmonic analysis 

3. Spectrum analysis 

1. Transient analysis: 

geometrical nonlinear 

Table 2-1; Different FEM analyses  

 

For a string and also for a pneumatic structure, in which only tension stresses can develop, in 

a 2
nd

 order analysis the normal force is constant with the displacement and therefore the 

stiffness is also constant. In an n
th

 order analysis the normal force and the stiffness are both 

not constant. This is showed in Figure 2-1. The pre-stress is defined as Fp and the normal 

force as N. The relation of the displacement and the loading shows that the stiffness is linear 

for a 2
nd

 order calculation and nonlinear for an n
th

 order calculation. 
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Figure 2-1; Normal force and stiffness in a 2
nd

 order and in an n
th

 order analysis for a pre-stressed structure. 

In Table 2-1 four different dynamic analyses are mentioned. As can be seen only transient 

analysis can be used for nonlinear structures. A short description of the dynamic analyses is 

below. [17,24] 

 

1. Modal analysis. This analysis is an eigenvalue calculation and is used to determine 

the vibration characteristics (natural frequencies and mode shapes) of a structure. It 

can be performed on a pre-stressed structure.  

2. Harmonic response analysis. This is also an eigenvalue calculation. With this analysis 

the steady state response of a structure can be determined. It can be performed on 

a pre-stressed structure.  

3. Spectrum analysis. This analysis uses the results of a modal analysis with a known 

spectrum to calculate displacements and stresses in de model. 

4. Transient dynamic analysis. This analysis is used to determine the response of a 

structure under the action of any general time-dependent loads. It can be used for 

nonlinear problems. 

2.1 Static analysis 
Wind loading can be divided into a mean wind load and a fluctuating wind load as is 

described in (Appendix C; Aerodynamics). It can be assumed that the static part of the 

loading defines the stiffness and geometry of the structure and that the dynamic part of the 

loading makes the structure vibrate around this geometry.  

2.1.1 Stiffness of the structure 

With the analysis of a string the characteristics of pre-stressed structures were researched. 

(Appendix F; Analysis of a string)  
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Figure 2-2; Analysis of a string with load F and pre-stress Fp 

 

A relation was found between the ratio F/Fp and the displacement w. This is showed in 

Figure 2-3. As the ratio F/Fp increases the stiffness of the structure also increases.  

Force displacement diagram for ratio F/Fp
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Figure 2-3; Relation between displacement w, load F and pre-stress Fp 

In a pneumatic structure the pre-stress is generated by the internal air-pressure.  

 

 

Figure 2-4; Two-dimensional pneumatic structure with internal air-pressure P 

 

The structure of Figure 2-4 was analyzed for different values of the internal air pressure P. In 

Figure 2-5 the undeformed shape and the deformed shape of the pneumatic structure are 

drawn. The displacement of the mid of the pneumatic structure can be determined 

analytical with the following equations.  

 

The length of the undeformed structure can be determined with: 

 

0 0

2
2

2
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α
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π
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1
2

0

tan
B

H
β =   (2.4) 

 

With equation (1.1) it is possible to calculate the length of the deformed structure. 

 

N p R= ⋅   (2.5) 

N

A
σ =   (2.6) 

0 0
1L L L L

E

σ 
= ∆ + = + 

 
  (2.7) 

 

An equation for the length can also be determined using the geometry of the deformed 

structure. 

 

2
2

L R
γ

π
π

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅   (2.8) 

 

With equation(2.7) and (2.8) it is possible to calculate the displacement of the structure in 

the middle. 

 
1
2

sin

B
R

γ
=   (2.9) 

 

( ) ( )0 0cos cosmidw R R R Rγ α= − ⋅ − − ⋅   (2.10) 

 

  

 

Figure 2-5; Analytical calculation of displacement of the pneumatic structure with only internal air-pressure 

 

With a Finite Element Program a nonlinear static analysis is performed. The pneumatic 

structure is divided into 10 elements and into 100 elements. The results of the analytical 

solution and the numerical solution are summarized in the table below. The difference 

between the analytical and the numerical analysis for 10 elements is less than 1%. For 100 

elements the difference is even smaller. 
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Analytic nth order 10 elements  nth order 100 elements 

P (kN/mm
2
) wmid (m)    ε ε ε ε     σ σ σ σ (N/mm2) wmid (m) εεεε    σ σ σ σ (N/mm2) wmid (m) εεεε    σ σ σ σ (N/mm2)

0.10 2.899E-03 1.16E-04 16.25 2.905E-03 1.15E-04 16.13 2.899E-03 1.16E-04 16.25 

0.50 1.448E-02 5.80E-04 81.20 1.451E-02 5.76E-04 80.62 1.448E-02 5.80E-04 81.18 

1.00 2.893E-02 1.16E-03 162.32 2.898E-02 1.15E-03 161.10 2.892E-02 1.16E-03 162.22 

2.00 5.774E-02 2.32E-03 324.29 5.780E-02 2.30E-03 321.66 5.768E-02 2.31E-03 323.89 

Table 2-2; displacements and stresses for a pneumatic structure 

 

The displacements as a result of the internal air-pressure can be determined analytical. 

When applying wind loading the calculation becomes more complex, because the structure 

is not longer loaded uniformly. The structure can be analyzed with a nonlinear static analysis 

in a Finite Element Program. The structure was divided into 10 elements and loaded as 

illustrated in Figure 2-6.  

 

 

Figure 2-6; Input structure and loading in Finite Element Program 

 

The mean wind load for the structure was calculated with: (Appendix C; Aerodynamics) 

 
21

2m p mF C A vρ= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅   (2.11) 

 

A mean wind velocity of 24,2 m/s was determined with the Eurocode. (Appendix E; Mean 

wind velocity and velocity spectrum) After the analysis the displacements due to the wind 

loading were calculated with: 

 

wind tot p
w w w= −   (2.12) 

 

In which wwind is the displacement due to wind loading, wtot the total displacement and wp 

the displacement due to the internal air-pressure. 
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Figure 2-7; Node displacements as a result of the wind loading. 

 

It can be seen in Figure 2-7 that the displacements of the nodes are different and thus the 

stiffness is different for each node. In theory for a certain loading the stiffness can be 

approximated as showed in Figure 2-8.  

 

 

Figure 2-8: Linearization of the stiffness of the structure in the point w2,F2 

 

The approximated stiffness at the point w2,F2 is then calculated with: 

 

2 1

2 1

'( )
F F

F w k
w w

−
= =

−
  (2.13) 

 

A Finite Element Program will update the stiffness during a nonlinear analysis automatically. 

For this research the Newton-Raphson Iterative Method was used. By solving the geometry 

and the last stiffness matrix of the nonlinear static analysis the results of the analysis can be 

used to perform a 2
nd

 order dynamic anaysis. (Appendix G; ANSYS input files) 
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2.1.2 Nonlinearity pressure coefficient 

In paragraph 1.2.2 it was already mentioned that the pressure coefficients of the pneumatic 

structure will change, because the geometry of the structure will change. This makes the 

wind load dependent on the displacement of the structure. In this paragraph a method is 

presented to use this relation, between the displacement of the structure and the changing 

wind load, in further calculation.   

 

The wind load is determined by an iterative static analysis. The mean wind load is 

determined with equation (2.11). 

 

For this equation a start value for the pressure coefficient Cp;1 is taken. This is the pressure 

coefficient calculated for the undeformed structure. The pressure coefficient gives a value 

;1m
F for the wind load. With a FE-program a nonlinear static analysis is performed to 

determine the displacements of the structure. For this deformed structure a new pressure 

coefficient Cp;2 can be determined. This new pressure coefficient gives a new value for the 

wind load, which can be analyzed in a FE-program again. Doing this a few times the value for 

Cp will converge. It was found that Cp converges in 5 analyses to a value that is equal to the 

last analysis for 4 decimals.  

 

The pressure coefficients are taken from Eurocode 1. In the Eurocode the values are given 

for circular forms. The ratio between height and width of these circular forms are the key 

parameters for the determination of the pressure coefficients. The structure in the Eurocode 

is divided into three areas, A, B and C. (see Figure 2-9) 

 

For buildings with a circular floor plan the value for Cp in area C is always zero, independent 

on the ratio between height and width. For rectangular floor plans this value is 0,4 for al 

ratios f/d>0,1.  The deformed shape of area C is therefore not important for the value Cp. 

The values for area A and B however do change with the ratio for the height and the width.  

 

The pressure coefficients for the deformed shape are determined by ‘drawing’ new circles, 

which fit the deformed shape best, and by calculating the new ratios for the height and the 

width of these circles. To determine these circles the curvature of the deformed structure is 

important.  

 

Figure 2-9; The deformed shape can be divided into three areas (left). For each area a new circle can be drawn 

(right) 

 

The curvature of the structure can be determined with: 

 

( )

( )( )
3
22

( )

1

f n
n

f n

κ
′′

=
′+

  (2.14) 
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In which n is the node number. The radius of the curvature is determined with: 

 

1
R

κ
=   (2.15) 

 

In a spreadsheet the curvature and the radius of the curvature can be determined for the 

deformed pneumatic structure. This is done by using the coordinates of the nodes of the 

structure.  

 

1

1

( ) n n

n n

y y
f n

x x

−

−

−
′ =

−
  (2.16) 

 

1

( ) ( 1)
( )

n n

f n f n
f n

x x −

′ ′− −
′′ =

−
  (2.17) 

 

The curvature for a structure with 100 elements is shown in Figure 2-10. 
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Figure 2-10; Curvature for a pneumatic structure with 100 elements. The curvature is given for a pneumatic 

structure without wind pressure (0%) and for a structure with wind pressure (100%) 

 

The diagram shows a fluctuating curvature for the different points. Due to the calculation of 

the curvature in discrete points a small error in the displacement calculation of The FE-

program can cause a large error in the curvature, numerical noise. This can be seen in the 

curvature of a structure with only internal air-pressure. The value should be constant but is 

fluctuating through the small error that is introduced with the numerical calculation. 

Therefore to use this curvature for the calculation of the pressure coefficients a mean 

curvature is defined. For a structure with 100 elements the mean curvature for area A is 

determined with: 
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27

4

;

( )

24
mean A

nκ

κ =
∑

  (2.18) 

 

This method to determine the new pressure coefficients with the curvature is only valid for 

structures with a mean curvature which is negative. When the structure gets a positive 

curvature no conclusions can be drawn about the value of the pressure coefficients, because 

there are no pressure coefficients in the eurocode for a structure with a dent.  

 

Once the curvature is known the coordinates and the dimensions of the new circles can be 

found. In this method two different circles are determined, corresponding to area A and B. It 

is assumed that the mean curvature of area A and B gives a good approximation for the 

calculation of the radius of the two circles. It is also assumed that the coordinates and the 

derivative of the mid node of the area give the tangent of the circle.  

 

To illustrate the method with which the circle is found, the dimensions and coordinates of 

the circle corresponding to area A will be determined below. The following information is 

known from the analysis in the FE-program. 

 

xa The x-coordinate of point a, the mid of area A 

ya The y-coordinate of point a 

( )f a′  The derivative in point a calculated with (2.16) 

RA The radius of the mean curvature calculated with (2.14) and (2.15) 

 

The equation of circle A becomes: 

 
2 2 2

; ;( ) ( )A M A M AR x x y y= − + −   (2.19) 

 

In this equation xM;A and yM;A are the coordinates of the mid point M of circle A. In point a, 

the tangent of the circle, line t, can be determined with: 

 

( )y D f a x′= + ⋅   (2.20) 

 

In which ( )f a′ is the derivative in point a and D is a constant. D is found using the coordinates 

of point a. Perpendicular to the tangent, the radius of the circle can be drawn. The equation 

for this line r is: 

 

( )x E f a y′= − ⋅   (2.21) 

 

The constant E is also found using the coordinates of point a. To find the coordinates xM;A 

and yM;A a second circle, circle A’, with the same radius, can be drawn. The equation for this 

circle is: 

 
2 2 2( ) ( )a aAR x x y y= − + −   (2.22) 

 

The midpoint of circle A is the intersection of circle A’ (2.22) and the line r (2.21). Once the 

coordinates are known, the dimensions f and d can be determined. 

 

2 2
;2A A M Ad R y= −   (2.23) 
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;A A M Af R y= +   (2.24) 

 

This calculation of the dimensions dA and fA is summarized in Figure 2-1. 

 

 

Figuur 2-1: Determination of circle A and the dimensions f and d. 

 

The pressure coefficient can be found using the ratio fA/dA. 

 

;
1,6 A

p A

A

f
C

d
= ⋅

  (2.25) 

 

;
0,7 B

p B

B

f
C

d
= − −

  (2.26) 

 

The calculation of the curvature and the new pressure coefficients can be built in a 

spreadsheet. A value Cp;A and a value Cp;B will be found. These values are used with equation 

(2.11) to perform a new analysis in the FE-program. The procedure is a bit time consuming, 

because the output from the FE-program must be inserted in a spreadsheet by hand and the 

output from the spreadsheet must be inserted in the FE-program by hand. This could be 

solved by integrating the calculation of the curvature in the FE-program. 

 

The determination of the new circles and the corresponding values for the pressure 

coefficients is a method to use the given pressure coefficients in the eurocode. This method 

is a simplification of reality. It is unknown which error occurs using this method.  
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2.2 Frequency-domain analysis 
When the nonlinear static analysis is performed and the deformed geometry is known, 

including the stiffness matrix of the last load step, a spectrum analysis can be performed 

with the dynamic part of the wind loading. The output of the analysis is a spectrum of the 

response of the structure. In (Appendix C; Aerodynamics) spectral wind analysis is 

illustrated.  

2.2.1 Loading 

The load spectrum can be determined using: (Appendix C; Aerodynamics) 

 
2 2 2 2 2

( ) ( ) ( )F m p vS n v A C S n nρ χ=   (2.27) 

 

To account for the aerodynamic admittance an approximation of the real wind load must be 

made. The wind loading is varying continuous over the whole surface of the structure, but 

this is difficult to simulate in a FE-program. Instead of varying the wind load over the whole 

surface the loading is therefore divided into a discrete wind loading. In the first analysis the 

wind loading is divided into three parts, corresponding with the three areas as discussed in 

paragraph 2.1.2. For each part of the loading a different wind spectrum can be determined, 

because the pressure coefficients are different. 

 

When the loading is determined for a small area, the area-averaged pressure is calculated 

with: [21] 

 

, 2

1
( ) ( ) ( )

i i j j i j

rep rep

pp A p p p p p p i j

rep A A

S S n S n coh n dA dA
A

= ⋅ ⋅∫ ∫  (2.28) 

 

The spectrum of a point load can be found using: 

 

( ) ( ) ( )
i j i i j j i j

i j i j

F F p p p p p p i j i j

y y z z

S S n S n coh n dy dy dz dz= ⋅ ⋅∫ ∫ ∫ ∫  (2.29) 

 

It is decided to simplify equation (2.29) by using the empirical expression for the 

aerodynamic admittance. (Appendix C; Aerodynamics) 

 

( ) 4/3

1

2
1

m

n

n A

v

χ =
 

+  
 

  (2.30) 

 

Using (2.30) the equation for the load spectra becomes: 

 

2 2

4/3

1
( )

2
1

i iF F pp pp

m

S S A n S A

n A

v

χ= ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅
 

+  
 

 (2.31) 

In which, 
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( )
2

pp vv d m
S S C vρ= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅   (2.32) 

 

For simplicity it is assumed that the mean wind velocity is equal for each load spectrum, 

which means that the influence of height in the mean wind velocity is neglected. The wind 

loading can be applied as a point load, but the real wind load is better approximated by 

applying the wind load as a uniform load at each area.  

         

Figure 2-11; Left the static loading, and right the possible input of load spectra. The static loading must be applied 

in the spectrum analysis too. 

 

When the spectrum of each area is known the relation between these spectra must be 

determined. This is done by determining the cross-spectra.  

 

It is assumed that the coherence for the wind velocity at two points can be used to calculate 

the cross spectra of the wind loads.  

 

i j i i j j i jF F F F F F F F
S S S coh= ⋅ ⋅   (2.33) 

 
2 2

( ) ( )

( , , )
n

y y z zvm

i j

C r C r

F F y z
Coh r r n e

− +
=   (2.34) 

 

For the analysis with three wind spectra, three different cross-spectra are needed. Also an 

analysis with eight load spectra will be made. For this analysis 28 cross-spectra are needed. 

It can be seen that the more wind spectra, the more complicated the input for the analysis.  

 

As mentioned before the coherence in equation (1.4) is only valid for rectangular areas in 

the direction perpendicular to the wind velocity. To get an impression of the influence of 

different cross-spectra the following situations will be researched. 

 

1. The load spectra are fully correlated. This is done by setting the coherence equal to 

1. 

2. The load spectra are fully uncorrelated. This is done by setting the coherence equal 

to zero and thus by setting all cross-spectra equal to zero 

3. The load spectra are correlated with the coherence of equation (1.4) as in the 

Eurocode. 

4. The load spectra are correlated with a different coherence for the windward and 

leeward side of the structure using equations (1.5) and (1.6). [21] 

2.2.2 Structural properties 

As described earlier the initial properties of the structure are determined with a static 

analysis. The internal air-pressure and mean wind loading were applied in this analysis and 

the deformed geometry and updated stiffness matrix were saved. For the dynamic analysis 
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two more properties are important, the mass and the damping. The mass is determined as 

1700 kg/m
3
 for ETFE in chapter 1.1. The damping is more difficult to determine.  

 

As explained in chapter 1.2.3 the aerodynamic damping is large compared to the structural 

damping and causes nonlinearity in the damping coefficient in the equation of motion. It is 

complicated to model both nonlinear stiffness and nonlinear damping. Therefore the 

aerodynamic damping should be approximated. In FE-programs there are several options for 

modeling damping. The damping matrix in ANSYS is determined through: [24] 

 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
1 1

mat elN N

i i c j

i j

C M K K K Cα β β β
= =

 = + + + +  ∑ ∑  (2.35) 

 

In this equation a distinction can be made between α-damping, β-damping and a damping 

ratio ζ. The damping ratio ζ is the ratio between the present damping and the critical 

damping. (Appendix A; Dynamics) The last term of this equation is comparable to a damping 

ratio ζ. As can be seen when looked at the first two terms from equation (2.35) α-damping is 

proportional to the mass matrix and β-damping is proportional to the stiffness matrix. The 

third term of equation (2.35) describes the material dependent damping, which is also β-

damping. The fourth term of equation (2.35) is used in an harmonic analysis and can also be 

categorized as β-damping. The α- and β-damping can be plotted against the natural 

frequencies of the structure.  

 

 

 

Figure 2-12; α−α−α−α− and β damping  

 

In a spectrum analysis α-damping, β-damping and a damping ratio ζ are all possible. In a full 

transient analysis, which will be discussed in the next paragraph, only α-damping and β-

damping are allowed.  When looking at Figure 2-12 and Figure 1-10, β-damping is a better 

approximation of the aerodynamic damping than α-damping. For the spectral analysis a 

damping ratio ζ will be used. For the transient analysis this is not possible. To get an 

impression of the effect of damping the transient analysis will be performed with β-

damping. To compare the effect of damping, the β-damping is determined with the first 

natural frequency. This first natural frequency is determined with a modal analysis. 

 

1

1

2ς
β

ω
=   (2.36) 
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2.2.3 Solving method 

To determine the response of the pneumatic structure a Finite Element Program is needed. 

The FE-program calculates the response spectrum using mode superposition. Therefore the 

results of a modal analysis are needed. The response can than be determined with: 

 
2

( ) ( ) ( )
xx FF

S S Hω ω ω= ⋅   (2.37) 

 

Because the loading is discrete the response becomes:[25]  

 

2 *

1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
i i i j

N N N

xx F F i F F i j

i i j

S S H S H Hω ω ω ω ω
=

= ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅∑ ∑∑  (2.38) 

 

The functions Hi(ω) are calculated by the FE-program. [17] 

 

( )2 2

1
( )

2
i

i i i

H
i

ω
ω ω ξ ω ω

=
− +

  (2.39) 

2.3 Time-domain analysis 
The loading in the time-domain is also determined with three wind spectra. To determine 

the random wind loading the procedure mentioned in (Appendix C; Aerodynamics) is used. 

The time series for the wind velocity will be derived with a Fourier transform of the wind 

velocity spectrum. 
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The relation between the different loads must be included in the time series. Therefore the 

coherence of equation (2.34) is used. Other correlations are not researched. The generation 

of the three correlated time series is done with a program in Fortran. (Appendix H; Fortran 

file) This program was developed by C.P.W. Geurts. 

 

With the known wind loads in the time domain a transient dynamic analysis can be 

performed. The method used to solve the equation of motion in the time-domain is the 

Newmark-β method. A summary of this method is given in the appendix. (Appendix A; 

Dynamics) In [26] the method is described in detail. Also the Newton Raphson iterative 

method is used, because the stiffness of the structure is nonlinear. (Appendix B; Non-

linearity) 

 

In a transient analysis almost all nonlinearities are possible. However knowledge of the 

structural behavior of the structure is more important, because otherwise the results could 

be interpreted wrong. One of the most important aspects in the transient analysis is the 

choice of the time steps.  

2.3.1 Time step of the loading 

In Figure 2-13 a sinus function of 4,5 Hz is shown. If this is the natural frequency of the 

structure, the wind loading must have a sample frequency (fsamp) high enough to make it 

possible for the structure to vibrate in its natural frequency. When the time step of the 

loading is 0,2 seconds, the sample frequency becomes fsamp=1/0,2=5 Hz. The frequency of 4,5 

Hz is than missed as showed in Figure 2-13.  
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Figure 2-13; Sampling of a sinus function 

To get a good approximation of the sinus at least six points per cycle are needed. It is 

decided to make time series of the wind loading with a time step of 0,02 seconds.  

 

With a Discrete Fourier Transform it can be tested whether the original spectrum is found 

again. A Discrete Fourier Transform approximates the Fourier Transform with: [27] 
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De horizontal axis must be multiplied with 
1

samp
T

and the vertical axis with Tsamp to find the 

original spectrum again.  

 

  

Figure 2-14; Original spectrum of wind velocity and Fourier Transform of the time series generated with the 

Fortran program 

 

The input spectrum for the time series was cut off after 5 Hz, which can be seen in Figure 

2-14. In Figure 2-14 it can also be seen that during the Fourier Transform information about 

the spectrum is lost. This is because of aliasing. [28] Using a Discrete Fourier Transform will 

generate more spectra, which will overlap when the sampling rate is too low. Therefore also 

the sampling frequency should be at least twice as high as the highest frequency that is 

looked at. This is called the Nyquist rate. [28]  

 

1
2
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f f
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Using the Nyquist rate will solve part of the aliasing. Because the wind spectrum is not 

limited a highest frequency is not in the signal and aliasing will always occur. Using a window 
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during the Discrete Fourier Transform could improve the results. A window multiplies the 

frequencies in the area of interest with a certain value.  

2.3.2 Statistics of extremes 

In [29] a statistical method is described in which the extreme wind loading can be 

determined. The method does not use a peak factor kp. Instead it assumes that the annual-

maximum hourly-mean wind velocity (or 10 minutes mean wind velocity vm) and the peak 

loading coefficients ˆ
p

c can be described by a Fisher-Tippett probability distribution. With 

these two distributions a joint-probability density function can be determined for the wind 

loading, with which a design peak load can be determined. In [30] the method of Cook and 

Mayne is described in more detail. The extreme load coefficient can be found using a 

Gumbel probability paper. [31] How much data is needed for this method is not clear. For 

some researches 16 extremes were used, but in other researches 50, 100 or even more 

extremes were used. [32-34]  

 

The method can probably also be used to find the extreme response of the pneumatic 

structure using the extremes of the time series generated by a transient analysis. The 

advantage of a method using extreme statistics is that it is not needed to generate spectra 

from the time series to compare the results with the results from an analysis in the 

frequency-domain. A peak factor is also not needed. The disadvantage is that there should 

be checked whether the results have a Gumbel, Weibull or Fréchet distribution and that 

literature does not agree on the number of extremes that are needed.   

 

It is recommended to do statistics using different numbers of extremes and check what 

distribution satisfies the results. A research to the distribution of pressure coefficients is 

[35]. 



 

  

3 Results 
 

The pneumatic structure has been investigated in both the frequency-domain and the time-

domain. To perform an analysis in the frequency-domain the results of a nonlinear static 

analysis were needed. This chapter deals first with the static results. Next the results of the 

frequency-domain approach will be described and than the results of the time-domain 

approach. In the last paragraph both methods will be compared. 

3.1 Results static analysis 
As described in chapter 2 a static analysis is performed first to determine the properties of 

the deformed structure. The influence of the changing geometry on the pressure coefficients 

was an important part of the research. 

 

In Firt [1] it is mentioned that the pressure coefficients are changing for deformed 

pneumatic structures. The pressure coefficients are given for an undeformed and a 

deformed structure as shown in Figure 3-1. 

 

    

Figure 3-1; Pressure coefficients for an undeformed pneumatic (dashed line) and the deformed pneumatic 

structure (solid line). [1] 

 

Figure 3-1 was based on wind tunnel experiments made by Niemann. [36] It can be seen that 

the maximum pressure coefficient in area B is increased and that the maximum pressure 

coefficient in area A is reduced. The line is shifted and has become steeper. Another 

research was from Daw [2].   
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Figure 3-2; Pressure coefficients for a deformed and undeformed pneumatic structure. [2] 

 

As can be seen in Figure 3-2 the results of Daw do not correspond with the figure found in 

Firt. 

 

As described in chapter 2 in this research the figures from the Eurocode were used to 

determine new pressure coefficients for the deformed structure. An analysis is performed 

for a pneumatic structure with the following data. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-3; Input loading for static analysis 

 

Width:    30 m 

Height:    10 m 

Internal air-pressure:  0,1 kN/m
2
 

Number of elements:  100 

Mean wind pressure:  364,9N/m
2
 

Start values pressure coefficients: Cp;A = 0,53 

    Cp;B = -1,03 

    Cp;C = -0,40 
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The analysis described in chapter 2.1.2 is done 5 times. It can be seen in Table 3-1 that the 

values for the pressure coefficients are converged after 5 steps. The loading in area A is 

reduced with 36%, but in area B is increased with 6%. Taking into account the effect of the 

changing wind pressure coefficients, reduces the maximum displacement. The reaction 

forces and the stresses are increased.  

 

Analysis Cp;A Cp;B 

Reaction 

force 1 (N) 

Reaction 

force 2 (N) 

axial stress 

(N/m
2
) axial strain 

Maximum 

displacement (m) 

1 0.3192 -1.0922 4596.3 4596.4 4.596E+07 3.283E-04 1.535 

2 0.3416 -1.0903 4794.7 4794.7 4.794E+07 3.425E-04 1.3758 

3 0.3393 -1.0907 4784.4 4784.5 4.784E+07 3.417E-04 1.3916 

4 0.3395 -1.0907 4786.0 4786.0 4.786E+07 3.418E-04 1.3899 

5 0.3395 -1.0907 4785.9 4785.9 4.786E+07 3.418E-04 1.3901 

difference -36% 6% 4% 4% 4% 4% -9% 

Table 3-1; Results analyses for a pneumatic structure with internal air-pressure p=0,1 kN/m
2
 

 

When performing the same analysis for a structure with an internal air-pressure of p = 0,3 

kN/m
2
 the following data is found. 

 

Analysis Cp;A Cp;B 

Reaction 

force 1 (N) 

Reaction 

force 2 (N) 

axial stress 

(N/m2) axial strain 

Maximum 

displacement (m) 

1 0.4033 -1.0700 7804.9 7804.9 7.805E+07 5.575E-04 0.88278 

2 0.4114 -1.0695 7931.2 7931.1 7.933E+07 5.666E-04 0.83457 

3 0.4108 -1.0696 7929.7 7929.8 7.929E+07 5.664E-04 0.83773 

4 0.4109 -1.0696 7930.1 7930.1 7.930E+07 5.664E-04 0.83751 

5 0.4109 -1.0696 7930.1 7930.1 7.930E+07 5.664E-04 0.83753 

difference -22% 4% 2% 2% 2% 2% -5% 

Table 3-2; Results analyses for a pneumatic structure with internal air-pressure p=0,3 kN/m
2
 

 

The wind loading is now reduced with 22% in area A and increased with 4% in area B. It can 

be seen that the reaction forces and stresses become higher for a pneumatic structure with 

a higher internal air-pressure. Although the wind loading is not reduced as much for a 

structure with internal air pressure p=0,3 kN/m
2
 as for a structure with internal air-pressures 

p=0,1 kN/m
2
, the displacements are less. It can be concluded from these results that the 

effect of the increasing stiffness has more influence than the effect of the decreasing wind 

load.  

 

To get a better impression of the changing pressure coefficients a CFD (Computational Fluid 

Dynamics) calculation was performed with the undeformed and the deformed shape of the 

structure. There was no interaction between the wind and the structure in this CFD 

calculation, because the structure was analyzed as a rigid body. The wind pressures seem to 

be a bit higher in area B for the deformed structure as was also seen with the results in Table 

3-1 and Table 3-2 and in Figure 3-1. However from this CFD calculation good conclusions 

could not be drawn as the model should be better verified. (Appendix I; CFD model) 

 

The changing pressure coefficients of the iterative analysis in this research agrees with the 

figure from Firt [1], but do not agree with the figures from Daw.[2] It is possible that the 

influence of the Reynolds number caused this difference. It could not be found which 

turbulence was used in the wind tunnel experiments of Niemann. [36] Further research, 

using wind tunnel experiments and CFD models with different turbulences, is recommended. 
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3.2 Frequency-domain analysis 
As explained in chapter 2.2 a spectral analysis was performed for the structure with initial 

properties determined in a static analysis. The stiffness of the structure was linearized and 

the deformed geometry was used to perform the spectral analysis. 

 

Different variables could be investigated for the pneumatic structure.  Some variables are 

researched to get an impression of the influence, because the real value of the variable is 

not known. Different damping ratios are researched. Also the cross-correlation of the wind 

spectra was not known. Four cross-correlations are compared. Further it is researched which 

effect a more detailed analysis, with more wind spectra, has on the results.  

 

The internal air-pressure is a variable that can be chosen. The choice for a certain air-

pressure influences the response of the structure as is explained in paragraph 3.2.2. There 

could be researched much more aspects, such as the size and shape of the structure or the 

use of an other material for the membrane, but this is not done in this research. 

3.2.1 Damping 

There is not much known about the value of damping in pneumatic structures. By 

performing analyses with different values for the damping the influence of damping can be 

seen. As seen in chapter 2.2.2 in Finite element programs different kinds of damping can be 

applied. In the frequency domain the analysis is performed with a damping ratio ζ .   
 

Figure 3-4; Input load spectra for analysis 

 

In Figure 3-5 the analyses for different values of the damping ratio are plotted. For small 

damping ratios the response of the structures for the natural frequencies is large. When a 

damping ratio of 0,05 or higher is applied the dynamic response of the structure becomes 

less important. For steel structures often a damping ratio around 0,01 is applied, which 

means that a damping ratio of 0,05 is quite high. [22]  

 

Width:    30 m 

Height:    10 m 

Internal air-pressure:  0,1 kN/m
2
 

Effect changing Cp:  included 

Cross-correlation:  Eurocode 

Number of spectra:  3 

Number of elements:  100 
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Figure 3-5; Influence damping on PSD of displacement 

 

In Figure 3-6 the extreme displacement and acceleration are plotted for different values of 

the damping ratio. A peak factor of 3,6 is used to calculate the extremes. The accelerations 

are extremely high. This is the consequence of the relative low stiffness and high natural 

frequencies.  

 

The standard deviation of the acceleration can be estimated with the standard deviation of 

the displacement. [17,37] 
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When the natural frequency is high and the standard deviation of the displacements too, the 

standard deviation of the accelerations becomes also high as can be seen in equation (3.1). 
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Figure 3-6; Influence damping on extreme displacements and accelerations 

 

The analysis in the FE-program does not always give reliable values for the standard 

deviation. This depends on the input of the load spectra and the number of natural 

frequencies that is taken into account. This is explained in more detail in (Appendix G; ANSYS 

input files).   

 

It is recommended to do more research to the amount of damping, because damping has a 

significant influence on the response of the structure. The research of Daw [2] can be used 

to determine damping ratios that can be included in numerical analyses. It is recommended 
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to determine damping ratios that are not dependent on the displacements of the structure, 

because this is difficult to model.  

3.2.2 Internal air pressure 

The same structure as in Figure 3-4 was analyzed, except that now a damping ratio of 0,01 

has been used. The internal air-pressure was varied. The influence of the internal air 

pressure can best be seen in the natural frequency. The internal air-pressure affects the 

results of the static solution as could be seen in the differences between a static analysis of a 

structure with internal air-pressure p=0,1 kN/m
2
 and p=0,3 kN/m

2
.  This influences also the 

stiffness of the structure and thus the results of a spectrum analysis. The first three 

frequencies were compared for different internal air-pressures. This is summarized in Figure 

3-7. 
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Figure 3-7; Natural frequencies as a function of the internal air-pressure 

 

In Figure 3-8 the natural frequencies are plotted against the wind loading. It can be seen that 

the natural frequency is changing with the loading. This is again a result of stress stiffening 

and influences further analysis in the frequency domain. In this research the spectral analysis 

is only performed for a stiffness determined with the extreme mean wind load. Because the 

wind loading has the most energy in the low frequencies, it could be possible that the 

dynamic response is more important for lower mean wind loads. 
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Figure 3-8; Natural frequencies as a function of the mean wind loading for a pneumatic structure with p=0,3 

kN/m
2
  

3.2.3 Different cross-correlations 

For this analysis the structure from Figure 3-4 was used, with a damping ratio of 0,01 and an 

internal air-pressure of 0,3 kN/m
2
.  Four different cross-correlations were used, which were 

described in chapter 2.2.1.  

 

1. The load spectra are fully correlated. This is done by setting the coherence equal to 

1. (Full correlated) 

2. The load spectra are fully uncorrelated. This is done by setting the coherence equal 

to zero and thus by setting all cross-spectra equal to zero (Full uncorrelated) 

3. The load spectra are correlated with the coherence of equation (2.34) as in the 

Eurocode. (Correlation EC) 

4. The load spectra are correlated with a different coherence for the windward and 

leeward side of the structure using equations (1.5) and (1.6) from [21] (EC with 

Geurts) 

 

The results of the different analyses are given below. 
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Figure 3-9; Influence different cross-correlations on displacement PSD  
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Figure 3-10; The extreme displacement for different cross-correlations 
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Figure 3-11; The extreme acceleration for different cross-correlations 

 

The results for the last three correlations do not differ much. In Figure 3-8 there can not be 

seen any difference between the correlations. Looking at the extreme displacements and 

accelerations it can be seen that the full uncorrelated wind loads give the highest 

displacements. The difference between the displacements for the correlation using the 

Eurocode and the correlation using the Eurocode with Geurts is for both analysis 3%. The 

difference between the correlation using the full uncorrelated load spectra and the 

correlation of the Eurocode with Geurts is 11% for the structure with p=0,1 kN/m
2
 and 4% 

for the structure with p=0,3 kN/m
2
. The extreme displacement and acceleration are also 

summarized in Table 3-3. 
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 displacement (m) Acceleration (m/s
2
) 

 p=0,1 p=0,3 p=0,1 p=0,3 

Full correlated 1.855 1.531 323 457 

Full uncorrelated3.295 1.648 922 695 

Correlation EC 3.069 1.626 923 696 

EC with Geurts 2.972 1.586 917 694 

Table 3-3; Extreme displacements and accelerations for the pneumatic structure with different cross-correlations 

 

It is remarkable that the full correlated load spectra give lower displacements and 

accelerations. This was not expected, because when the loading is fully correlated it means 

that the maximum loadings appear for all loads at the same time. Generally, this would 

result in a higher maximum total loading and thus a higher maximum displacement.  

 

That the full correlated loading gives lower displacements than the other three correlations 

is possibly the result of the different directions of the loads. In Figure 3-12 the first two 

mode shapes are showed. The main direction of the load spectra is also showed in this 

picture. It can be seen that the displacement of mode shape 1 is stimulated by loads 1 and 3, 

but load 2 is partly in the opposite direction of the movement. In mode shape 2, load 1 and 2 

stimulate the displacement and load 3 is in the opposite direction of the movement. Because 

the loading is dynamic the directions of load 1, 2 and 3 can change as is also seen in Figure 

3-12. When the loading is not fully correlated the directions of the loads are less dependent 

on each other and thus the loads can all be in the direction of the movement at the same 

time, which will result in larger displacements. 

 

          

Figure 3-12; First and second mode shape and the directions of the loads 1,2 and 3.. 

3.2.4 More spectra 

When more different spectra are applied the input of the cross-spectra becomes more 

complicated. However, the results will become more precise. As the real loading is varying 

continuous, this can better be approximated with more load spectra. In the previous 

analyses the loading was applied at all nodes, but the loading was equal for all these nodes 

in one area. In this analysis the structure was not divided into three areas but into eight 

areas. The structure of Figure 3-4 was used again. The internal air-pressure was 0,3 kN/m
2
 

and the damping ratio was 0,01.  
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Figure 3-13; Influence using more load spectra on the displacement PSD 

 

When applying 8 different spectra the displacements will decrease. Now it can be explained 

that when the loading is not fully correlated for one area that the resulting load will 

decrease, because more than one load spectrum per area is used. The loading in one area is 

almost in the same direction and has therefore the same influence on the displacements.  

3.3 Time-domain analysis 
To determine extreme responses from a transient analysis at least 16 analyses are needed of 

each 10 minutes wind as described in chapter 2.3.2. A transient analysis in a FE-program is 

time consuming, because for every substep equilibrium must be found using iterations. As 

described in chapter 2.3.1 the load steps must be small enough. Within each loadstep 

enough substeps must be used to let the solution converge. This means that the calculation 

time of a transient analysis is much longer than the time needed for a spectrum analysis. A 

statistical analysis in which the extremes are determined is therefore not performed in this 

research. Qualitative however, with a transient more can be said about the structural 

behaviour than in a spectrum analysis, because it shows the real displacements and 

accelerations and is therefore less abstract. An analysis in the time-domain can also describe 

the nonlinear behaviour of the structure, which is not possible with an analysis in the 

frequency-domain.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-14; Input structure for transient analysis 

 

In Figure 3-15 the displacements of the structure are plotted for the same loading time 

series but different damping ratios. It can be seen that damping has the most influence 

when the structure is vibrating in one of its natural frequency and that the static response is 

hardly influenced by damping. 

Width:    30 m 

Height:    10 m 

Internal air-pressure:  0,3 kN/m
2
 

Effect changing Cp:  not included 

Cross-correlation:  Eurocode 

Number of spectra:  3 

Number of elements:  100 
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Figure 3-15; Effect of damping on the displacements, p=0,3 kN/m
2
 

 

The same loading time series are used to perform an analysis with a lower internal air-

pressure, p=0,1 kN/m
2
. It is expected that the displacements are larger and that the natural 

frequency is lower. When looked at Figure 3-16 it can be seen that for the same loading the 

displacements are larger and the structure is acting different.  
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Figure 3-16; Effect of damping on the displacements, p=0,1 kN/m
2
 

3.4 Comparison of time and frequency approach 
The two methods used to analyze the dynamic behaviour of the pneumatic structure are 

compared through this whole report. The main differences between the Time-domain and 

Frequency-domain approach are summarized in Table 3-4. 
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Time-domain analysis Frequency-domain analysis 

Static and dynamic load can be analyzed at 

the same time. The real nonlinear stiffness of 

the structure is used. 

First a nonlinear static analysis must be 

performed for the mean wind load. Then for 

the spectral analysis the stiffness of the 

structure is linearized at a point. Therefore 

the stiffness is not exact. 

The analysis has to be performed for several 

load signals or one load signal with a long 

period of time to draw statistical conclusions 

about the response.  

Only one analysis is needed to determine the 

Power Spectral Density and standard 

deviation 

During the inverse Fourier transform 

information about the wind spectrum is lost. 

There is no loss of information of the wind 

velocity spectrum from the Eurocode. 

Table 3-4; Differences between Time-domain and Frequency-domain approach 

 

In this paragraph the differences between the results of the two methods are compared. 

Because a statistical analysis is not performed for the analyses in the time-domain the 

extremes can not be compared. It is possible to make spectra from the results time series 

using Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFT). The Power Spectral Densities of the analyses with 

different damping ratios are plotted in Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-18. The spectra from the 

spectrum analysis are also plotted. It can be seen that for the low frequencies the spectra do 

not differ much. For the first natural frequency however there is a difference. The peak from 

the first natural frequency in the transient analysis is lower but more spread. For the 

pneumatic structure with internal air-pressure p=0,1 kN/m
2
 it seems that the first natural 

frequency is shade into the second natural frequency.  For the internal air-pressure of p=0,1 

kN/m
2
 it also seems that the first natural frequency is lower in the time-domain analysis than 

in the frequency-domain analysis. 
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Figure 3-17;  Spectra after DFT for a pneumatic structure with p=0,3 kN/m
2
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Figure 3-18; Spectra after DFT for a pneumatic structure with p=0,1 kN/m
2
 

 

For the differences a few explanations are offered. During the DFT too much information 

could be lost. This can be solved by using a window during the DFT or using a higher sample 

frequency for the results. It is also possible that, because the structure is nonlinear there is 

no natural frequency.  

 

When the time signal of the wind velocity is determined with equation  (2.40) the signal is 

stationary and ergodic and the mean and standard deviation can be determined from 

averaging one signal over a long period of time and also from the average of different time 

signals. [38] This was done using the Discrete Fourier Transform in chapter 2.3.1. However 

the structure is nonlinear and therefore the results are dependent on the load history. A 

Discrete Fourier Transform can be performed, but the resulting spectrum should be 

interpreted carefully.  
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It is possible that the structure behaves too nonlinear and that it is thus not correct to 

linearize the structure as was done in the frequency-domain approach. This can also explain 

why the structure with a lower air-pressure differs more in both approaches. The structure 

with p=0,1 kN/m
2 

has larger displacements and will behave more nonlinear than the 

structure with an internal air-pressure p=0,3 kN/m
2
.  



  

  

Conclusions and recommendations 
 

The following conclusions and recommendations with respect to this research can be drawn.  

3.5 Static analyses 
The static analysis is most important for the dynamic analysis in the frequency-domain. The 

results are used as initial properties in the spectral analysis. However theoretical it is not 

needed to perform a static analysis before performing a transient analysis in the time-

domain, it is recommended to analyze the structural properties before starting a transient 

analysis. Especially an approximation of the natural frequencies will be needed to determine 

the time step of the loading. When the time step is too large the structure will not behave as 

it should do, because not all crucial frequencies will be present in the response.  

 

From the static analyses some conclusions can be drawn about the structural properties and 

the pressure coefficients. 

3.5.1 Structural properties 

The stiffness of the structure, which has a large influence on the dynamic behaviour of the 

structure, is determined through the static loading. The extreme mean wind load was used 

for this static analysis. For lower wind loads the stiffness will be lower and thus the natural 

frequencies will be lower. The wind loading has the most energy in the low frequencies. It is 

therefore possible that the dynamic response is more important for lower mean wind loads. 

The stiffness and natural frequencies are also influenced by the geometry and size of the 

structure. It is recommended to do further research on different possible situations, 

including larger pneumatic structures and lower mean wind loadings.   

3.5.2 Pressure coefficients 

It is seen in paragraph 3.1 that the change of the geometry of the pneumatic structure 

influences the wind loading through the pressure coefficients. However the method used in 

this research and the figure from Firt [1] do not agree with the results from the research of 

Daw. [2] The difference of the two wind tunnel experiments is possibly caused through the 

use of different Reynolds numbers. It is therefore recommended to do further research, with 

different turbulences, to this effect. This can be done by performing a detailed CFD 

calculation or if possible a wind tunnel experiment.  

 

When future research does confirm the results of the method to determine new pressure 

coefficients used in this research, it is suggested to look at the following aspects. 

 

• The method to determine the new pressure coefficients is only valid for structures 

with a mean curvature which is negative. When the structure gets a positive 

curvature nothing can be said about the value of the pressure coefficients. 

• The calculation of the curvature and the new pressure coefficients are built in a 

spreadsheet and the nonlinear static analysis is in a FE-program. The possibility to 

build the calculation of the curvature and the new pressure coefficients in the FE-

program is not analyzed. This may save time and will make the analysis less 

demanding.  
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3.6 Dynamic analyses 
For the dynamic analyses some general conclusions can be drawn, which are important for 

both the frequency-domain method and the time-domain method. The main problems in 

defining the input for the analyses are the determination of the correlation of the wind 

forces and the determination of the value of the aerodynamic damping.  

 

The cross-correlation is determined using the coherence. This coherence is given for 

rectangular areas perpendicular to the wind direction. However, pneumatic structures are 

not rectangular and the loading does not lie in the plane perpendicular to the wind direction. 

The cross-correlation for windward and leeward points can be determined using coherence 

functions. [21] For the coherence of points on a curved area more research is needed.   

 

Damping has a large influence on the response of the structure. The pneumatic structure has 

little structural damping and the main damping is caused by aerodynamic forces. The 

amount of aerodynamic damping is difficult to determine. In [23] and [2] the aerodynamic 

damping is measured in experiments.  It is however complicated to use the results of this 

research, because the damping ratios are dependent on both frequency and displacement. It 

is therefore recommended to do further research to the aerodynamic damping and to 

develop a method to use this damping in analyses, in which the aerodynamic damping ratio 

is not dependent on the displacements. 

3.6.1 Frequency-domain method 

It could be seen in the results of the frequency-domain method that the accelerations of the 

pneumatic structure are generally high. Damping has a large influence on both 

displacements and accelerations. Further it can be concluded that the full correlated loading 

does not always give the most conservative results. In this research it was found that the full 

correlated loading gave lower displacements than the uncorrelated loading.  

3.6.2 Time-domain method 

The time-domain method has some disadvantages. The wind velocity spectrum from the 

Eurocode has to be converted to a time series through a Fourier Transform, in which 

information about the wind velocity is lost. The time step of the loading should be chosen 

carefully, which asks for good knowledge of the structural behaviour before starting a 

transient analysis.  To draw statistical conclusions at least 16 analyses should be performed, 

in which each analysis is much more time-consuming than a spectral analysis. This is the 

reason that an analysis in the frequency domain is preferred. However it is recommended to 

check whether both methods give the same results. The time-domain method uses the real 

nonlinear stiffness and will therefore, when the time-step is small enough, generate more 

reliable results. 

 

From this research it can not be concluded whether the analysis in the frequency domain is 

correct. There is a difference between the spectra, made with a Discrete Fourier Transform 

(DFT) of the time series, and the spectra obtained from the analysis in the frequency-

domain. This difference is more obvious in the analysis for a pneumatic structure with an 

internal air-pressure p=0,1 kN/m
2
 than in the analysis with an internal air-pressure p=0,3 

kN/m
2
. It is possible that the pneumatic structure with a lower internal air-pressure behaves 

more nonlinear than the pneumatic structure with a higher internal air-pressure. It is also 

possible that the differences are found because during the DFT too much information is lost. 

For pneumatic structures with higher internal air-pressures the frequency-domain method is 

preferred, provided that the natural frequency in the time-domain and the natural 
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frequency in the frequency-domain do not differ too much. Pneumatic structures with a low 

internal air-pressure should not be analyzed only with the frequency-domain method.  

 

In this research a statistical analysis in the time-domain was not performed. For further 

research it is recommended to use statistics of extremes and to compare these results with 

the results found with the frequency-domain approach. 
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A. Dynamics 
 

Dynamics is described in the dictionary as ‘the scientific study of movement’. It includes an 

enormous amount of subjects. In this appendix a few aspects of dynamics will be explained. 

A lot of structures can be described as a system with an infinite number of degrees of 

freedom. Most of the time, these structures are approximated as discrete systems, which 

makes analysis simpler. When an equation of motion is known, there are two ways to look at 

it. The equation of motion can be presented in the frequency domain and in the time 

domain. In the first subchapter about solving equations of motion the problem is looked at 

in the frequency domain. The other method is to solve the equation of motion in the time-

domain using pulse loads, which can also be done for non-linear problems. In the last part of 

this chapter different aspects of damping are considered.  

A.1 Deriving equations of motion 
When making a dynamic analysis of a structure first a proper equation of motion must be 

derived. The equation of motion is mostly of the following form: 

 

( )mx cx kx F t+ + =&& &   (A.1) 

 

In which x , x&  en x&&are functions of time (t). A structure with one degree of freedom is 

showed in Figure A-1a. Figure A-1b shows the idealization as a spring-damper-mass system 

of this structure. When dealing wit a uniform bar, which exists of an infinite number of 

degrees of freedom, an approach with three degrees of freedom, will give more exact results 

than an approach with one degree of freedom. In accordance with the idealization in Figure 

A-1 a structure with three degrees of freedom can be idealized as showed in Figure A-2. 
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Figure A-1a; structure with one degree of freedom, b: idealization of the structure 
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Figure A-2; Structure with three degrees of freedom and the idealized system. 

 

Rao [39] gives a procedure to determine the equation of motion of a system as showed in 

Figure A-1 and Figure A-2.  

1. “ Set up a suitable coordinates to describe the positions of the various point masses 

and rigid bodies in the system. Assume suitable positive directions for the 

displacements, velocities, and accelerations of the masses and rigid bodies. 

2. Determine the static equilibrium configuration of the system and measure the 

displacements of the masses and rigid bodies from their respective static equilibrium 

positions. 

3. Draw the free-body diagram of each mass or rigid body in the system. Indicate the 

spring, damping, and external forces acting on each mass or rigid body when 

positive displacement and velocity are given to that mass or rigid body. 

4. Apply Newton’s second law of motion to each mass or rigid body shown by the free-

body diagram as: 

 

i i ij

j

m x F=∑&&   (A.2) 

or  

 

i i ij

j

J Mθ =∑&&   (A.3) 

where 
ij

j

F∑ denotes the sum of all forces acting on mass mi and 
ij

j

M∑ indicates 

the sum of moments of all forces (about a suitable axis) acting on the rigid body or 

mass moment of inertia Ji.” 

 

The free-body diagrams of the masses from Figure A-2 are: 
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Figure A-3; free-body diagrams of the masses from Figure A-2 
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From these diagrams the equation of motion can be derived. For a system with more than 

one degree of freedom equation (A.1) can also be written as: 

 

[ ] [ ] [ ]m x c x k x F+ + =
rr r r&& &   (A.4) 

 

In which[ ]m , [ ]c  and [ ]k form the mass, damping and stiffness matrices. These matrices 

are different for each systems. When one of the matrices[ ]m , [ ]c  and [ ]k  contain terms, 

that are not at the diagonal, the system is called a coupled system. This means that the 

equations for the masses can not be solved separately.  

 

For each mass Newton’s second law has been used, which gives the following three 

equations: 

1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1
( ) ( )m x k x k x x c x c x x F⋅ = − ⋅ + ⋅ − − ⋅ + ⋅ − +&& & & &  (A.5) 

 

2 2 2 2 1 3 3 2 2 2 1 3 3 2 2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )m x k x x k x x c x x c x x F⋅ = − ⋅ − + ⋅ − − ⋅ − + ⋅ − +&& & & & &  (A.6) 

 

3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3
( ) ( )m x k x x c x x F⋅ = − − − ⋅ − +&& & &   (A.7) 

 

These equations can be transformed to (A.1). The matrices are then: 
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 (A.11) 

 

In addition to the above described method for discrete systems it is possible to derive 

equations of motion for continuous systems. This is described in chapter 8 of Rao [39] and 

will not be handled in this report.  

 

The equation of motion can also be derived using Lagrange’s equations. 
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( )n

j

j j j

d T T V
Q

dt q q q

 ∂ ∂ ∂
− + =  ∂ ∂ ∂ &

  (A.12) 

 

In which T is the kinetic energy of the system, V is the potential energy of the system and 
( )n

jQ is the generalized nonconservative force corresponding to the generalized coordinate 

qj. Generalized coordinates are coordinates of a system that are independent.  The force 
( )n

jQ  includes damping forces. Examples using Lagrange’s equation to derive the equation of 

motion can be found in [39] and [26]. 

 

A.2 Solving equations of motion 
There are two ways to represent the vibrations of a system. The vibrations can be presented 

in the time-domain and in the frequency domain.  

 

The reason why the frequency-domain representation is not used for non-linear problems is 

that there are not always natural frequencies in a non-linear system. This can be seen in the 

equation for the natural frequency of a one-spring-mass system. When the stiffness k is non-

linear the natural frequency becomes also non-linear. 

 

n

eq

k

m
ω =   (A.13) 

 

In this subchapter the equation of motion will first be solved using a frequency-domain 

approach. This is done in paragraph A.2.1. In paragraph A.2.2 solving equations of motion in 

the time-domain is explained. For the analysis of pneumatic structures particular the 

method of direct numerical integration is of interest.  

A.2.1 Frequency domain 

Equation (A.4) is a so-called differential equation of the second order. How to find a solution 

for this type of equations is described in Kreyszig [40]. When there are no external forces the 

motion of a system is called free vibration and the solution is called the homogeneous 

solution xh. The homogeneous solution will disappear after a while when there is damping 

present. The solution of the system when there is a (periodic) external force is a little more 

complicated. The solution after the free vibration is damped out is called particular solution, 

xp. The total solution of the system can be found by adding the homogeneous solution and 

the particular solution.  

 

( ) ( ) ( )
h p

x t x t x t= +   (A.14) 

 

Because of the existence of a particular and a homogeneous solution the solving for an 

equation of motion can be done in two steps.  

A.2.1.1 One degree of freedom 

For the system of Figure A-1 with one degree of freedom the following equation of motion 

can be derived:  

 

( )
eq

m x cx kx F t+ + =&& &   (A.15) 
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First the particular solution will be derived. A solution of the following form is assumed:  

 

[ ]( ) *px t X Cos tω φ= −   (A.16) 

 

What kind of solution should be assumed is described in Kreyszig [40]. It will not be 

explained in detail here. By differentiating of (A.16) and substituting it in (A.15) the values 

for X and φ are found. 

 

( )
0

2
2 2 2

F
X

k m cω ω
=

− +

                     (A.17) 

 

2

c
ArcTan

k m

ω
φ

ω

 
=  − 

                  (A.18) 

 

In this example the value for k is:  

 

3

3EI
k

l
=                     (A.19) 

 

In stead of mass m from equation (A.1) in the system of Figure A-1 an equivalent mass meq is 

used. This equivalent mass can be determined by setting the kinetic energy of the 

distributed mass md equal to the kinetic energy of the equivalent mass.   

 

The deformation of the structure y(x), through a point load P at the end of the bar can be 

determined from the maximum deformation ymax.  

 

( ) ( ) ( )
22

2 3max max

3 3
( ) 3 3 3

6 2 2

y x yPx
y x l x l x x l x

EI l l
= − = − = −                            (A.20) 

 

The maximum kinetic energy Tmax is given by:  

 

2
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0

1
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2

l

d
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= ∫ &                    (A.21) 

 

In which d
m

l
 the mass per unit length.  
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T x l x dx l m y

l l l l

     
= − = =    

    
∫

& &
&  (A.23) 

 

2

max max

1

2
eq

T m y= &   (A.24) 
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33

140
eq d

m m=   (A.25) 

 

With this information the particular solution for equation (A.15) will turn into:  

 

( )
0

22
2 2 2

( ) *
p

eq
eq

F c
x t Cos t ArcTan

k m
k m c

ω
ω

ωω ω

  
= −  

−    − +

             (A.26) 

 

The homogeneous solution for (A.15) is assumed in the following form: 

 

( )0 0
( ) cosn t

h dx t X e t
ς ω ω φ− ⋅ ⋅= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −   (A.27) 

 

In which ωn is the natural frequency, ωd the frequency of damped vibration and ζ the 

damping ratio. Since the equivalent mass is known, the natural frequency can be found by 

the following equation: 

  

n

eq

k

m
ω =   (A.28) 

 

The damping of the structure depends on the type of structure. Mostly a damping ratio is 

used.  

 

cr

c

c
ς =   (A.29) 

 

In which c is the present damping and ccr the critical damping. For steel and concrete values 

are available for the damping ratio. For pneumatic structures it is unknown what value the 

damping has. The meaning of critical damping is explained in subchapter A.3. Also several 

forms of damping are described in this subchapter. 

 

The critical damping of the structure can be found by: 

 

2
cr eq

c m k= ⋅   (A.30) 

 

The natural damped frequency can be derived with: 

 

2
1

d n
ω ς ω= − ⋅   (A.31) 

 

The total solution becomes: 

 

( )
( )

0

0 0 22
2 2 2

( ) ( ) ( ) cos *n t

h p d

eq
eq

F c
x t x t x t X e t Cos t ArcTan

k m
k m c

ς ω ω
ω φ ω

ωω ω

− ⋅ ⋅
  

= + = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − + −  
−    − +

 

  (A.32) 
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In which only X0 and φ0 are unknown. These constants can be determined using the initial 

conditions, 
0

x and
0

x& .  

 

For a system with the following values the homogeneous, the particular and the total 

solution are plotted. 

 

F0=1 N 

ω=2 Rad/s 

EI=107 Nmm2 

md=100 kg/m 

c=10 Ns/m 

l=20 m 
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Total response

 

Figure A-4; Particular, homogeneous and total response of the system of Figure A-1 

 

It can be seen in these figures that the homogeneous response is damped out after a while 

and that the system will vibrate in the particular response.  

 

A.2.1.2 More degrees of freedom 

When no external forces are present there will be free vibration. Because the system has 

three degrees of freedom it also has 3 natural frequencies ωn. The deriving of the free 

vibration solution is similar to the method for one degree of freedom. Equation (A.4) turns 

into: 

 

[ ] [ ] [ ] 0m x c x k x+ + =
rr r r&& &   (A.33) 

 

This equation has a homogeneous solution in the following form:  

 

( ) ( )
i i

x t X T t=   (A.34) 
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where Xi is a constant and T is a function of time t. This solution can be substituted in to 

equation (A.33) and rewritten to the following two equations. This procedure has been 

described in Rao [39].  

 

( )2
[ ] [ ] 0k m Xω− =

rr
  (A.35) 

 

1
( ) * [ ]T t C Cos tω φ= +   (A.36) 

 

Equation (A.35) is an eigenvalue problem. The trivial solution of (A.35) is given by 

X1=X2=X3=0. For a non-trivial solution the determinant must be zero.  

 

( )2
[ ] [ ] 0k mω∆ = − =  (A.37)  

 

This equation is often solved by writing equation(A.35) as: 

 

( )[ ] [ ] 0k m Xλ − =
rr

 (A.38) 

 

in which 
2

1
λ

ω
=                                (A.39) 

 

By multiplying (A.38) with [k]-1 the following equation has been derived:  

 

( )[ ] [ ] 0I D Xλ − =
rr

  (A.40) 

 

In which [I] is the identity matrix and 

 
1

[ ] [ ] [ ]D k m−=   (A.41) 

 

To illustrate the problem some values are given for the system in Figure A-2. 

1 2 3
k k k k= = = , 

1 2
m m m= =  en 

3
/ 2m m= . 

 

By setting the determinant equal to zero for this system the following natural frequencies 

are: 

 

1

k
0.517638 

m
ω =  , 2

k
1.41421 

m
ω =  , 3

k
1.93185 

m
ω =              (A.42) 

 

With these natural frequencies the normal modes of the system can be found. The natural 

frequencies therefore are substituted in (A.35). The external forces on the system are also 

substituted in this equation, which gives. 

 

( )2
[ ] [ ]k m X Fω− =

r r
  (A.43) 

 

For each natural frequency a normal mode can be found.   
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X X
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r
 , 

(3) (3)

1
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2

X X

 
 

=  
 
 

r
                           (A.44) 

 

The solution for the equation of motion is given by: 

 

( ) [ ]( )

1

n
i

h i i i

i

x t X ACos tω φ
=

= +∑
rr

  (A.45) 

 

The unknown coefficients Ai and φi can be found by substituting the initial conditions.  

 

( ) [ ]( )

1

0
n

i

i i

i

x X ACos φ
=

=∑
rr

  (A.46) 

 

( ) [ ]( )

1

0
n

i

i i i

i

x X A Sinω φ
=

=∑
rr&   (A.47) 

 

For the structure from Figure A-2 the displacements x(t) for each mass are plotted. Assumed 

is an initial displacement of 0,1m for x1(0). The left plot shows a structure with stiffness k=10 

and the right plot a structure with stiffness k=1. It can be seen that the amplitude for both 

stiffnesses is the same, but that the frequency differs.  

2 4 6 8 10

-0.10

-0.05

0.05

0.10

  

2 4 6 8 10

-0.10

-0.05

0.05

0.10

 

Figure A-5; Response of a the structure from figure 2.2 with x1(0)=0,1. Left: k=10. Right: k=1.  x1(t) is red, x2(t) is 

green, x3(t) is blue. 

 

The particular solution of a forced vibration can be found using modal analysis. In Rao [39] 

modal analysis is described as follows. ‘In this method the expansion theorem is used and 

the displacements of the masses are expressed as a linear combination of the normal modes 

of the system. This linear transformation uncouples the equations of motion so that we 

obtain a set of n uncoupled differential equations of second order. The solution of these 

equations, (…), can be readily obtained.’ 

 

The solution can be expressed as: 

 

[ ]( ) ( )x t X q t=
r r

  (A.48) 

 

In which  

 

[ ] (1) (2) ( )n
X X X X =  

r r r
L   (A.49) 
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1

2

( )

( )
( )

( )n

q t

q t
q t

q t

 
 
 

=  
 
  

r

M
  (A.50) 

 

The following equations can also be found: 

 

[ ]( ) ( )
T

Q t X F t=
r r

  (A.51) 

[ ] [ ][ ] [ ]
T

X m X I=   (A.52) 

[ ] [ ][ ]
T

X k X ω = ↑ ↓    (A.53) 

 

Using (A.4), (A.48), (A.49), (A.50), (A.51), (A.52) and (A.53), the equation of motion without 

damping becomes: 

 
2

( ) ( ) ( )q t q t Q tω + ↑ ↓ = 
rr r&&   (A.54) 

 

The solution for ( )
i

q t becomes: 

 

( )
0

(0) 1
( ) (0) cos sin ( )sin , 1,2,...,

t

i
i i i i i i

i i

q
q t q t t Q t d i nω ω τ ω τ τ

ω ω

 
= + + − = 

 
∫  (A.55) 

 

The solution for ( )
i

x t can be found using(A.48). 

 

A.2.1.3 Solving methods for multidegree of freedom systems 

The solving of equations of motion in the preceding subchapter gave exact solutions for the 

system of Figure A-2. However, for systems with large numbers of degrees of freedom the 

solution becomes quite complicated. Several numerical and analytical approach methods 

have been developed to describe the motion of the structure in a simpler way. Some of 

these methods are described in chapter 7 of Rao [39]. These methods are all based on the 

principle of solving the equation of motion in the frequency domain. 

• Dunkerley’s formula 

• Rayleigh’s method 

• Holzer’s method 

• Matrix iteration method 

• Jacobi’s method 

 

The formula of Dunkerley uses equation (A.37) and only gives an approach of the 

fundamental frequency. This is done by using the fact that in most systems the higher 

frequencies are large compared to their fundamental frequencies.  

 

The method of Rayleigh uses formulas for potential energie and kinetic energie, from which 

Rayleigh’s quotient ( )R X
r

follows. 
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2 [ ]
( )

[ ]

T

T

X k X
R X

X m X
ω = =

r r
r

r r   (A.56) 

 

Also here the fact that higher frequencies are large compared to the fundamental frequency 

is used. Only a value for the fundamental frequency is found.  

 

Rutenberg [41] compared the formula of Dunkerley with the method of Rayleigh. He 

concludes that the method of Rayleigh leads to results more close to the exact solution than 

Dunkerley’s formula. 

 

With the method of Holzer also the higher frequencies can be determined. This is a trial and 

error method. To come to a solution a trial value for ω is assumed and X1 or Θ1 is chosen as 

unity. With this value the values X2, X3 etcetera are determined. These values must satisfy 

the following equation:  

 

2

1

0
n

i i

i

m Xω
=

=∑   (A.57) 

 

When the values do not satisfy this equation a new value for ω is chosen and the same 

procedure is followed. 

 

De matrix iteration method is also a trial and error method. It is assumed that the natural 

frequencies are distinct and well separated such that ω1< ω2< …<ωn. The method uses the 

following equation:  

 

[ ] [ ]
1 2 2

D X I X Xω ω
−

= =
r r r

  (A.58) 

 

in which [D]
-1 is the inverse of the matrix [D].  

 
1

[ ] [ ] [ ]D m k−=                     (A.59) 

 

A value for 
1

X
r

is assumed and this value of
1

X
r

is multiplied with the matrix [D]
-1. This 

relation can also be written as:  

 

[ ]1i iX D X+ =
r r

  (A.60) 

 

The value for 
i

X
r

 converges and so ω1 can be determined. With ω1 the other natural 

frequencies can be found by using: 

 

[ ] [ ] [ ]( 1) ( 1)

1 1

i i T

i i iD D X X mλ − −
− −= −

r r
  (A.61) 

 

After this is done the following relation is used to determine ωi with the same iterative 

method as was used for the determination of ω1: 

 

[ ]1r i rX D X+ =
r r

  (A.62) 
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The method of Jacobi works the same as the matrix iteration method. The difference is that 

the different matrices [Di] are determined at the same time instead of one at a time. A 

matrix [R] is used for which [R]
T
[D][R] is a diagonal matrix. The elements on the diagonal of 

matrix [R] are the eigenvalues and the columns are the eigenvectors.  

A.2.2 Time-domain 

In time-domain analyses the response of a structure to an impulse load is important. This 

kind of loading is described in chapter 4 of Rao [39] and also in chapter 7 of Humar [26].  

 

According to Humar [26] an impulse load is a large force that acts for a short duration of 

time. An impulse load can be written as: 

 

2 1

t t

t

F Fdt mx mx

+∆

= = −∫ & &
%

  (A.63) 

For transient analysis a unit impulse is used. A unit impulse is defined as: 

 

0
lim 1

t t

t
t

f Fdt Fdt

+∆

∆ →
= = =∫

%
  (A.64) 

 

From equation (A.63) it follows that if the mass is at rest before the impulse load is applied, 

the velocity after applying the impulse load will be: 

 

F
x

m
=& %   (A.65) 

 

For a one-mass-spring-system the equation of motion after applying the pulse load is: 

 

0mx kx+ =&&   (A.66) 

 

The solution for free vibration is given by: 

 

cos sinx A t B tω ω= +   (A.67) 

 

The coefficients A and B can be determined from the initial conditions. 

 

0

0

A x

x
B

ω

=

=
&   (A.68) 

 

Using the unit impulse load from equation (A.64) and also using (A.67) and (A.68) a unit 

impulse response can be found. 

 

1
( ) sinh t t

m
ω

ω
=   (A.69) 

 

For a system with damping the unit impulse response becomes: 
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1
( ) sin

t

d

d

h t e t
m

ωξ ω
ω

−=   (A.70) 

 

For the response to a general dynamic loading the principle of superposition is used. It is 

therefore assumed that the system is linear. The total response of a system is given by: 

 

0

( ) ( ) ( )

t

x t F h t dτ τ τ= −∫   (A.71) 

 

In which F(τ)dτ is the impulse load at time t=τ. This equation is known as the convolution 

integral or Duhamel’s integral.  

 

Figure A-6; Representation of dynamic load by impulses. [26] 

 

In Humar [26] several examples of solving the equation of motion in the time-domain for 

different kind of forcing loads are given. For simple exciting forces the Duhamel’s equation 

can be solved in closed-form. For more complex exciting forces this is not possible and a 

numerical evaluation is needed. 

 

For a system with damping the Duhamel’s equation can be written as: 

 

( )
0 0

1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) sin cos cos sin

sin cos

t t

d d d d

d d

x t F h t d e F t t d
m

Ae t Be t

ςωτ

ςωτ ςωτ

τ τ τ τ ω ω τ ω ω τ τ
ω

ω ω

−

− −

= − = −

= −

∫ ∫
 (A.72) 

 

In which 

 

0

0

1
( ) cos

1
( )sin

t

d

t

d

A e F d
m

B e F d
m

ςωτ

ςωτ

τ ω τ τ
ω

τ ω τ τ
ω

=

=

∫

∫

  (A.73) 

 

The values for A and B can be determined by plotting the integrand as a function f(τ)of τ and 

approximate the area between the f(τ) and the τ axis. This approximation of the area can be 

done by different methods, for example: 

 

1. Rectangular summation 
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2. Trapezoidal method 

3. Simpson’s method 

 

However for nonlinear systems Duhamel’s integral is not valid and another method for 

calculating the response must be used.  

A.2.2.1 Direct numerical integration 

There are several methods to approximate the response of a system using the time-domain. 

According to Humar [26] “The direct integration of the equations of motion provides the 

response of the system at discrete intervals of time which are usually equally spaced.”  The 

direct numerical integration method knows several alternatives and variations. A few of 

them will be mentioned in this paragraph.  

 

Interpolation of the excitation is a way of direct numerical integration in which the forcing 

function is approximated by straight lines.  

 

 

Figure A-7; Piece-wise linear representation of force F(t) [26] 

 

The expression for F(τ) becomes. 

 

1( ) n n
n

F F
F F

h
τ τ+ −

= +   (A.74) 

 

The solution for (A.74) consists of three components. 

 

1. The free-vibration component with initial displacement 
n

x  and velocity 
n

x& . For an 

undamped system this is. 
1
( ) cos sinn

n

x
x xτ ωτ ωτ

ω
= +

&
             (A.75) 

2. The forced-vibration induced by a constant force Fn. For an undamped system this is. 

( )2
( ) 1 cosn

F
x

k
τ ωτ= −                  (A.76) 

3. The forced vibration induced by a linearly varying force (Fn+1-Fn)τ/h. For an 

undamped system this is. 1

3

sin
( ) n nF F

x
kh

ωτ
τ τ

ω
+ −  

= − 
 

             (A.77) 

 

The total displacement at tn+1 is obtained by adding x1, x2 and x3 and substituting h for τ.   

 

1 1n n n n n
x A x B x C F D F+ += ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅&   (A.78) 
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ω

ω
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= − 

 

  (A.79) 

 

The velocity is found by adding the differentials of x1, x2 and x3 and substituting h for τ.   

 

1 1 1 1 1 1n n n n n
x A x B x C F D F+ += ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅& &   (A.80) 
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h
D

k h h

ω ω

ω

ω
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= − 

 

  (A.81) 

 

The acceleration can be obtained by satisfying the equation of motion. 

 

( )1 1 1

1
n n n

x F kx
m

+ + += −&&   (A.82) 

 

The displacement, velocity and acceleration of a damped system can be obtained in the 

same way as for an undamped system. Only the values for A, B, C, D, A1, B1, C1 and D1 will be 

different. Interpolation of excitation is a method which gives exact solutions for the 

displacements in a given interval. However, the total solution is not exact, because the 

excitation function is approximated by linear functions. To make the solution more precise, 

the time-steps can be made smaller.  

 

The Newmark β method can be used in several forms. The most common used forms of the 

Newmark β method are. 

1. The Constant acceleration method 

2. The average acceleration method 

3. The linear acceleration method 

 

The Newmark β method uses the following equation for the velocity of the system. 

 

1 1 2 3 1n n n n
x a x a x a x+ += + +& & && &&   (A.83) 

 

Assuming 
2

1, ,x t t=  and 
3

a hγ=  (A.83)changes into. 

 

( )1 1
1n n n nx x h x h x Rγ γ+ += + − + +& & && &&   (A.84) 
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R is an error term and can be determined using 
3

x t= . 

 
2 2

3
3 6h h Eγ= +   (A.85) 

( )2

3
3 6E h γ= −   (A.86) 

( ) ( )(3) 2 (3)3 1

3! 2

E
R x h xξ γ ξ

 
= = − 

 
  (A.87) 

 

The following equation is used for the displacement. 

 

1 1 2 3 4 1n n n n n
x b x b x b x b x+ += + + +& && &&   (A.88) 

 

Assuming 
2

1, ,x t t=  and 
2

4
b hβ=  (A.88) changes into. 

 

2 2

1 1

1

2
n n n n nx x hx h x h x Rβ β+ +

 
= + + − + + 

 
& && &&  (A.89) 

 

The error term R can be determined using 
3

x t= . 

 
3 3

3
6h h Eβ= +   (A.90) 

( )3

3
1 6E h β= −   (A.91) 

( ) ( )(3) 3 (3)3 1

3! 6

E
R x h xξ β ξ

 
= = − 

 
  (A.92) 

 

Using different values for γ and β different integration formulas can be obtained. The 

Constant acceleration method for example uses 0, 0γ β= = . This makes the assumption 

that the acceleration over a small interval of time is constant.  

 

 

Figure A-8; Constant acceleration method [26] 

 

The Wilson-θ method is similar to the linear acceleration method, which uses 1 1
2 6
,γ β= = . 

“The Wilson-θ method is based on the assumption that the acceleration varies linearly over 

an extended interval θh.” Humar [26] The equations of the Newmark β method are used 

with n+1 replaced by n+θ and h replaced by θh.  
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Figure A-9; Wilson-θ method [26] 

 

“The Central difference method uses standard central difference expressions to relate time 

derivatives of displacement to the displacement values at selected intervals of time.” [26] 

 

( )1 1

1

2
n n n

x x x R
h

+ −= − +&   (A.93) 

( )1 12

1
2

n n n n
x x x x R

h
+ −= − + +&&   (A.94) 

 

The error terms are derived similar to the Newmark β method. How to solve 
1n

x +  is 

explained in more detail in [26]. Here also Houbolt’s method, another method that uses 

difference expressions, is explained.  

A.3 Damping 
It was mentioned before that the damping of a pneumatic structure is not easy to 

determine. Chopra [42] describes damping as the diminishing in amplitude and the 

dissipation of energy. There are several kinds of damping. 

 

1. Viscous damping  

2. Coulomb or dry friction damping  

3. Material or Solid or Hysteretic damping  

 

Viscous damping is caused by the velocity difference between the layers in a fluid medium, 

such as air, gas, water and oil. The damping force will be.  

 

F cx= − &   (A.95) 

 

It can be seen that the viscous damping is a linear function of the velocity.  

 

Coulomb or dry friction damping is caused when two dry surfaces are sliding over each other. 

The damping force will be. 

 

F Nµ=   (A.96) 
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In this equation, μ is the coefficient of the static and kinetic friction and N is the normal force 

between the two sliding surfaces. It is assumed that when the movement is initiated, the 

friction force is independent of the velocity.  

 

Hysteretic damping is the damping that is caused by friction in the material itself. Energy will 

be dissipated by this friction. Hysteretic damping is often showed in a hysteretic loop, in 

which the area inside the loop indicates the lost energy.  

 

 

Figure A-10; Hysteretic damping. [39] 

 

Damping in real structures is caused by a lot of different damping mechanisms. It is 

impossible to describe each mechanism mathematically, because these mechanisms are 

present at the same time. The damping therefore is often described in an idealized way. 

Most often the damping is described as a viscous damping, in which the damping is 

proportional to the velocity. The damping coefficient is chosen in such a way, that it is 

equivalent to all damping mechanisms in the structure.  

 

A system can be underdamped, overdamped or critically damped. The critical damping is the 

damping for which.  

 
2

0
2

cr
c k

m m

   
− =  
  

  (A.97) 

 

When the system is underdamped, the amplitude will decrease and the frequency of the 

damped vibration is smaller than the frequency of a non-damped system. In a critical 

damped system the motion will be aperiodic and the motion will become zero in the 

shortest period of time. In an overdamped system the motion is also aperiodic. The time 

needed to diminish the motion is in an overdamped system longer than for a critically 

damped system. In Figure A-11 these sorts of damping are illustrated.  
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Figure A-11; Different kinds of damping. [39] 

 

To determine the damping coefficients of a structure, vibration experiments are needed. For 

a damped system the logarithmic decrement can be used. The logarithmic decrement is the 

ratio for which the amplitude of a free damped vibration decreases. To determine this ratio 

two displacements are needed. These displacements are measured one period from each 

other.  
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The logarithmic decrement can be determined as follows. 
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2 2
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21 1
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 (A.99) 

 

The damping ratio can also be determined with the following formula from Chopra [42] 

 

1
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                                          (A.100) 

 

The coefficients are only valid for structures that deform elastically. When a structure 

behaves plastically, energy will dissipate through hysteretic damping and the damping 

coefficients can not be determined using the logarithmic decrement. ([42], page 14) 

 

The damping ratio can vary with the amplitude. This is not mentioned explicitly in most 

dynamic analyses. It is often handled indirectly by choosing a damping coefficient that is 

appropriate for the expected amplitude.  

 

Except the kinds of damping mentioned above, also pneumatic damping is handled in Kind 

[43]. This is the damping that is caused by the airflows due to leakage and the delivery of 

fresh air in a pneumatic structure when the internal air pressure changes. The delivery of air 

is indicated as QF and the leakage as QL. The airflows are linked to the internal air pressure as 

showed in the next figure.  
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Figure A-12; Airflows in a pneumatic structure as a function of the internal air pressure. [43] 

 

The research of Kind [43] does only accounts for pneumatic structures in which a change of 

volume occurs. When there is a change of volume the pneumatic damping ratio can be 

determined with.  
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In which τ is a time constant for pneumatic effects.  
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τ
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V0 is the volume of the pneumatic structure in equilibrium at point 0, and P0 is the internal 

air pressure in the state of equilibrium. The constant C depends on the changes of the air 

flows in the pneumatic structure in the state of equilibrium.  
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B. Non-linearity 
 

In chapter 1 of this research it was mentioned that the displacements of pneumatic 

structures are not easy to determine, because the stiffness is dependent of the 

displacements. This nonlinearity can be categorized as geometric non-linearity. Becker [44] 

classifies three main types of non-linearity in engineering problems.  

- material non-linearity 

- Geometric non-linearity 

- Boundary non-linearity 

 

In material non-linearity the stress-strain relationships are non-linear. Becker [44] 

distinguishes within this category, again three types of material non-linearity. 

 

1. Time-independent behaviour  

2. Time-dependent behaviour  

3. Viscoelastic/viscoplastic behaviour, in which both time-dependent and time-

independent behaviour is combined. 

 

Plasticity is the most well-known type of material non-linearity. The stress-strain relation can 

be described using the nominal strain, which is dependent of the original length, or using the 

true strain, which is dependent of the current length.  

 

In geometric non-linearity, the equilibrium equations take into account the deformed shape 

of a structure. Geometric non-linearity can affect both equilibrium and kinematic 

relationships.  

 

As a consequence of the non-linear relation between load and displacement, in geometric 

non-linear problems the phenomena snap-back and snap-through can occur. Snap-through 

is the suddenly jumping of the shape from one position to another, while the load remains 

constant. In snap-back, the load is changing suddenly, while the displacement remains 

constant. This is illustrated in Figure B-1. 

 

 

Figure B-1; Illustration of snap-through and snap-back phenomenon. [44] 

 

Another term used in geometric non-linear problems is stress stiffening. A definition of 

stress stiffening is: “The out-of-plane stiffness of a structure can be significantly affected by 

the state of in-plane stress in that structure. This coupling between in-plane stress and 

transverse stiffness, known as stress stiffening, is most pronounced in thin, highly stressed 

structures, such as cables or membranes.” [17] 
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Boundary non-linearity occurs in contact problems, in which two surfaces come into or out 

of contact. In the analysis of pneumatic structures this is not a main problem and it will not 

be taken into account in this research.  

B.1 Analysis types 
In Bakker and Peköz [16] for geometric non-linear problems a distinction is made between 

several types of analysis.  

 

• First order (linear) 

• Second order (stress stiffening) 

• Large displacements 

• Large rotation 

• Large strain 

 

The reaction forces of a pneumatic structure can be determined by a first order calculation. 

This kind of analysis does not take into account the deformed shape of the structure. A 

second order calculation does take into account the deformed shape, but it is assumed that 

the deformations are relative small and the stresses are calculated from the first order 

equilibrium. An eigenvalue buckling analysis is a special kind of second order analysis. With 

an eigenvalue buckling analysis the Euler buckling load can be determined.  

 

To take into account the stresses due to out of plane deflections a large displacement, large 

rotation or large strain analysis can be made, in which a large strain analysis is the most 

general. All these types of analysis are described and compared in Bakker and Peköz [16] 

 

For a non-linear analysis several numerical methods can be used to solve the problems. 

Probably the most well known method is the Newton-Raphson Iterative Method. 

 

The Newton-Raphson Iterative Method uses the Load Increment Procedure and checks if 

equilibrium is satisfied by an iterative method. The load is applied in small steps. Within 

these steps it is assumed that the material is linear. In stead of load control also 

displacement control can be used. This is done in situations where the load-displacement 

tangent becomes almost horizontal or decreases. Load control can not be used in these 

situations, because with load control equilibrium can not be satisfied. An alternative for load 

control and displacement control is the Arc-Length method.  

 

The Arc-Length method uses arc length as an additional variable involving both load and 

displacement. Becker [44]: “This results in an additional equation. The advantage of the 

extra equation is that the solution matrix never becomes ‘singular’ even at the limit points. 

(…) However, the disadvantage is that, in some FE formulations, the solution matrix becomes 

unsymmetric, which may incur an increase in computing time and/or computer storage.” 

 

Other numerical methods to solve non-linear problems are. 

 

• Line Search Techniques. This method is used with the Newton-Raphson method. [44] 

• Modified Riks method or pseudo arc-length method. [45] 
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B.2 Non-linearity in dynamics 
In (Appendix A; Dynamics) the equation of motion was introduced.  

 

[ ] [ ] [ ]m x c x k x F+ + =
rr r r&& &   (B.1) 

 

Non-linearity can be seen in one or more of the matrices in this equation. When one of the 

matrices [m], [c] or [k] becomes deformation dependent the equation becomes nonlinear. 

Also the force vector F
r

 can become deformation dependent.  

  

The stiffness of a pneumatic structure is nonlinear because it depends on the stresses in the 

membrane. By deformation the stiffness can be nonlinear in two ways. First the curvature of 

the membrane will change and so the stresses will. Second, by changing the volume of the 

structure, the internal air-pressure will change and this again changes the stresses in the 

membrane. The changing in volume of the structure in an asymmetric way can cause also 

another effect. The internal air will move, which makes the derivation of the deformations 

even more complicated. Barnes [46] searched the effects of the internal air pressure 

stiffening at the response of a pneumatic structure to gust wind loading.  

 

To determine the deformation of a structure, the stiffness matrix is needed. This stiffness 

matrix must be solved in a non-linear way. 

 

The wind loads are also non-linear. As explained in (appendix C; Aerodynamics) wind loads 

are dependent of the drag and lift coefficients. These coefficients take in account the form of 

the loaded structure. A pneumatic structure will have larger deformations than a more stiff 

structure. This means that the lift and drag coefficients will change, which will in turn change 

the wind loads. Also for this kind of non-linearity the stiffness matrix is important, because it 

determines the deformation of the pneumatic structure.  

 

The solving of a non-linear equation of motion can be done using direct numerical 

integration, described in chapter 2 or indirect integration. Direct integration can be done for 

example by the Central difference method and the Newmark β-method. Both are described 

in Humar [26], Chopra [42] and Pai [45]. In Pai a distinction is made between implicit and 

explicit numerical integration methods. An implicit method uses the acceleration at time 

t t+ ∆ and is most of the time stable when using the right parameters. An explicit method 

does not use t t+ ∆ and can become unstable after some steps. The Newmark-β method and 

the Wilson-θ method are examples of an implicit method and the central difference method 

is an example of an explicit method.  

 

To analyse a complex structure with large matrices an indirect integration method or 

perturbation analysis can be used. In Pai [45] the Rayleigh-Ritz method and the Galerkin 

method are mentioned. These methods reduce the number of ordinary differential 

equations. After using one of these methods the ordinary differential equations can be 

solved using an implicit or explicit integration method. The use of this method must be done 

carefully, because it can give inaccurate solutions.  
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C. Aerodynamics 
 

This appendix deals with the main aspects of aerodynamics. An important distinction is 

made between aerodynamics in the frequency-domain and in the time-domain. Because the 

structure behaves nonlinear, using different mean wind velocities will result in different 

wind loadings and thus in different stiffnesses for the structure. This also means that using a 

different mean wind velocity will result in different natural frequencies. When performing an 

analysis in the frequency-domain, also called spectral analysis, the stiffness of the structure 

must be linearized. The linearized stiffness and structural behaviour will be slightly different 

from the real stiffness and structural behaviour. Therefore this appendix also describes wind 

in the time-domain as an alternative to look at wind loading. In the time-domain it is not 

needed to linearize the structure. A nonlinear analysis can be performed for both the static 

and dynamic part of the loading.  

C.1 Spectral analysis 
The wind load is categorized as a random load. This type of loads is often modelled in the 

frequency-domain using Fourier series and statistics. The method to deal with the wind 

loading is called ‘spectral wind analysis’.  To analyze the dynamic behaviour of a wind loaded 

structure first the spectrum of the wind velocity is defined. From the wind velocity the wind 

forces can be determined. Therefore a transfer function χ(ω) is needed, which will be 

described in paragraph C.1.2 and paragraph C.2. From the wind forces the response of the 

structure can be determined, using a transfer function H(ω). The spectral wind analysis is 

illustrated in Figure C-1. The spectral wind analysis uses Power Spectral Density (PSD) 

functions which are defined as: [47,48] 
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=
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  (C.1) 

 

In which 
2

x
σ is the variance of the random data and n is the frequency. The PSD gives the 

distribution of the variance across the frequencies. 

 

Figure C-1; Spectral wind analysis 
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C.1.1 Wind velocity 

An important definition in wind engineering is the boundary layer. Due to friction of the 

surface of the earth up to a certain high the wind velocity is retarded. This layer of wind is 

called the atmospheric boundary layer. Above the boundary layer the wind velocity is not 

affected by the friction of the earth surface and this is called the free atmosphere. [49] 

 

δ (Boundary-layer depth)

Vgr

Free atmosphere

Gradient wind level

 

Figure C-2; The atmospheric boundary layer [49] 

 

Wind velocity can be viewed as a mean wind velocity and a fluctuating wind velocity. 

Considering only one direction, the equation for wind velocity is:  

 

( , ) ( ) ( , )
m

V t z v z v t z= +   (C.2) 

 

The mean wind velocity is a logarithmic function of the height.  
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k z
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In which, vm is the mean wind velocity at height z, k is the von Kármán’s constant, v* is the 

shear velocity of the flow and z0 is the roughness length. The roughness length (z0) is 

dependent on the type of terrain and can often be found in tables. In the Eurocode the 

dependence of the wind velocity to the height is not as clear as in equation(C.3). The mean 

wind velocity in the Eurocode is determined with: 

 

0
( ) ( ) ( )

m r b
v z c z c z v= ⋅ ⋅   (C.4) 

 

In this equation cr is the roughness factor, c0 is the orography factor and vb is the basis wind 

velocity. The influence of the height is in the roughness factor cr. 
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  (C.5) 

 

In Eurocode 1 a 10 minutes average wind velocity is used to calculate the basis wind velocity 

vb, but in some literature and in some European countries an hourly averaged wind velocity 

is used. To compare the value of the extreme 10 minutes average wind velocity the extreme 

hourly average wind velocity is multiplied with a factor 1,06. [50]  

 

The wind velocity is varying randomly. The turbulence intensity is a measure for this 

variation of the wind velocity in time.  
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In this equation σv is the standard deviation of the fluctuating wind velocity v. The 

distribution of the variance, which is the square of the standard deviation, across the 

frequencies, is represented in a gust spectrum. By dividing this spectrum by the variance the 

spectrum becomes dimensionless. 

 

For the fluctuating wind velocity the Eurocode uses the dimensionless gust spectrum of 

Solari. 
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In this gust spectrum fL is a dimensionless frequency.  

C.1.2 Determining mean wind load and load spectrum 

A wind flow will cause a net load and a moment at a bluff body. The load has a component in 

the direction of the wind, called the drag force, and a component across the flow direction, 

called lift force. The force at a structure can be described with the following equation: [49] 

  
21

2
( ) ( )pF t C A V tρ= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅   (C.8) 

 

In which ρ is the air density, Cp is the pressure coefficient and A is the loaded area. For the 

air density ρ a value of 1,25 kg/m3 can be taken. The pressure coefficient Cp can be found 

using chapter 7 of Eurocode 1. With (C.2) the equation for the force can be written as. 

 
2 21

2
( ) ( 2 ( ) ( ) )p m mF t C A v v v t v tρ= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ +   (C.9) 

 

The term 
2

( )v t  can be ignored, because the fluctuating component of the wind speed is 

often small compared to the mean wind speed. The wind load can then be divided into a 

mean and a fluctuating component. 
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'( ) ( )
p m

F t C A v v tρ= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅   (C.12) 

 

With (C.12) the spectrum of the wind loading can be found. 
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( ) ( ) ( )F m p vS n v A C S n nρ χ=   (C.13) 

 

In this spectrum a function χ(n) is added. This function is called the aerodynamic admittance 

and takes into account the fact that wind loads are not fully correlated over the loaded area. 

The aerodynamic admittance will be explained in more detail later in this chapter. 

 

In general one is most interested in the extreme wind load. Therefore the mean wind load 

and the standard deviation are important.  

 

With the spectral density the standard deviation can be determined. 
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The extreme wind load Fmax is expressed as the mean wind load Fm plus the peak factor kp 

multiplied by the standard deviation σF. [51] 

 

max m p F
F F k σ= + ⋅   (C.15) 

 

The value of the peak factor is point of discussion. It depends on the chance that the 

maximum load is exceeded during a certain time and on the probability distribution. In [51] 

it is stated that for a Gaussian process the peak factor is between 3 and 5.  

C.2 Aerodynamic admittance 
The wind load is fluctuating over time and also over the area of the loaded building. As a 

result for buildings with large dimensions gusts are not fully correlated and therefore the 

spectral density needs to be corrected with a transfer function. This transfer function is 

called the aerodynamic admittance. The aerodynamic admittance accounts both for the 

correlation of the wind loading over time at a specific point (autocorrelation) and the 

correlation of the loading at different points at the area of the structure (cross-correlation).  

 

In [47] the autocorrelation and the power spectral density function of random data are 

described. The autocorrelation function is in the time-domain and is given as: 
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The power spectral density function is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function 

and describes the relation of random data at different times in the frequency-domain. In 

wind literature the one-sided spectrum is used. [51] 
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Equations (C.16) and (C.17) describe the relation of an individual random process in time. 

The relation of two or more different random data can also be described. This is done by one 

of the following equations. 

a. joint probability density functions (amplitude-domain),  

b. cross-correlation functions (time-domain), and  

c. cross-spectral density functions (frequency-domain).  

 

The joint probability function gives the probability that x and y have a certain value at the 

same time over a period T. 
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The cross-correlation function describes the general dependence of the values of different 

random data on each other. 
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The cross-spectral density function is the Fourier transform of the cross-correlation function. 

Because a cross-correlation function is not an even function, the cross-spectral density 

function is generally a complex number. 
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( )
xy

S n is called the cross-amplitude spectrum and ( )
xy

nθ  is called the phase spectrum. The 

information of the cross-spectral density is often given by the coherence function.   
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In Figure C-3 the autocorrelation, the power spectral density, the cross correlation and the 

cross spectral density are illustrated.  
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Figure C-3; illustration of the autocorrelation, the power spectral density, the cross correlation and the cross 

spectral density 

 

The coherence function is important in wind literature. Together with the cross-correlation, 

the coherence is used to determine the relation between the wind loads at different points 

on a structure. For a single-input linear system the output is related to the input by the 

following equation: 
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The autocorrelation function for this system can be determined with: 
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The stationary cross-correlation function ( )
xy

R ξ between the input ( )x t and the 

output ( )y t τ+ is:  
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The Fourier transformations of equation (C.23) and (C.24) give the power spectral density 

and the cross spectra relations. 
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Using (C.25) and (C.26) the coherence for a linear system becomes: 
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To calculate the correlation of wind velocity fluctuations often an empirical expression for 

the coherence is used. [51] 
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This is an empirical determined coherence, in which rz and ry are the horizontal and vertical 

distance between two points, n is the frequency, vm the mean wind velocity and Cy and Cz are 

decay constants for which in the Eurocode a value 11,5 is taken. With the coherence and 

relation (C.21) the cross-amplitude spectrum of two spectra can be determined. 

Equations(C.25), (C.26) and (C.27) are useful when the wind load is determined in the time 

domain. This will be explained in paragraph C.4. 

 

The coherence gives the correlation of the wind velocity fluctuations of two points. The 

aerodynamic admittance gives the correlation for a line or an area. In [51] the following 

expressions are found. In these expressions the coherence is integrated for a line and for an 

area. 
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An empirical relationship for the aerodynamic admittance was found by Davenport and is 

given in [51]. 
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The aerodynamic admittance is always less than or equal to 1. If it is difficult to determine a 

correct value for the aerodynamic admittance a value 1 can be taken. This is a safe choice, 

because the resulting load then will always be higher than the real load. 
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C.3 Pressure coefficients  
Pressure coefficients are given as Cp, CL or Cd. CL and Cd are used when talking about the lift 

force or drag force and Cp is mentioned for pressures, but they are the same in essence. The 

pressure coefficients given in Eurocode 1 are normalized with the following equation: 

 

maxe pe
w q c= ⋅   (C.32) 

 

In which we is the characteristic wind pressure acting on an external surface and qmax is the 

characteristic velocity pressure. This characteristic velocity pressure is based on a peak 

factor of 3.5. The pressure coefficients are based on the results of experiments, in which the 

extreme pressures and suctions were measured. [51] 

 

The pressure coefficients for cylinders and spheres in a smooth uniform flow without 

turbulence can be solved mathematically [52]. For a cylinder the theoretical pressure 

coefficient is: 

 
2

1 4sinpc θ= −   (C.33) 

 

An important value in wind engineering is the Reynolds number. The Reynolds number is the 

ratio of the viscosity and the inertial forces in the boundary layer. [49] 
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In which ρ is the air density, V the wind velocity, L a surface dimension, μ the absolute 

viscosity and νk is the kinematic viscosity (μ/ ρ).       

 

When Re has a large value, the effects of inertial forces are large compared to viscous 

effects. When Re is small, the viscous effects are the stronger ones. The value of Re is 

therefore an important indication for certain aeroelastic effects. (Appendix D; Aeroelasticity) 

 

The pressure coefficients are also dependent on the Reynolds number, because viscosity 

retards the flow and there is momentum loss. In Figure C-4, the theoretical pressure 

coefficient and a real pressure coefficient can be seen. In this figure also the theoretical wind 

velocity cv and the real wind velocity are shown. 

 

 

Figure C-4: Pressure coefficient for a cylinder in an inviscid flow and for a flow with viscosity. 
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C.4 Wind loading in time-domain 
The wind velocity spectrum and mean wind velocity can be determined with equations (C.4) 

and (C.7) as described in paragraph C.1.2.  

 

A signal of the wind velocity in the time domain can be determined from the information of 

the wind velocity in the frequency domain. This can be done using the inverse Fourier 

transform.  
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In [38] a stationary Gaussian random time signal, like the wind velocity, is approximated 

with. 
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With, 

n
nω ω= ∆   (C.37) 

 

( )
n

S ω is the spectrum of the wind velocity in this function. The phase-angle 
n

φ  must be 

random.  The accuracy of the signals is increased when increasing N or decreasing ω∆ .  

 

Once the signal of the wind velocity in the time-domain is known the wind load can be 

determined.  This can be done using equation (C.8). The values ρ, Cd and A are the same as in 

the frequency domain analysis. It is also needed to include an aerodynamic admittance 

term. [52] The wind load at time t1 becomes: 
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In chapter 14 of [39] the inverse Fourier transform of a transfer function is given. The wind 

load changes into: 
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A relation between the random wind loading data at two points can be found using the 

following procedure: 

 

1. Determine the random data at one point ( )x t  

2. Determine the coherence of the two points. 

3. Determine the weighting function ( )H f  using equation (C.27) and ( )h τ using a 

Fourier transform. 
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4. Determine the random data at the second point ( )y t using equation (C.22). 

C.5 Aerodynamic damping 
In [49] the aerodynamic damping is described as: “The aerodynamic damping, which may 

help reduce the magnitude of the resonant oscillations, is associated with changes in the 

relative velocity of the air with respect to the building as the latter oscillates about its mean 

deformed position.”  

 

In [51] the aerodynamic damping is mentioned for a one-mass-spring system. 
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The total force Ftot can be divided into three different forces. 
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F C A v xρ= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ &   (C.47) 

 

In this equation
m

F  is the mean wind load, '( )F t is the fluctuating wind load and Fa is the 

aerodynamic damping load. The aerodynamic damping coefficient can be described as: 

 

a p m
c C A vρ= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

 
 (C.48) 

 

The aerodynamic damping coefficient can be added to the structural damping coefficient, 

which results in the total damping coefficient c. 

 

a s
c c c= +   (C.49) 

 

In [23] the aerodynamic damping is given in a similar way, but now the aerodynamic load Fa 

is not only dependent on the velocity x& , but also on the displacement x and the acceleration 

x&& .  

 

( ) ( ) ( , , )
s s s D w a

m x c x k x F t F t F x x x⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ = + +&& & & &&  (C.50) 

 

FD is the mean and fluctuating wind load, Fw is the wake instability load and Fa is the 

aerodynamic load. Because the aerodynamic load is dependent on the velocity, 

displacement and acceleration an in-phase and an out-of phase aerodynamic term is 

formed. 
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( ) ( )2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

s s s D w
m i c k x F F A i A xω ω ω ω ω ω ω ω ω∗− + + = + + +  (C.51) 

 

( )A ω = Aerodynamic stiffness or Aerodynamic mass force 

( )A ω∗
= Aerodynamic damping force 

 

The influence of the aerodynamic damping and stiffness is included in ratios in [23].  

 

( ) 1
( )aero d

a

s s

k f C A
k f

k k R

∗
∗  ⋅ 

=   
  

  (C.52) 

0

1
( ) ( )d

aero a

s

C A f
f c f

m R f
ζ

∗
∗ ∗

∗

   ⋅ 
=     

    
  (C.53) 

 

A = Roof surface area 

R = Radius of semi-circular roof 

m

nR
f

v

∗ =
 

 

These ratios are implemented in the transfer function. The coefficients ka and ca are 

determined with the aid of experiments.  

 

 
   

Figure C-5: Aeroelastic coefficients of a semi-circular model; the aerodynamic stiffness coefficient ka (left) and the 

aerodynamic damping coefficient ca (right). [23] 
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D. Aeroelasticity 
 

Sircovich Saar [20] gives a definition for aerolelasticity. ‘Aeroelasticity deals with the forces 

that originate in the bluff body by the interaction between the wind flow and the motion of 

the body itself. If the structure is flexible enough, its motion under the effect of the wind 

affects the characteristics of the flow and, consequently, modifies the wind forces 

themselves. If the bluff body is a relatively stiff structure the wind forces are originated by 

the fluid only.’  

 

There are several aeroelastic phenomena.  Although this will not be handled in the research, 

this chapter will describe the most important aeroelastic problems.  

D.1 Vortex shedding 
Vortex shedding is strongly dependent of the shape of the building. In Simiu and Scanlan [49] 

the effect is described for a cylinder. As a result of the changing pressure the cylinder will 

move in the cross direction of the wind speed. This movement is small, unless the frequency 

of the net primary force approaches the natural frequency of the cylinder. The movement of 

the cylinder will then influence the vortex shedding frequency and the vortex shedding 

frequency will no longer be linear with the windspeed as seen in equation(D.1), but is 

constant. This phenomenon can also be seen in figure 3.2.  

 

Figure D-1; Vortex shedding.[49] 

 

Strouhal discovered that vortex shedding can be described in a dimensionless number, the 

Strouhal number. 

 

fL
St

V
=   (D.1) 

 

In which f is the primary frequency of the vortices and also the frequency of the net force in 

the cross direction of the windspeed. In the direction of the windspeed the net primary force 
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has a frequency of 2f. Figure 3.1 shows a cylinder in an airflow with behind it the vortices. 

 

Figure D-2; Vortices behind a cilinder in a stream. [53] 

 

Vortex shedding especially occur for values of Re between 60 and 5000. When Re>1000, the 

dimensionless frequency of vortex shedding, also called the Strouhal number is equal to 

0,21.  

D.2 Across-wind galloping 
Under certain circumstances some forms of structures will move with very large amplitudes 

in the cross direction of the wind speed. This phenomenon occurs at much lower 

frequencies than the frequencies of vortex shedding. However a perfect cylinder can not go 

galloping. Galloping general occurs by ice covered cables. These cables have got an 

asymmetric form by the ice, which makes them sensitive for Galloping.  

 

 

Figure D-3; Wind loads on an object with dimension B and the direction of the lift force (L) and the drag force (D) 

Ur is the relative velocity of the flow with respect to the moving body. [49]  

 

In [49] the equation of motion for an elastic supported object in the y-direction is derived.  

 

( )2 21
1 1 2

2 L
D

dC y
m y y y V L C

d V
ζω ω ρ

α

 
+ + = − + 

 

&&
&& &  (D.2) 

 

This equation can be seen as an ordinary equation of motion with a complex term for the 

damping.  
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1
1 2

2 L
D

dC
c m VL C

d
ζω ρ

α

 
= + + 

 
  (D.3) 

 

The first term in equation (D.3) is the mechanical damping. The second term is called the 

aerodynamic damping. It makes the equation non-linear. When the damping is positive the 

system is stable, but when the damping becomes negative the system will be unstable.  

D.3 Wake galloping 
Wake Galloping occurs with objects that are in the wake of another object. At this object 

forces in the direction of the centre of the wake will exist. The object will move in an elliptic 

form, with the long axis approximately oriented along the main flow direction. Wake 

Galloping can be analyzed at a similar way as Across-wind Galloping. The difference is that 

there are two directions in which the object will move.   

 

Figure D-4; Elliptic movement of an object at wake galloping [49] 

D.4 Torsional divergence 
Torsional divergence is a phenomenon that occurs at high wind speeds. It is therefore often 

seen with airfoils and mostly not with civil structures and buildings. Torsional divergence is 

not a vibration in contrast to vortex shedding and galloping. When there is wind on an 

elongated object a lift force, a drag force and a moment are working on the structure. When 

the wind speed increases, also the moment on the structure increases. Also when the object 

twists the moment becomes larger. This can cause an unstable condition in which the 

structure twists to destruction.  

 

 

Figure D-5;Torsional divergence for a bridge [49] 

D.5 Flutter 
Flutter often occurs with higher wind speeds than vortex shedding. Flutter can be classified 

into different groups.  

1. Classical flutter 

2. Stall flutter 

3. Single-degree-of-freedom flutter 
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4. Panel flutter 

 

Stall flutter and single-degree-of-freedom flutter are oscillations in a single degree of 

freedom. Classical flutter is an oscillation of two degrees of freedom, rotation and vertical 

translation. Panel flutter is the oscillation of panels, caused by a high wind speed along the 

panel. When flutter is mentioned it is most often classical flutter. 

 

In [54] the difference between flutter and Galloping is described. In the table below this is 

summarized.  

 

Galloping 

 

• Aerodynamic force small compared 

with weight and inertia of the cross-

section 

• Shifts in natural frequency are 

generally very small 

• Instability often only affects a single 

mode 

 

Flutter 

 

• Aerodynamic forces are large 

compared with weight and inertia of 

the cross-section 

• Large shifts in the natural 

frequencies 

• Interaction between torsion mode 

and displacement mode 

 

 

For a complete understanding of the behaviour of pneumatic structures in wind, these 

phenomena are very important. A lot of literature can be found about this subject. Vickery 

[55] writes about the role of mass and damping in reducing the aerodynamic and aeroelastic 

effects. In Williams [56] the aeroelastic theory is applied for fabric structures. Also Newman 

and Païdoussis [57] did research about the stability of membranes. Sygulski [58] researched 

single-mode flutter with pneumatic structures using analytical methods and did also a few 

experiments in a wind tunnel.  
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E. Mean wind velocity and velocity spectrum 
 

The mean wind velocity and wind spectrum are determined with [22] using the following 

assumptions: 

 

Wind area I and terrain category II 

• Vb;0 = 29,5 m/s 

• cdir = 1,0 

• cseason = 1,0 

• z0 = 0,2m 

• zmin = 4 m 

• zmax = 200 m 

• c0 = 1,0  

• Lt = 300m 

• zt = 200m 

• z = 10m 

• kI = 1,0 

 

 

Determination mean wind velocity vm(z) at 10 m height: 

;0
1,0 1,0 29,5 29,5 /

b dir season b
v c c v m s= ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ =                  (E.1) 

0,07

00,19 0, 21
0,05

r

z
k

 
= ⋅ = 

 
                    (E.2) 

0

10
( ) ln 0, 21 ln 0,82

0, 2
r r

z
c z k

z

   
= ⋅ = ⋅ =   

  
                  (E.3) 

 

0
( ) ( ) ( ) 0,82 1,0 29,5 24, 2 /

m r b
v z c z c z v m s= ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ =                  (E.4) 

 

 

Determination dimensionless spectrum SL(z,n): 

 

( )
5/32

( , ) 6,8 ( , )
( , )

1 10,2 ( , )

v L
L

v L

n S z n f z n
S z n

f z nσ

⋅ ⋅
= =

+ ⋅
 (E.5) 

 

0
0,67 0,05ln( ) 0,67 0,05ln(0,2) 0,59zα = + = + =  (E.6) 

 
0,59

10
( ) 300 51,30

200
t

t

z
L z L m

z

α
   

= ⋅ = ⋅ =   
  

      (E.7) 

 

( ) 51,30
2,12

( ) 24,2
L

m

n L z n
f n

v z

⋅ ⋅
= = = ⋅   (E.8) 

 

0,21 29,5 1,0 6,18
v r b I

k v kσ = ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ =                                 (E.9) 

 

6,18
0, 26

( ) 24, 2

v
v

m

I
v z

σ
= = =                                 (E.10) 
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F. Analysis of a string 
 

The purpose of this analysis was to define the characteristics of a structure with stress 

stiffening, under different static and dynamic loadings, and to make a numerical model, with 

which the stresses and displacements can be determined. A string is less complex than a 

pneumatic structure, which makes it easier to perform an analytical analysis to verify the 

Finite Element Model. The different analyses and the results are presented in this appendix. 

F.1 Static analysis 
The string can have two hinges, or one hinge and one pinned end. These structures behave 

different as will be explained in the next paragraphs. The structure with two hinges is 

analyzed further, because the pneumatic structure used in this research has also two hinges. 

F.1.1 String with one pinned end and one hinge 

A two dimensional string is analyzed with a second order calculation and a large deflection 

calculation. When the pre-stress force is horizontal, the normal force is not linear and thus 

the displacements are also not linear.  

 

The following data is assumed for the structure. 

 

Figure F-1; pre-stressed string with load F 

 

For a certain value of Fp the normal force N, the displacement w and the stress in the string 

can be found considering equilibrium of the nodes 2 and 3.  

 

 

Figure F-2; equilibrium of node 2 and 3 and the displacement in node 2 
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( )
2 21

2 p
N F F= +   (F.1) 

1
2

arctan
p

F

F
α

 
=   

 
  (F.2) 

N

A
σ =   (F.3) 

 

E

σ
ε =   (F.4) 

 

0
L L L L Lε= + ∆ = + ⋅   (F.5) 

 

0
sinw L α= ⋅   (F.6) 

 

In a Finite Element Program a second order calculation is performed. The results are 

summarized in Table F-1. It is found that a second order analysis for small values of Fp does 

not give good results. Probably the displacements of the structure are too large. A second 

order calculation uses the normal forces from first order equilibrium. A large deflection 

analysis uses the changing normal forces. For large values of Fp the displacements are small 

and a second order analysis gives better results. 

 

Stress (N/mm2) Strain  Displacement (m) 

ANSYS  ANSYS ANSYS 

Fp analytic 2nd order nth order analytic 2nd order nth order analytic 2nd order nth order 

50 7,071 5,000 7,071 3,367E-05 2,381E-05 3,367E-05 7,071 10,000 7,071 

100 11,180 10,000 11,180 5,324E-05 4,762E-05 5,324E-05 4,472 5,000 4,472 

150 15,811 15,000 15,811 7,529E-05 7,143E-05 7,529E-05 3,163 3,333 3,163 

200 20,616 20,000 20,616 9,817E-05 9,524E-05 9,817E-05 2,426 2,500 2,426 

400 40,311 40,000 40,311 1,920E-04 1,905E-04 1,920E-04 1,241 1,250 1,241 

600 60,208 60,000 60,208 2,867E-04 2,857E-04 2,867E-04 0,831 0,833 0,831 

800 80,156 80,000 80,156 3,817E-04 3,810E-04 3,817E-04 0,624 0,625 0,624 

Table F-1; Results of a second order and nth order analysis for the string of Figure F-1 

F.1.2 String with two hinges 

The same structure with different boundary conditions is analyzed as illustrated in Figure 

F-3. For this structure it is not possible to perform a second order calculation, because the 

normal forces needs to be updated to establish equilibrium. A large deflection analysis is 

needed.  

 

 

Figure F-3; pre-stressed string with two hinges 
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The structure can be either pre-tensioned (Fp=100kN) or not pre-tensioned (Fp=0). First the 

structure without pretension force Fp will be analyzed.  

 

9

0
1,0 10

L
ε −∆

= = ⋅   (F.7) 

9 5 4 2

0
1,0 10 2,1 10 2,1 10E N mmσ ε − −= ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅  (F.8) 

4 2
2,1 10 10000 2,1pF A mm Nσ −= ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ =   (F.9) 

 

Force (kN) vertical deflection 

point 2 (m) 

Axial elastic strain Axial stress (N/m²) 

10 -0.181100 0.163974E-03 0.344346E+08 

20 -0.222098 0.246608E-03 0.517876E+08 

35 -0.258174 0.333215E-03 0.699752E+08 

57,5 -0.301844 0.455447E-03 0.956438E+08 

91,25 -0.352334 0.620506E-03 0.130306E+09 

100 -0.362602 0.657185E-03 0.138009E+09 

Table F-2; Results analysis of string without pretension 

 

The same analysis is performed for the structure with a pretension force of 500 kN.  

 

Force (kN) vertical deflection 

point 2 (m) 

Axial elastic strain Axial stress (N/m²) 

4 -0,0387935 0,245525E-03 0.515602E+08 

8 -0,0721453 0,264024E-03 0.554451E+08 

14 -0,111189 0.299813E-03 0.629607E+08 

23 -0,153761 0.356205E-03 0.748031E+08 

36,5 -0,199198 0.436380E-03 0.916397E+08 

56,75 -0,247904 0.545234E-03 0.114499E+09 

87,125 -0,300736 0.690107E-03 0.144923E+09 

100 -0,319015 0.746724E-03 0.156812E+09 

Table F-3; Results analysis of string with pretension of 500 kN 

 

The deflection is also analyzed analytical using the following equations.  

 

N Aσ= ⋅   (F.10) 

 
1

2

sin

F
N

α
=   (F.11) 

 

( )0 Eσ ε ε= + ∆ ⋅   (F.12) 

 

0

L

L
ε

∆
∆ =   (F.13) 

0

0

cos
L

L L
α =

+ ∆
  (F.14) 

 

0 0
L L Lε= + ⋅   (F.15) 

0
tanw Lα= ⋅   (F.16) 
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The deflection of the analytical analysis is 0.362579 m for the structure without pretension 

and 0.319091 m for the structure with Fp=500kN. The numerical solution approximates the 

analytical solution very well.  

 

The structure of Figure F-3 can be analyzed for different types of loading. The results of 

these analyses are summarized in the next paragraphs. 

 

F.1.3 Asymmetrical loading 

 

Figure F-4; Asymmetrical loading 

 

L1(m) 

UX node 2 

(mm) 

UY node 2 

(mm) 

Strain 

element 1 

Strain 

element 2 

Stress element 1 

(N/mm²) 

Stress element 2 

(N/mm²) 

2,0 5,2 152,5 5,626E-04 5,096E-04 118,142 117,802 

4,0 5,0 231,7 6,582E-04 6,572E-04 138,230 138,012 

6,0 3,8 281,7 7,106E-04 7,100E-04 149,230 149,096 

8,0 2,0 309,9 7,382E-04 7,378E-04 155,012 154,947 

10,0 0,0 319,0 7,467E-04 7,467E-04 156,812 156,812 

Table F-4; Results for asymmetrical loading 

 

It can be seen that for an asymmetric loading the stresses in both elements are slightly 

different. However, the maximum difference is less than 1%. 

F.1.4 Loading under an angle 

 

Figure F-5; Loading under an angle 

 

Angle 

(degrees) 

UX node 

2 

UY node 

2 

Strain element 

1 

Strain element 

2 

Stress element 

1 

Stress element 

2 

20 0,1062 0,2920 7,29E-04 7,12E-04 153,015 149,593 

40 0,1826 0,2178 6,57E-04 6,27E-04 138,017 131,587 

60 0,2020 0,1169 5,31E-04 4,90E-04 111,487 102,825 

Table F-5; Results for loading under an angle 

 

For loads under an angle a larger difference in stresses is found than for asymmetric loads.  

However this type of loads is less important when analyzing wind and pneumatic structures, 
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because wind loading and internal air-pressure are always applied perpendicular to the 

structural surface. 

 

F.1.5 Distributed loading 

 

Figure F-6; Distributed loading 

 

For this type of loading an analytical solution can be found as well. 

 

 

Figure F-7; structure of Figure F-6 with displacements 

 

The exact solution can be found using the following equations. 

 

N p R= ⋅   (F.17) 

N
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σ =   (F.18) 

0 0 1L L L L
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= ∆ + = + 
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2
2

L R
β

π
π

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅   (F.20) 

0
L
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R

β =   (F.21) 

 

w R R Cosβ= − ⋅   (F.22) 

 

With the FE-program the following results were found. 
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 UX (mm) Strain  Stress (N/mm2) 

Exact solution 192,7 2,472E-04 51,92 

2  elements 212,0 2,247E-04 47,18 

4 elements 196,8 2,420E-04 50,83 

6 elements 194,4 2,450E-04 51,45 

8 elements 193,6 2,460E-04 51,66 

10 elements 193,3 2,465E-04 51,76 

16 elements 192,9 2,470E-04 51,86 

30 elements 192,7 2,472E-04 51,91 

Table F-6; Results for distributed loading 

 

The numerical solution approximates the analytical solution well when enough elements are 

used. In this example the use of 30 elements was sufficient. 

F.2 Dynamic analysis 
In the static analysis the properties of the material used for the string were less important. 

To determine the dynamic characteristics more realistic properties were needed. Therefore 

the properties of ETFE film were used for the dynamic analyses. The string with one pinned 

end and one hinge was analyzed first. 

 

 

Figure F-8; String with pre-stress 

 

Before a numerical analysis is performed the string is analyzed analytical.  First the relation 

between displacement and force is determined using the equations of paragraph F.1.1. 

Different pre stresses are analyzed, which resulted in the diagram below. 
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Figure F-9; Force displacement diagram for different values of Fp 

 

When looking at the relation between the ratio F/Fp and the displacement, the following 

diagram is found for all values of Fp. 

 

Force displacement diagram for ratio F/Fp
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Figure F-10; Relation between displacement w and ratio F/Fp 

 

An approximation of the natural frequencies is made for this structure, using a one-mass-

spring-system. Therefore the equivalent mass is determined.  

 

The equivalent mass meq can be determined using the equivalent energy of the distributed 

mass and the kinetic energy of the equivalent mass. The velocity of a point on the string can 

be expressed as: 

 

1 max
( )

y
x y x

L
= ⋅& &   (F.23) 

2 max

2
( )

L y
x y x

L

−
= ⋅& &   (F.24) 

 

The maximum kinetic energy Tmax is given by: 
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( ) ( )
2

2 2
1 1

max 1 22 2

0

( ) ( )

L L

L

T m x y dy m x y dy= +∫ ∫& &   (F.25) 

 

In which m is the mass per unit length. 

 

2

max max

1

2
eq

T m x= &   (F.26) 

 

From equation (F.25) and (F.26) the equivalent mass can be determined. 

 

2

3
eq

m
m =   (F.27) 

 

The natural frequency can be determined with: 

 

n

eq

k

m
ω =   (F.28) 

2
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n

f
ω

π
=   (F.29) 

 

The stiffness k is taken from the results of the static analysis. For each pre-stress the stiffness 

k for the ratio F/Fp=0,1, F/Fp=0,25  and for the ratio F/Fp=7,5 was used to determine the 

natural frequency. These natural frequencies are compared with a modal analysis in the FE-

program. It was found that the natural frequencies for the stiffness of the structure from the 

ratio F/Fp=0,1 were the same as the natural frequencies found with the FE-program. 

 

A transient analysis was performed as well. The transient analysis was performed with an 

impulse load of 0,2kN, which was applied 0,001 seconds on node 2. The results of this 

analysis were in sinus form, which makes it likely to assume that the structure behaves 

linear. The natural frequencies are taken from the time-displacement diagrams and 

therefore less accurate as the results from the modal analysis. The results of the analytical 

solution, the modal analysis in the FE-program and the transient analysis in the FE-program 

are summarized in the table below. 

 

Fp 

Analytical 
solution with 
F/Fp=0,1 

ANSYS modal 
analysis 

ANSYS transient 
analysis 

2 2,991 2,990 2,98 
4 4,231 4,228 4,22 
6 5,181 5,179 5,17 
8 5,982 5,980 5,97 
10 6,688 6,686 6,67 

Table F-7; Values for fn (Hz) 
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Figure F-11; Results of the transient analysis. Structure with Fp=2 kN (left) and Fp=10kN (right) 

 

It can be seen in Table F-7 that the pre-stress influences the natural frequency. The natural 

frequency increases when the pre-stress and thus the stiffness of the structure increase. 

 

To find the different mode shapes enough elements are needed. With two elements only 1 

mode shape can be found. With three elements two mode shapes can be found. The 

transient and harmonic analysis are also performed for the structure with 10 elements. This 

structure has a different first natural frequency, because the displaced shape of the 

structure is different from a structure with two elements. This will result in another 

equivalent mass.  

 

Fp 
Analytical solution 
with F/Fp=0,1 

ANSYS modal analysis, 
2 elements 

ANSYS modal analysis, 
10 elements 

2 2,991 2,990 2,723 
4 4,231 4,228 3,851 
6 5,181 5,179 4,716 
8 5,982 5,980 5,446 
10 6,688 6,686 6,088 

Table F-8; First natural frequency for analyses with different elements 

 

 

Figure F-12; displacement for structure of Figure F-8, with 10 elements and Fp=2kN.  
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For a structure with two hinges as in Figure F-3 it is not possible to find a stiffness as with the 

structure of Figure F-8. Therefore it is also impossible to determine a natural frequency. A 

modal analysis can only be performed for linear structures. It is possible to include pre-stress 

effects, but it is impossible to do an nth order calculation. Therefore the structure must be 

analyzed with a transient analysis. It is researched if it is possible to analyze the structure for 

static forces with a nth order analysis and use these results for a linear analysis with the 

structure of Figure F-8. This resulted in the frequency domain method described in this 

research. 
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G. ANSYS input files 
 

In this appendix the input file for a spectrum analysis in the frequency domain and the input 

file for a transient analysis in the time-domain are given. A short explanation of the most 

important commands is also given. The analysis in the frequency domain contains the static 

analysis, which will therefore not be explained separately.  

G.1 Input file spectrum analysis 
The first part of the ANSYS input file contains the filename and the most important variables.  

 

finish 

/clear 

 

Naam='Freq_131_100_000' 

Plaats='F:/afstuderen/ANSYS/Stap 7' 

 

/FILNAME,Naam,1 

/SHOW,JPEG 

 

H0=10 

B=30 

Pressure=100 

Deelwind=1 

Puntlast=0 

 

CPA=0.34 

CPB=-1.09 

CPC=-0.4000 

qm=364.9 

 

neigfrq=8 

Demping=0 

 

PI=4*ATAN(1) 

beta=ATAN(0.5*B/H0)/PI*180 

alfa=180-2*beta 

R0=(0.5*B)/SIN(alfa/180*PI) 

 

qmA=Deelwind*CPA*qm 

qmB=Deelwind*CPB*qm 

qmC=Deelwind*CPC*qm 

 

In the next steps the element types are defined. LINK8 is a 3-D spar element, which is a 

uniaxial tension-compression element with three degrees of freedom at each node: 

translations in the nodal x, y, and z directions. [17] Because the LINK8 does not support 

surface loads, a second element is used, the SURF153 element. This element is overlaid on 

another element and is used to create 2D structural surface effects. In this research it is used 

to apply surface loads to the structure. The surface element adopts the stiffness of the 

element it is laid on. For the dynamic analysis however the element can have its own mass. 
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By default it has a thickness of 1. To avoid that the element affects the dynamic analysis a 

material property with a density of zero must be set to the surface element.  

 

/PREP7  

 

/UNITS,SI 

 

ET,1,LINK8      !2D spar element 

R,1,1E-4,1E-9  !Area:0.0001m2,ISTRN=1e-9 

MP,EX,1,140E9  !E:140E9N/m2  

MP,DENS,1,1700 !1700 kg/m3 

 

ET,2,SURF153  !3-D Structural Surface Effect 

KEYOPT,2,2,0  !Apply face loads in the element coordinate system 

KEYOPT,2,3,10 !Use the element behaviour of the underlying solid element. 

KEYOPT,2,4,1  !No midside node 

KEYOPT,2,7,0  !Loaded area during large-deflection analyses: Use new area 

MP,DENS,2,0  !0 kg/m3 

 

Now the geometry of the structure is defined. Therefore a cylindrical coordinate system, 

with Z as the axis of rotation, is used. All the nodes are constraint in z-direction to prevent 

rigid body modes in the modal analysis. The surface element is laid on the structure by the 

command ESURF. 

 

! Define model geometry 

CSYS,1 

K,1,-R0,-(90-alfa)                  

K,2,R0,90-alfa 

L,1,2 

LESIZE,1,,,100 

LMESH,1 

 

CSYS,0 

 

D,1,UY 

D,1,UX 

D,2,UY 

D,2,UX 

D,ALL,UZ 

 

! Create SURF153 to apply surface pressure loading 

MAT,2 

TYPE,2                        

REAL,2 

ESURF 

 

SAVE 

FINISH 
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Figure G-1; Structure geometry including constraints. 

 

Next a static nonlinear analysis is performed. Therefore NLGEOM is set on. To help the 

solution converge automatic time stepping and solution controls are set on. Also the 

predictor is set on. The CNVTOL command sets the convergence values. ANSYS can check 

convergence for forces and for displacements. In this analysis it was found that the solution 

converges better for displacements. This is probably because the structure has no stiffness 

when unloaded. The displacement loading diagram is therefore almost horizontal. The 

number of sub steps is determined with NSUBST. The OUTRES command specifies the output 

that must be saved. 

 

/SOLU    

ANTYPE,STATIC 

NLGEOM,ON 

 

AUTOTS,ON 

SOLCONTROL,ON 

 

PRED,ON 

 

CNVTOL,U,1,0.001 

 

NSUBST,1E5,,4 

OUTRES,NSOL,1 

OUTRES,ESOL,1 

 

CHECK 

 

The loads are applied in two steps. First the internal air pressure is analyzed. A check can be 

done whether the analysis went well, because this kind of loading can be analyzed by hand. 

The EMATWRITE, yes command makes that the updated stiffness matrix is saved. The 

stiffness than can be used for further analysis. In the second load step the wind loading is 

applied. Both load steps are solved with the same solve options. After solving the deformed 

geometry is set as the start geometry for the dynamic analysis. The structure now has the 

stiffness, geometry and loading of the last results step of the static analysis. 
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!Loadstep 1 

ESEL,S,TYPE,,2 

SFE,ALL,,PRESS,,-pressure 

ESEL,ALL 

F,52,FY,Puntlast 

 

EMATwrite,YES 

SOLVE 

 

!Loadstep 2 

SFCUM,PRES,ADD,1,1   !summarizes surface loads 

SFE,101,,PRESS,,qmA, 

SFE,102,,PRESS,,24/25*qmA, 

SFE,103,,PRESS,,23/25*qmA, 

SFE,104,,PRESS,,22/25*qmA, 

SFE,105,,PRESS,,21/25*qmA, 

SFE,106,,PRESS,,20/25*qmA, 

SFE,107,,PRESS,,19/25*qmA, 

SFE,108,,PRESS,,18/25*qmA, 

SFE,109,,PRESS,,17/25*qmA, 

SFE,110,,PRESS,,16/25*qmA, 

SFE,111,,PRESS,,15/25*qmA, 

SFE,112,,PRESS,,14/25*qmA, 

SFE,113,,PRESS,,13/25*qmA, 

SFE,114,,PRESS,,12/25*qmA, 

SFE,115,,PRESS,,11/25*qmA, 

SFE,116,,PRESS,,10/25*qmA, 

SFE,117,,PRESS,,9/25*qmA, 

SFE,118,,PRESS,,8/25*qmA, 

SFE,119,,PRESS,,7/25*qmA, 

SFE,120,,PRESS,,6/25*qmA, 

SFE,121,,PRESS,,5/25*qmA, 

SFE,122,,PRESS,,4/25*qmA, 

SFE,123,,PRESS,,3/25*qmA, 

SFE,124,,PRESS,,2/25*qmA, 

SFE,125,,PRESS,,1/25*qmA, 

 

SFE,126,,PRESS,,1/25*qmB, 

SFE,127,,PRESS,,2/25*qmB, 

SFE,128,,PRESS,,3/25*qmB, 

SFE,129,,PRESS,,4/25*qmB, 

SFE,130,,PRESS,,5/25*qmB, 

SFE,131,,PRESS,,6/25*qmB, 

SFE,132,,PRESS,,7/25*qmB, 

SFE,133,,PRESS,,8/25*qmB, 

SFE,134,,PRESS,,9/25*qmB, 

SFE,135,,PRESS,,10/25*qmB, 

SFE,136,,PRESS,,11/25*qmB, 

SFE,137,,PRESS,,12/25*qmB, 

SFE,138,,PRESS,,13/25*qmB, 
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SFE,139,,PRESS,,14/25*qmB, 

SFE,140,,PRESS,,15/25*qmB, 

SFE,141,,PRESS,,16/25*qmB, 

SFE,142,,PRESS,,17/25*qmB, 

SFE,143,,PRESS,,18/25*qmB, 

SFE,144,,PRESS,,19/25*qmB, 

SFE,145,,PRESS,,20/25*qmB, 

SFE,146,,PRESS,,21/25*qmB, 

SFE,147,,PRESS,,22/25*qmB, 

SFE,148,,PRESS,,23/25*qmB, 

SFE,149,,PRESS,,24/25*qmB, 

SFE,150,,PRESS,,qmB, 

SFE,151,,PRESS,,qmC+(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,152,,PRESS,,qmC+24/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,153,,PRESS,,qmC+23/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,154,,PRESS,,qmC+22/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,155,,PRESS,,qmC+21/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,156,,PRESS,,qmC+20/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,157,,PRESS,,qmC+19/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,158,,PRESS,,qmC+18/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,159,,PRESS,,qmC+17/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,160,,PRESS,,qmC+16/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,161,,PRESS,,qmC+15/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,162,,PRESS,,qmC+14/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,163,,PRESS,,qmC+13/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,164,,PRESS,,qmC+12/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,165,,PRESS,,qmC+11/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,166,,PRESS,,qmC+10/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,167,,PRESS,,qmC+9/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,168,,PRESS,,qmC+8/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,169,,PRESS,,qmC+7/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,170,,PRESS,,qmC+6/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,171,,PRESS,,qmC+5/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,172,,PRESS,,qmC+4/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,173,,PRESS,,qmC+3/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,174,,PRESS,,qmC+2/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,175,,PRESS,,qmC+1/25*(qmB-qmC), 

SFE,176,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,177,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,178,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,179,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,180,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,181,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,182,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,183,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,184,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,185,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,186,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,187,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,188,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,189,,PRESS,,qmC, 
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SFE,190,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,191,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,192,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,193,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,194,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,195,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,196,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,197,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,198,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,199,,PRESS,,qmC, 

SFE,200,,PRESS,,qmC, 

 

EMATwrite,YES 

Solve 

UPCOORD,1.0,ON 

FINISH 

 

 

Figure G-2; Loads of load step 1(left) and load step 2 (right) 

 

To check the strains and stresses in the model post processor 1 is used. 

 

/POST1 

ESEL,S,TYPE,,1 

SET,LAST 

ETABLE,spanning,S,AXL 

ETABLE,rek,EPEL,AXL 

PRETAB,spanning,rek 

FINISH 

 

ESEL,ALL 

 

In a modal analysis the eigenvalues of the structure will be determined. The SUBOPT 

command specifies the number of iterations for the eigenvalue extraction. Pre-stress must 

be turned on to use the pre-stress determined in the static analysis. The analysis can only be 

solved by the PSOLVE command, because the analysis used before was nonlinear and a 

modal analysis is a 2nd order analysis. After the calculation of the eigenvalues the 

eigenvalues must be expanded. This is done by re-entering the solution processor.  

 

/SOLU 
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ANTYPE,MODAL 

MODOPT,SUBSP,neigfrq,0.01 

SUBOPT,,90 

PSTRES,ON 

SAVE 

PSOLVE,EIGFULL 

FINISH 

 

/SOLU    !Expand modes 

ANTYPE,MODAL 

EXPASS,ON 

MXPAND,neigfrq,,,yes 

OUTPR,ALL,ALL 

PSOLVE,EIGEXP 

FINISH 

 

The eigenvalues can be checked by using post processor 1. Also the mode shapes can be 

plotted in post processor 1.  

 

/POST1    ! List solutions 

SET,LIST 

FINISH 

 

 

Figure G-3; Eigenvalues of the structure 

 

It is also possible to view the mode shapes in post processor 1. The first eight mode shapes 

are printed below. 
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Figure G-4; mode shapes of the structure 
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After the modal analysis a spectrum analysis can be performed. The type of spectrum is PSD 

(power spectral density). In this example three different force spectrums are defined. There 

are also three cross spectra. In this example the cross spectra are for the correlation of the 

Eurocode. The input values for the spectra can be checked by plotting through the command 

PSDGRAPH. The output of the spectrum analysis can be defined by the command PSDRES. 

Similar to the modal analysis the results must be expanded by re-entering the solution 

processor. 

 

/SOLU 

ANTYPE,SPECTR 

SPOPT,PSD,neigfrq,ON                 ! USE FIRST neigfrq MODES, CALC ELEM. STRESSES 

DMPRAT,Demping 

 

!Force spectrum 1 

PSDUNIT,1,FORC   !Force spectrum (in terms of force2/Hz for PSD) 

F,3,FX,0.7962*1/24 

F,3,FY,-0.6050*1/24 

F,4,FX,0.0.7899*1/24 

F,4,FY,-0.6133*1/24 

F,5,FX,0.7841*1/24 

F,5,FY,-0.6206*1/24 

F,6,FX,0.7804*1/24 

F,6,FY,-0.6252*1/24 

F,7,FX,0.7739*1/24 

F,7,FY,-0.6333*1/24 

F,8,FX,0.7696*1/24 

F,8,FY,-0.6385*1/24 

F,9,FX,0.7636*1/24 

F,9,FY,-0.6457*1/24 

F,10,FX,0.7572*1/24 

F,10,FY,-0.6532*1/24 

F,11,FX,0.7517*1/24 

F,11,FY,-0.6595*1/24 

F,12,FX,0.7459*1/24 

F,12,FY,-0.6660*1/24 

F,13,FX,0.7383*1/24 

F,13,FY,-0.6745*1/24 

F,14,FX,0.7310*1/24 

F,14,FY,-0.6824*1/24 

F,15,FX,0.7242*1/24 

F,15,FY,-0.6896*1/24 

F,16,FX,0.7175*1/24 

F,16,FY,-0.6965*1/24 

F,17,FX,0.7094*1/24 

F,17,FY,-0.7048*1/24 

F,18,FX,0.6996*1/24 

F,18,FY,-0.7145*1/24 

F,19,FX,0.6935*1/24 

F,19,FY,-0.7205*1/24 

F,20,FX,0.6844*1/24 

F,20,FY,-0.7291*1/24 
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F,21,FX,0.6750*1/24 

F,21,FY,-0.7378*1/24 

F,22,FX,0.6653*1/24 

F,22,FY,-0.7466*1/24 

F,23,FX,0.6551*1/24 

F,23,FY,-0.7555*1/24 

F,24,FX,0.6471*1/24 

F,24,FY,-0.7624*1/24 

F,25,FX,0.6352*1/24 

F,25,FY,-0.7724*1/24 

F,26,FX,0.6249*1/24 

F,26,FY,-0.7807*1/24 

PSDFRQ,1,,0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.5 

PSDVAL,1,1.53836E6, 746659., 160978., 68605.9, 37321.7, 18730.9, 8044.85 

PSDFRQ,1,,2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10 

PSDVAL,1,4225.61, 2495., 1592.29, 756.996, 412.849, 157.83, 53.7511 

PFACT,1,NODE   !Calculates participation factors for the PSD or multi-point 

response spectrum table 

FDELE,ALL,FX 

FDELE,ALL,FY 

 

!Force spectrum 2 

PSDUNIT,2,FORC   !Force spectrum (in terms of force2/Hz for PSD) 

F,27,FX,-0.6145*1/51 

F,27,FY,0.7889*1/51 

F,28,FX,-0.6019*1/51 

F,28,FY,0.7986*1/51 

F,29,FX,-0.5904*1/51 

F,29,FY,0.8071*1/51 

F,30,FX,-0.5767*1/51 

F,30,FY,0.8170*1/51 

F,31,FX,-0.5622*1/51 

F,31,FY,0.8270*1/51 

F,32,FX,-0.5473*1/51 

F,32,FY,0.8369*1/51 

F,33,FX,-0.5316*1/51 

F,33,FY,0.8470*1/51 

F,34,FX,-0.5154*1/51 

F,34,FY,0.8569*1/51 

F,35,FX,-0.4984*1/51 

F,35,FY,0.8670*1/51 

F,36,FX,-0.4807*1/51 

F,36,FY,0.8769*1/51 

F,37,FX,-0.4604*1/51 

F,37,FY,0.8877*1/51 

F,38,FX,-0.4414*1/51 

F,38,FY,0.8973*1/51 

F,39,FX,-0.4194*1/51 

F,39,FY,0.9078*1/51 

F,40,FX,-0.3989*1/51 

F,40,FY,0.9170*1/51 
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F,41,FX,-0.3753*1/51 

F,41,FY,0.9269*1/51 

F,42,FX,-0.3533*1/51 

F,42,FY,0.9355*1/51 

F,43,FX,-0.3258*1/51 

F,43,FY,0.9455*1/51 

F,44,FX,-0.3021*1/51 

F,44,FY,0.9533*1/51 

F,45,FX,-0.2752*1/51 

F,45,FY,0.9614*1/51 

F,46,FX,-0.2475*1/51 

F,46,FY,0.9689*1/51 

F,47,FX,-0.2214*1/51 

F,47,FY,0.9752*1/51 

F,48,FX,-0.1894*1/51 

F,48,FY,0.9819*1/51 

F,49,FX,-0.1616*1/51 

F,49,FY,0.9869*1/51 

F,50,FX,-0.1279*1/51 

F,50,FY,0.9918*1/51 

F,51,FX,-0.0985*1/51 

F,51,FY,0.9951*1/51 

F,52,FX,-0.0630*1/51 

F,52,FY,0.9980*1/51 

F,53,FX,-0.0323*1/51 

F,53,FY,0.9995*1/51 

F,54,FX,0.0034*1/51 

F,54,FY,1.0000*1/51 

F,55,FX,0.0334*1/51 

F,55,FY,0.9994*1/51 

F,56,FX,0.0682*1/51 

F,56,FY,0.9977*1/51 

F,57,FX,0.0973*1/51 

F,57,FY,0.9953*1/51 

F,58,FX,0.1310*1/51 

F,58,FY,0.9914*1/51 

F,59,FX,0.1591*1/51 

F,59,FY,0.9873*1/51 

F,60,FX,0.1892*1/51 

F,60,FY,0.9819*1/51 

F,61,FX,0.2187*1/51 

F,61,FY,0.9758*1/51 

F,62,FX,0.2453*1/51 

F,62,FY,0.9695*1/51 

F,63,FX,0.2761*1/51 

F,63,FY,0.9611*1/51 

F,64,FX,0.3016*1/51 

F,64,FY,0.9534*1/51 

F,65,FX,0.3289*1/51 

F,65,FY,0.9444*1/51 

F,66,FX,0.3533*1/51 
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F,66,FY,0.9355*1/51 

F,67,FX,0.3796*1/51 

F,67,FY,0.9251*1/51 

F,68,FX,0.4029*1/51 

F,68,FY,0.9152*1/51 

F,69,FX,0.4279*1/51 

F,69,FY,0.9038*1/51 

F,70,FX,0.4502*1/51 

F,70,FY,0.8929*1/51 

F,71,FX,0.4721*1/51 

F,71,FY,0.8815*1/51 

F,72,FX,0.4933*1/51 

F,72,FY,0.8698*1/51 

F,73,FX,0.5142*1/51 

F,73,FY,0.8577*1/51 

F,74,FX,0.5344*1/51 

F,74,FY,0.8453*1/51 

F,75,FX,0.5542*1/51 

F,75,FY,0.8324*1/51 

F,76,FX,0.5734*1/51 

F,76,FY,0.8193*1/51 

F,77,FX,0.5904*1/51 

F,77,FY,0.8071*1/51 

PSDFRQ,2,,0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.5 

PSDVAL,2,6.25431E7, 3.00504E7, 6.23959E6, 2.57134E6, 1.3572E6, 654456., 265932. 

PSDFRQ,2,,2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10 

PSDVAL,2,133549., 75979.7, 46999.6, 21263.6, 11168.6, 4048.07, 1311.51 

PFACT,2,NODE   !Calculates participation factors for the PSD or multi-point 

response spectrum table 

FDELE,ALL,FX 

FDELE,ALL,FY 

 

!Force spectrum 3 

PSDUNIT,3,FORC   !Force spectrum (in terms of force2/Hz for PSD) 

F,78,FX,0.6087*1/24 

F,78,FY,0.7934*1/24 

F,79,FX,0.6251*1/24 

F,79,FY,0.7806*1/24 

F,80,FX,0.6413*1/24 

F,80,FY,0.7673*1/24 

F,81,FX,0.6592*1/24 

F,81,FY,0.7520*1/24 

F,82,FX,0.6733*1/24 

F,82,FY,0.7393*1/24 

F,83,FX,0.6895*1/24 

F,83,FY,0.7243*1/24 

F,84,FX,0.7053*1/24 

F,84,FY,0.7089*1/24 

F,85,FX,0.7207*1/24 

F,85,FY,0.6932*1/24 

F,86,FX,0.7359*1/24 
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F,86,FY,0.6771*1/24 

F,87,FX,0.7481*1/24 

F,87,FY,0.6636*1/24 

F,88,FX,0.7639*1/24 

F,88,FY,0.6454*1/24 

F,89,FX,0.7777*1/24 

F,89,FY,0.6286*1/24 

F,90,FX,0.7904*1/24 

F,90,FY,0.6126*1/24 

F,91,FX,0.8031*1/24 

F,91,FY,0.5959*1/24 

F,92,FX,0.8159*1/24 

F,92,FY,0.5782*1/24 

F,93,FX,0.8290*1/24 

F,93,FY,0.5592*1/24 

F,94,FX,0.8403*1/24 

F,94,FY,0.5421*1/24 

F,95,FX,0.8512*1/24 

F,95,FY,0.5248*1/24 

F,96,FX,0.8627*1/24 

F,96,FY,0.5057*1/24 

F,97,FX,0.8737*1/24 

F,97,FY,0.4864*1/24 

F,98,FX,0.8831*1/24 

F,98,FY,0.4693*1/24 

F,99,FX,0.8940*1/24 

F,99,FY,0.4480*1/24 

F,100,FX,0.9024*1/24 

F,100,FY,0.4308*1/24 

F,101,FX,0.9123*1/24 

F,101,FY,0.4095*1/24 

PSDFRQ,3,,0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.5 

PSDVAL,3,2.11055E6, 1.02438E6, 220854., 94123.9, 51203.5, 25697.8, 11037.1 

PSDFRQ,3,,2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10 

PSDVAL,3,5797.32, 3423.01, 2184.54, 1038.56, 566.408, 216.535, 73.7439 

PFACT,3,NODE   !Calculates participation factors for the PSD or multi-point 

response spectrum table 

FDELE,ALL,FX 

FDELE,ALL,FY 

 

!Cross spectrum 12 

PSDFRQ,1,2,0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.5 

COVAL,1,2,8.27922E6, 3.37465E6, 362400., 77085.4, 20965.2, 3729.44, 285.943 

PSDFRQ,1,2,2, 2.5, 3 

COVAL,1,2,26.9533, 2.86711, 0.330621 

 

!Cross spectrum 13 

PSDFRQ,1,3,0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.5 

COVAL,1,3,1.34744E6, 489057., 32971.5, 4394.1, 747.49, 65.6003, 1.54066 

 

!Cross spectrum 23 
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PSDFRQ,2,3,0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.5 

COVAL,2,3,9.73156E6, 3.98056E6, 433510., 93514., 25792.8, 4685.79, 372.095 

PSDFRQ,2,3,2, 2.5, 3 

COVAL,2,3,26.9533, 2.86711, 0.330621 

 

PSDRES,DISP,ABS !Controls solution output written to the results file 

from a PSD analysis 

PSDRES,VELO,ABS 

PSDRES,ACEL,REL 

/STATUS,SOLU 

PSDGRAPH,1,2 

PSDGRAPH,1,3 

PSDGRAPH,2,3 

SAVE 

SOLVE 

FINISH 

 

/SOLU 

ANTYPE,SPECTR 

PSDCOM 

OUTPR,ALL,ALL 

OUTRES,ALL,ALL 

SOLVE 

FINISH 

 

With post processor 1 the 1-sigma solutions can be listed for the displacement (set 3,1), 

velocity (set 4,1) and acceleration (set 5,1). It was found that the sigma values were 

dependent on the input of the spectra. The spectra are inputted with discrete points. ANSYS 

will use a curve-fitting polynomial to approximate the real spectrum. When too small values 

for the frequency are used for the input spectra very large sigma values are found. Also, 

when too much natural frequencies are used in the spectral analysis, the sigma-values 

become unreliable. It is therefore recommended to use no natural frequencies that are 

much higher than the given points for the spectra, not to input frequencies that are very low 

and to check whether the spectra are approximated well by ANSYS by plotting all of them 

with PSDGRAPH.    

 

/POST1 

RSYS,SOLU 

SET,3,1 

ETABLE,spanning,S,AXL 

ETABLE,rek,EPEL,AXL 

PRETAB,spanning,rek 

PRNSOL,U,COMP 

 

SET,4,1 

ETABLE,spanning,S,AXL 

ETABLE,rek,EPEL,AXL 

PRETAB,spanning,rek 

PRNSOL,U,COMP 

 

SET,5,1 
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ETABLE,spanning,S,AXL 

ETABLE,rek,EPEL,AXL 

PRETAB,spanning,rek 

PRNSOL,U,COMP 

FINISH 

 

In post processor 26 the results can be displayed as a function of the frequency. This is done 

for the displacement of the nodes, 14, 21, 52 and 84, the stresses of elements 1, 50 and 80 

and the reaction forces of node 1 and 2.The nodal and element solution must be transferred 

to a PSD graph by the command RPSD.  

 

/POST26 

NUMVAR,200 

STORE,PSD,5, 

NSOL,2,14,U,X,amplitude14X 

NSOL,3,14,U,Y,amplitude14Y 

NSOL,4,21,U,X,amplitude21X 

NSOL,5,21,U,Y,amplitude21Y 

NSOL,6,52,U,X,amplitude52X 

NSOL,7,52,U,Y,amplitude52Y 

NSOL,8,84,U,X,amplitude84X 

NSOL,9,84,U,Y,amplitude84Y 

 

RPSD,10,2,,1,1,node14_UX 

RPSD,11,3,,1,1,node14_UY 

RPSD,12,4,,1,1,node21_UX 

RPSD,13,5,,1,1,node21_UY 

RPSD,14,6,,1,1,node52_UX 

RPSD,15,7,,1,1,node52_UY 

RPSD,16,8,,1,1,node84_UX 

RPSD,17,9,,1,1,node84_UY 

 

!PRVAR,8,9,10,11,12,13 

 

/AXLAB,Y,displacement 

/AXLAB,X,frequency 

/gropt,logx,0 

/gropt,logy,1 

/gropt,Fill,0 

/XRANGE,0,10 

/RATIO,,1,1 

PLVAR,10,12,14 

 

ESOL,18,1,,S,AXL,Axial stress1 

ESOL,19,50,,S,AXL,Axial stress50 

ESOL,20,80,,S,AXL,Axial stress80 

RPSD,21,18,,1,1,elem1_stress 

RPSD,22,19,,1,1,elem50_stress 

RPSD,23,20,,1,1,elem90_stress 

 

/AXLAB,Y,stress 
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/AXLAB,X,frequency 

/gropt,logx,0 

/gropt,logy,1 

/gropt,Fill,0 

/XRANGE,0,10 

/RATIO,,1,1 

PLVAR,21,22,23 

!PRVAR,17,18,19 

 

RFORCE,24,1,F,X,Reaction1X 

RFORCE,25,1,F,Y,Reaction1Y 

RFORCE,26,2,F,X,Reaction2X 

RFORCE,27,2,F,Y,Reaction2Y 

RPSD,28,24,,1,1,node14_UX 

RPSD,29,25,,1,1,node14_UY 

RPSD,30,26,,1,1,node21_UX 

RPSD,31,27,,1,1,node21_UY 

 

Because it is easier to edit results in excel, the RPSD variables are saved to a file. Three files 

are saved, one file for the displacements, one file for the stresses and one file for the 

reaction forces. 

 

! Save time history variables to file %Plaats%/%Naam%.csv  

*CREATE,scratch,gui  

*DEL,_P26_EXPORT 

*DIM,_P26_EXPORT,TABLE,400,8    

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,0),1  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,1),10  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,2),11  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,3),12 

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,4),13 

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,5),14 

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,6),15 

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,7),16 

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,8),17 

/OUTPUT,'%Naam%_u','csv','%Plaats%'  

*VWRITE,'TIME','node14_UX','node14_UY','node21_UX','node21_UY','node52_UX','node52_

UY','node84_UX','node84_UY'   

%C, %C, %C, %C, %C, %C, %C, %C, %C   

*VWRITE,_P26_EXPORT(1,0),_P26_EXPORT(1,1),_P26_EXPORT(1,2),_P26_EXPORT(1,3),_P26

_EXPORT(1,4),_P26_EXPORT(1,5),_P26_EXPORT(1,6),_P26_EXPORT(1,7),_P26_EXPORT(1,8)  

%G, %G, %G, %G, %G, %G, %G, %G, %G  

/OUTPUT,TERM 

*END 

/INPUT,scratch,gui   

! End of time history save   

 

! Save time history variables to file %Plaats%/%Naam%.csv  

*CREATE,scratch,gui  

*DEL,_P26_EXPORT 

*DIM,_P26_EXPORT,TABLE,400,3    
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VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,0),1  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,1),21  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,2),22  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,3),23 

/OUTPUT,'%Naam%_stress','csv','%Plaats%'  

*VWRITE,'TIME','elem1_stress','elem50_stress','elem90_stress'   

%C, %C, %C, %C,   

*VWRITE,_P26_EXPORT(1,0),_P26_EXPORT(1,1),_P26_EXPORT(1,2),_P26_EXPORT(1,3)   

%G, %G, %G, %G,   

/OUTPUT,TERM 

*END 

/INPUT,scratch,gui   

! End of time history save   

 

! Save time history variables to file %Plaats%/%Naam%.csv  

*CREATE,scratch,gui  

*DEL,_P26_EXPORT 

*DIM,_P26_EXPORT,TABLE,400,4    

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,0),1  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,1),28  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,2),29  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,3),30 

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,4),31 

/OUTPUT,'%Naam%_rforce','csv','%Plaats%'  

*VWRITE,'TIME','Reaction1X','Reaction1Y','Reaction2X','Reaction2Y'   

%C, %C, %C, %C, %C, 

*VWRITE,_P26_EXPORT(1,0),_P26_EXPORT(1,1),_P26_EXPORT(1,2),_P26_EXPORT(1,3),_P26

_EXPORT(1,4) 

%G, %G, %G, %G, %G, 

*END 

/INPUT,scratch,gui   

! End of time history save   

FINISH 
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G.2 Input file transient analysis 
The first part contains, just as in the spectral analysis, the most important variables. Two 

variables are adjusted, the place of the time series of the wind velocities and the number of 

time steps.  

 

tijdreeks='D:\Analyses\Tijd_301_300_000' 

Tijdstap1=3000 

 

The material properties and geometry of the structure are the same as in the spectral 

analysis and will not be mentioned again. The solution processor must be entered and the 

type of analysis is defined. A full transient analysis is chosen, because this type allows the 

most types of nonlinearity. The choice of the time step is given with DELTIM. In this analysis 

a time step of 0,005 seconds is chosen. This time step must be smaller than the load step. 

The results of the last sub steps are saved by OUTRES,…,LAST. Further β-damping is applied 

with the command BETAD. The first natural frequency is approximately 3,70Hz. A value for 

the β-damping is determined for which the damping ratio is equal to the value given for 

DEMPING for the first natural frequency. RESCONTROL is an option in ANSYS with which the 

analysis can be restarted when the convergence fails. It is however not recommended to 

restart the analysis, because all variables must be defined again, which can cause problems.  

 

/SOLU    

ANTYPE,TRANS 

TRNOPT,FULL 

NLGEOM,ON 

SOLCONTROL,ON 

DELTIM,0.005, 

CNVTOL,U,1,0.001 

OUTRES,ESOL,LAST, 

OUTRES,NSOL,LAST 

OUTRES,RSOL,LAST 

AUTOTS,ON 

BETAD,2*DEMPING/3.70 

RESCONTROL,DEFINE,ALL,,1,5  !Controls file writing for multiframe restarts 

 

The internal air-pressure has to be applied first without time integration effects 

(TIMINT,OFF). The structure will then obtain its stiffness. 

 

!Loadstep 1 

TIME,0.02 

TIMINT,OFF 

KBC,1 

ESEL,S,TYPE,,2 

SFE,ALL,,PRESS,,-pressure 

ESEL,ALL 

SOLVE 

 

After the first load step time integration will be turned on (TIMINT,ON) and the loading is 

imported. With the program of FORTRAN (Appendix H; Fortran file) the correlated wind 

velocities were generated for the different heights. These velocities are imported first in an 

array. 
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TIMINT,ON 

 

!At time equals 0.04s 

 

*DIM,velocity1,array,3000,1,1,TIME,,  

*CREATE,ansuitmp 

*VREAD,velocity1,'puntb1','out','%tijdreeks%\',IJK,3000,1,1, , 

(E16.6)  

*END 

/INPUT,ansuitmp  

 

After this the wind loads are determined with the velocities and the pressure coefficients. To 

check the calculated forces the command *STATUS can be used. 

 

*DIM,velocity2,array,3000,1,1,TIME,,  

*CREATE,ansuitmp 

*VREAD,velocity2,'puntb2','out','%tijdreeks%\',IJK,3000,1,1, , 

(E16.6)  

*END 

/INPUT,ansuitmp  

 

*DIM,velocity3,array,3000,1,1,TIME,,  

*CREATE,ansuitmp 

*VREAD,velocity3,'puntb3','out','%tijdreeks%\',IJK,3000,1,1, , 

(E16.6)  

*END 

/INPUT,ansuitmp  

 

*DIM,force1,array,3000,1,1,TIME,, 

*DIM,force2,array,3000,1,1,TIME,, 

*DIM,force3,array,3000,1,1,TIME,, 

*DIM,tussen1,array,3000,1,1,TIME,, 

*DIM,tussen2,array,3000,1,1,TIME,, 

*DIM,tussen3,array,3000,1,1,TIME,, 

 

*VFUN,tussen1(1),PWR,velocity1(1),2    !kwadrateren snelheid 

*VFUN,tussen2(1),PWR,velocity2(1),2 

*VFUN,tussen3(1),PWR,velocity3(1),2 

*VOPER,force1(1),tussen1(1),MULT,0.5*1.25*CPA !Vermenigvuldigen tot winddruk 

*VOPER,force2(1),tussen2(1),MULT,0.5*1.25*CPB 

*VOPER,force3(1),tussen3(1),MULT,0.5*1.25*CPC 

 

*Status,force1(1),1,100 

*Status,force2(1),1,100 

*Status,force3(1),1,100 

 

The loads are applied with a do-loop. To add the wind pressures and the internal air-

pressure the command SFCUM must be used. Otherwise ANSYS will only use the last applied 

loads. KBC,0 means that the loads are linearly interpolated for each substep from the values 

of the previous load step to the values of this load step.  
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*DO,N,1,Tijdstap1,1 

TIME,N*0.02+0.02 

KBC,0 

SFEDELE,ALL,ALL,ALL 

ESEL,S,ELEM,,101,125 

SFE,ALL,,PRES,,force1(N),,, 

ESEL,S,ELEM,,126,175 

SFE,ALL,,PRES,,force2(N),,, 

ESEL,S,ELEM,,176,200 

SFE,ALL,,PRES,,force3(N),,, 

ESEL,S,TYPE,,2 

SFCUM,PRES,ADD,1,1   !Telt surface loads op 

SFE,ALL,,PRESS,,-pressure 

ESEL,ALL 

SOLVE 

SAVE 

*ENDDO 

 

To use the possibility of restarting the variables must be saved and it is useful to get a 

summary of all saved sub steps. 

 

PARSAV,ALL 

RESCONTROL,FILE_SUMMARY 

FINISH 

 

It is recommended to save the results files. These can be used to generate output at a later 

time. The output can be exported to excel in a similar way as with the spectral analysis. 

 

/POST26 

 

NSOL,2,14,U,X,amplitude14X 

NSOL,3,14,U,Y,amplitude14Y 

NSOL,4,21,U,X,amplitude21X 

NSOL,5,21,U,Y,amplitude21Y 

NSOL,6,52,U,X,amplitude52X 

NSOL,7,52,U,Y,amplitude52Y 

NSOL,8,84,U,X,amplitude84X 

NSOL,9,84,U,Y,amplitude84Y 

ESOL,10,1,,S,AXL,Axial stress1 

ESOL,11,50,,S,AXL,Axial stress50 

ESOL,12,80,,S,AXL,Axial stress80 

RFORCE,13,1,F,X,Reaction1X 

RFORCE,14,1,F,Y,Reaction1Y 

RFORCE,15,2,F,X,Reaction2X 

RFORCE,16,2,F,Y,Reaction2Y 

 

! Save time history variables to file %Plaats%/%Naam%.csv  

*CREATE,scratch,gui  

*DEL,_P26_EXPORT 

*DIM,_P26_EXPORT,TABLE,Tijdstap1+1,8    
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VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,0),1  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,1),2  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,2),3  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,3),4 

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,4),5 

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,5),6 

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,6),7 

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,7),8 

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,8),9 

/OUTPUT,'%Naam%_u','csv','%Plaats%'  

*VWRITE,'TIME','node14_UX','node14_UY','node21_UX','node21_UY','node52_UX','node52_

UY','node84_UX','node84_UY'   

%C, %C, %C, %C, %C, %C, %C, %C, %C   

*VWRITE,_P26_EXPORT(1,0),_P26_EXPORT(1,1),_P26_EXPORT(1,2),_P26_EXPORT(1,3),_P26

_EXPORT(1,4),_P26_EXPORT(1,5),_P26_EXPORT(1,6),_P26_EXPORT(1,7),_P26_EXPORT(1,8)  

%G, %G, %G, %G, %G, %G, %G, %G, %G  

/OUTPUT,TERM 

*END 

/INPUT,scratch,gui   

! End of time history save   

 

! Save time history variables to file %Plaats%/%Naam%.csv  

*CREATE,scratch,gui  

*DEL,_P26_EXPORT 

*DIM,_P26_EXPORT,TABLE,Tijdstap1+1,3    

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,0),1  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,1),10  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,2),11  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,3),12 

/OUTPUT,'%Naam%_stress','csv','%Plaats%'  

*VWRITE,'TIME','elem1_stress','elem50_stress','elem90_stress'   

%C, %C, %C, %C,   

*VWRITE,_P26_EXPORT(1,0),_P26_EXPORT(1,1),_P26_EXPORT(1,2),_P26_EXPORT(1,3)   

%G, %G, %G, %G,   

/OUTPUT,TERM 

*END 

/INPUT,scratch,gui   

! End of time history save   

 

! Save time history variables to file %Plaats%/%Naam%.csv  

*CREATE,scratch,gui  

*DEL,_P26_EXPORT 

*DIM,_P26_EXPORT,TABLE,Tijdstap1+1,4    

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,0),1  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,1),13  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,2),14  

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,3),15 

VGET,_P26_EXPORT(1,4),16 

/OUTPUT,'%Naam%_rforce','csv','%Plaats%'  

*VWRITE,'TIME','Reaction1X','Reaction1Y','Reaction2X','Reaction2Y'   

%C, %C, %C, %C, %C, 
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*VWRITE,_P26_EXPORT(1,0),_P26_EXPORT(1,1),_P26_EXPORT(1,2),_P26_EXPORT(1,3),_P26

_EXPORT(1,4) 

%G, %G, %G, %G, %G, 

*END 

/INPUT,scratch,gui   

! End of time history save   

FINISH 

 

The results at a particular time can be viewed in postprocessor 1.  

 

/POST1 

 

ETABLE,spanning,S,AXL 

ETABLE,rek,EPEL,AXL 

 

! Make a movie of the displacements 

/SEG,PC,dynamisch 

ANDATA,0.2,,2,,,, 

 

ANIM,,,, 

FINISH 
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H. Fortran file 
 

For the generation of the time series of the wind velocity a Fortran program was used. This 

program was developed by Dr. Ir. C.P.W. Geurts. 

 

      program test  

      integer nv,ncoor,nfreq,len 

      parameter (NV=21,NCOOR=3,NFREQ=5000,LEN=18000) 

      double precision  

     &   x,us(NV),ti,ucor(NV) 

      double precision 

     &   y(NV,NV),cov(NV,NV),sig(LEN,NCOOR),Ybase(NFREQ,NCOOR,NCOOR), 

     &   cooy(NCOOR),cooz(NCOOR),cdy2,cdz2,gf,t,um,L, 

     &   Suu(NFREQ,NCOOR),fase(NFREQ,NCOOR),c(NFREQ),pi, 

     &   f(LEN, NCOOR), ftot, utot,df,dt,cz,cy,a,uster,z0, 

     &   freq 

      integer*2 

     &   kl,in,i,ij,ifreq,jn 

      

      integer ihr,imin,isec,i100th 

      open (unit =11, file='puntb1.out')      

      open (unit =12, file='puntb2.out')   

        open (unit =13, file='puntb3.out')    

 

      call gettim(ihr,imin,isec,i100th) 

      ij = i100th 

      call rmarin(ij,kl) 

c df en dt aanpassen 

      df = 0.001  

      dt = 0.02 

      Cz = 11.5 

      Cy = 11.5   

c oppervlak aanpassen 

      A = 1.       

c uster aanpassen       

      uster = 2.47 

      z0 = 0.2 

        L=300*((10./200)**(0.67+0.05*log(z0))) 

 

      open(unit=114,file='coor.dat') 

c coordinaten inlezen       

      do 101 in=1,NCOOR 

         read(114,*)cooy(in),cooz(in) 

c          if (cooz(in).lt.10*z0) then 

c             pause 'Te lage waarde voor Z-coordinaat, geef nieuwe waarde  

c    $             (< 10 z0)' 

cc           read (*,*) cooz(in) 

c          endif  

c        COOZ(IN) = COOZ(IN) + 15 

C TEL BRUGHOOGTE  er bij op          
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c         cooy(in) = in 

c         cooz(in) = in+10 

 101  continue             

       

c       print *, um(cooz(1),uster), um(cooz(2),uster)     

      do 110 ifreq=1,NFREQ 

         freq = 0.0002+dble(ifreq-1)*df 

         write(*,*)ifreq,freq 

         do 115 in=1,NCOOR 

            do 120 jn=1,NCOOR 

               cdz2= Cz*(cooz(in)-cooz(jn)) 

               cdz2= cdz2 * cdz2 

               cdy2= Cy*(cooy(in)-cooy(jn)) 

               cdy2= cdy2 * cdy2 

c covariantie volgens rapport C.P.W. Geurts, TUE/BKO/96.13 (June 1996) 

               cov(in,jn) = exp(-2.*freq*( 

     &                         sqrt(cdz2+cdy2)/ 

     &                  (um(1D+1,uster)) 

     &                      )    ) 

c               cov(in,jn)=0.0d0 

c niet quadratisch      

c               cov(in,jn) = cov(in,jn) * cov(in,jn) 

      

 120        continue   

 115     continue         

c creeer orthogonaal stelsel ipv covariant stelsel 

         CALL CORT(cov,NCOOR,y) 

         do 130 in=1,NCOOR 

            do 131 jn=1,NCOOR 

                Ybase(ifreq,in,jn) = y(in,jn) 

 131        continue 

 130     continue 

c         write(21,12)freq,cov(1,2)         

c         write(22,12)freq,cov(1,3)       

c         write(23,12)freq,cov(1,4)          

c         write(24,12)freq,cov(1,5) 

               

 110  continue 

      open (8, file = 'spectra.dat') 

      pi = 4. * atan(1.) 

      do 1310 ifreq=1,NFREQ 

cphw         freq = dble(ifreq)*df 

         freq = 0.0002+dble(ifreq-1)*df 

         do 1320 in=1,NCOOR 

c spectrum van Simiu and Scanlan, 1996, third edition. 

c Suu is eerst nSuu/u*2  !!!        

c            gf = freq * cooz(in)/Um(cooz(in),uster) 

c            Suu(ifreq,in) = 200.0*gf/((1.+50.*gf)**1.6666) 

c dimensieloos getal omschrijven naar spectrum 

c           Suu(ifreq,in)=(Suu(ifreq,in)*uster**2)/freq 

c Spectrum van Eurocode, Januari 2010, afstuderen Maartje Dijk 
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            gf = freq * L/um(1D+1,uster) 

            Suu(ifreq,in) = 6.8*gf/((1.+10.2*gf)**1.6666) 

c dimensieloos getal omschrijven naar spectrum 

            Suu(ifreq,in)=(Suu(ifreq,in)*(2.5*uster)**2)/freq 

 

            CALL RANMAR(ti) 

            fase(ifreq,in) = ti*2*pi 

 1320    continue  

      write (8,888) freq, (suu(ifreq,in),in=1,ncoor) 

 1310 continue 

      close (8) 

888   format (f8.4, 20f10.4)               

      write(*,*)'spectrum generated' 

c      close(21) 

c      close(22) 

c      close(23) 

c      close(24) 

c      goto 1313 

      do 11 i=1,LEN 

         t = dble(i) * dt 

         print *, 'tijdstap ', i 

         do 310 ifreq=1,NFREQ 

c            freq = dble(ifreq)*df 

            freq = 0.0002+dble(ifreq-1)*df 

 

            do 230 in=1,NCOOR 

               do 240 jn=1,NCOOR 

                  y(in,jn) = ybase(ifreq,in,jn)       

 240           continue 

               us(in) = sin(pi*2*freq*t+fase(ifreq,in))            

 230        continue  

c            CALL PCORREL(us,y,NV,NCOOR,ucor)  

            do 10 in=1,ncoor 

               ucor(in) = 0 

               do 20 jn=1,ncoor 

                  ucor(in) = ucor(in) + y(in,jn) * us(jn) 

 20            continue 

 10         continue 

             

c vermenigvuldig gecorreleerde delen met amplitude             

            do 430 in=1,NCOOR 

               c(ifreq) = sqrt(2.*Suu(ifreq,in)*df)          

               sig(i,in) = sig(i,in) + c(ifreq) * ucor(in) 

 430        continue 

 310     continue  

         do 530 in=1,NCOOR 

c  tel constante wind  op bij flucterend deel 

              utot = sig(i,in) +um(cooz(in),uster) 

c            write(10+in,12)t,1.2*A*(um(cooz(in,uster)+sig(i,in))**2 

c f wordt bepaald voor millenniumwheel uit fitting numbers 73.3 en 1018 

c  
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c           f(i,in)=sign(1.0,sig(i,in))* 

c     $                sig(i,in)*sig(i,in)*0.625*73.3+1018 

c            ftot=sign(1.0,utot)* 

c     $                utot*utot*0.625*73.3+1018 

c relatie tussen kracht in spaak en snelheid: F = 139*u (in N) 

c verder is kracht in spaak 12 * uitgeoefende kracht 

c           f(i,in)=sign(1.0,sig(i,in))* 

c     $                sig(i,in)*sig(i,in)*0.139 

            ftot=sign(1.0,utot)* 

     $                utot*utot*0.139 

            write(10+in,12) utot 

 

 530     continue            

 11   continue         

          

 12   FORMAT( E16.6)      

1313  continue 

      end            

       

      double precision function um(z,uster) 

      double precision z,uster,z0 

      z0 = 0.2 

      um = 2.5 * uster*log(z/z0) 

 

      end 

 

      SUBROUTINE PCORREL (us,y,np,nvars,ucor) 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

c return the correlated 'u'space  in ucor 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

c input: 

c u:     ucorrelate 'u'-space 

c Y:     multiplier for getting correlated x-space 

c NP:    physical dimension of arrays us,y,ucor 

c nvars: size of arrays u,y,ucor 

c output: 

c ucor:  correlated 'u'-space' 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

      integer 

     &   np,nvars,i,k 

      double precision 

     &   us(np),ucor(np), 

     &   y(np,np) 

 

      do 10 i=1,nvars 

         ucor(i) = 0 

         do 20 k=1,nvars 

            ucor(i) = ucor(i) + y(i,k) * us(k) 

 20      continue 

 10   continue 
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      return 

      end 

 

      SUBROUTINE CORT(COV,nvars,y) 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

c return the invers transformation for non-correlated U-space to 

c correlated 'U-space' 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

c input: 

c COV:   COvariance matrix 

c NP:    physical dimension of arrays cov and y 

c nvars: size of arrays cov and y 

c output: 

c Y:     multiplier for getting correlated x-space 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

      integer nvars,nv 

      parameter ( NV=21) 

 

      integer 

     &    nrot,i,j,inxco(NV),keig 

      double precision 

     &   acov(NV,NV),eigvec(NV,NV),eigval(NV),dco, 

     &   YC(NV),cov(NV,NV),y(NV,NV),eigvet(NV,NV) 

          

      do  31 i=1,nvars 

         do  32 j=1,nvars 

            acov(i,j) = cov(i,j) 

  32     continue 

  31  continue 

      CALL JACOBA(acov,nvars,NV,eigval,eigvec,nrot) 

      do 91 i=1,nvars 

         do 92 j=1,nvars 

            eigvet(j,i) = eigvec(i,j) 

  92     continue 

  91  continue 

      do 155 i=1,nvars                                 

         if (eigval(i).lt.0.0) then 

            write(*,*)'negative eigenvalues of correlation matrix' 

            write(*,*)'corrected to minimal correlation' 

            keig = 1 

            eigval(i) = 0.1 

c             eigval(i) = 0.00001 

         endif 

 155  continue 

 887  FORMAT( 12 F8.3) 

      CALL LUDCMR(EIGVET,nvars,NV,INXCO,DCO) 

      do 73 j=1,nvars 

         do 74 i=1,nvars 

            yc(i) = 0 

  74     continue 

         yc(j) = 1 
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         CALL LUBKSR(EIGVET,nvars,NV,INXCO,YC) 

         do 76 i=1,nvars 

            Y(i,j) = yc(i) * sqrt(eigval(j)) 

  76     continue 

  73  continue 

      return 

      end 

 

      SUBROUTINE JACOBA(A,N,NP,D,V,NROT) 

      integer nmax 

      PARAMETER (NMAX=900) 

      double precision  sm,tresh,g,h,t,theta,c,s,tau 

      integer nrot,i,j,np,n,iq,ip 

      double precision  A(NP,NP),D(NP),V(NP,NP),B(NMAX),Z(NMAX) 

 

      DO 12 IP=1,N 

        DO 11 IQ=1,N 

          V(IP,IQ)=0. 

11      CONTINUE 

        V(IP,IP)=1. 

12    CONTINUE 

      DO 13 IP=1,N 

        B(IP)=A(IP,IP) 

        D(IP)=B(IP) 

        Z(IP)=0. 

13    CONTINUE 

      NROT=0 

      DO 24 I=1, nmax 

        SM=0. 

        DO 15 IP=1,N-1 

          DO 14 IQ=IP+1,N 

            SM=SM+ABS(A(IP,IQ)) 

14        CONTINUE 

15      CONTINUE 

        IF(SM.EQ.0.)RETURN 

        IF(I.LT.4)THEN 

          TRESH=0.2*SM/N**2 

        ELSE 

          TRESH=0. 

        ENDIF 

        DO 22 IP=1,N-1 

          DO 21 IQ=IP+1,N 

            G=100.*ABS(A(IP,IQ)) 

            IF((I.GT.4).AND.(ABS(D(IP))+G.EQ.ABS(D(IP))) 

     *         .AND.(ABS(D(IQ))+G.EQ.ABS(D(IQ))))THEN 

              A(IP,IQ)=0. 

            ELSE IF(ABS(A(IP,IQ)).GT.TRESH)THEN 

              H=D(IQ)-D(IP) 

              IF(ABS(H)+G.EQ.ABS(H))THEN 

                T=A(IP,IQ)/H 

              ELSE 
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                THETA=0.5*H/A(IP,IQ) 

                T=1./(ABS(THETA)+SQRT(1.+THETA**2)) 

                IF(THETA.LT.0.)T=-T 

              ENDIF 

              C=1./SQRT(1+T**2) 

              S=T*C 

              TAU=S/(1.+C) 

              H=T*A(IP,IQ) 

              Z(IP)=Z(IP)-H 

              Z(IQ)=Z(IQ)+H 

              D(IP)=D(IP)-H 

              D(IQ)=D(IQ)+H 

              A(IP,IQ)=0. 

              DO 16 J=1,IP-1 

                G=A(J,IP) 

                H=A(J,IQ) 

                A(J,IP)=G-S*(H+G*TAU) 

                A(J,IQ)=H+S*(G-H*TAU) 

16            CONTINUE 

              DO 17 J=IP+1,IQ-1 

                G=A(IP,J) 

                H=A(J,IQ) 

                A(IP,J)=G-S*(H+G*TAU) 

                A(J,IQ)=H+S*(G-H*TAU) 

17            CONTINUE 

              DO 18 J=IQ+1,N 

                G=A(IP,J) 

                H=A(IQ,J) 

                A(IP,J)=G-S*(H+G*TAU) 

                A(IQ,J)=H+S*(G-H*TAU) 

18            CONTINUE 

              DO 19 J=1,N 

                G=V(J,IP) 

                H=V(J,IQ) 

                V(J,IP)=G-S*(H+G*TAU) 

                V(J,IQ)=H+S*(G-H*TAU) 

19            CONTINUE 

              NROT=NROT+1 

            ENDIF 

21        CONTINUE 

22      CONTINUE 

        DO 23 IP=1,N 

          B(IP)=B(IP)+Z(IP) 

          D(IP)=B(IP) 

          Z(IP)=0. 

23      CONTINUE 

24    CONTINUE 

      write (33,*) nmax, ' iterations should never happen' 

      RETURN 

      END 
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      SUBROUTINE LUBKSR(A,N,NP,INDX,B) 

 

      integer np 

      double precision    a(np,np),B(np),sum 

      integer i,n,j,indx(np),ll,ii 

 

      II=0 

      DO 12 I=1,N 

        LL=INDX(I) 

        SUM=B(LL) 

        B(LL)=B(I) 

        IF (II.NE.0)THEN 

          DO 11 J=II,I-1 

            SUM=SUM-A(I,J)*B(J) 

11        CONTINUE 

        ELSE IF (SUM.NE.0.) THEN 

          II=I 

        ENDIF 

        B(I)=SUM 

12    CONTINUE 

      DO 14 I=N,1,-1 

        SUM=B(I) 

        IF(I.LT.N)THEN 

          DO 13 J=I+1,N 

            SUM=SUM-A(I,J)*B(J) 

13        CONTINUE 

        ENDIF 

        B(I)=SUM/A(I,I) 

14    CONTINUE 

      RETURN 

      END 

 

      SUBROUTINE LUDCMR(A,N,NP,INDX,D) 

      integer np,INDX(NP),nmax 

      double precision tiny 

      parameter (TINY=1.0e-20, NMAX=250) 

      double precision a(NP,NP),VV(NMAX) 

      double precision d, aamax,sum,dum 

      integer i,n,j,k,imax 

 

      D=1. 

      DO 12 I=1,N 

        AAMAX=0. 

        DO 11 J=1,N 

          IF (ABS(A(I,J)).GT.AAMAX) AAMAX=ABS(A(I,J)) 

11      CONTINUE 

        IF (AAMAX.EQ.0.) PAUSE 'Singular matrix. in correl(R) versie' 

        VV(I)=1./AAMAX 

12    CONTINUE 

      DO 19 J=1,N 

        IF (J.GT.1) THEN 
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          DO 14 I=1,J-1 

            SUM=A(I,J) 

            IF (I.GT.1)THEN 

              DO 13 K=1,I-1 

                SUM=SUM-A(I,K)*A(K,J) 

13            CONTINUE 

              A(I,J)=SUM 

            ENDIF 

14        CONTINUE 

        ENDIF 

        AAMAX=0. 

        DO 16 I=J,N 

          SUM=A(I,J) 

          IF (J.GT.1)THEN 

            DO 15 K=1,J-1 

              SUM=SUM-A(I,K)*A(K,J) 

15          CONTINUE 

            A(I,J)=SUM 

          ENDIF 

          DUM=VV(I)*ABS(SUM) 

          IF (DUM.GE.AAMAX) THEN 

            IMAX=I 

            AAMAX=DUM 

          ENDIF 

16      CONTINUE 

        IF (J.NE.IMAX)THEN 

          DO 17 K=1,N 

            DUM=A(IMAX,K) 

            A(IMAX,K)=A(J,K) 

            A(J,K)=DUM 

17        CONTINUE 

          D=-D 

          VV(IMAX)=VV(J) 

        ENDIF 

        INDX(J)=IMAX 

        IF(J.NE.N)THEN 

          IF(A(J,J).EQ.0.)A(J,J)=TINY 

          DUM=1./A(J,J) 

          DO 18 I=J+1,N 

            A(I,J)=A(I,J)*DUM 

18        CONTINUE 

        ENDIF 

19    CONTINUE 

      IF(A(N,N).EQ.0.)A(N,N)=TINY 

      RETURN 

      END 

 

      subroutine RMARIN(IJ,KL) 

C This is the initialization routine for the random number generator RANMAR() 

C NOTE: The seed variables can have values between:    0 <= IJ <= 31328 

C                                                      0 <= KL <= 30081 
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C The random number sequences created by these two seeds are of sufficient  

C length to complete an entire calculation with. For example, if sveral  

C different groups are working on different parts of the same calculation, 

C each group could be assigned its own IJ seed. This would leave each group 

C with 30000 choices for the second seed. That is to say, this random  

C number generator can create 900 million different subsequences -- with  

C each subsequence having a length of approximately 10^30. 

 

      implicit double precision (A-H,O-Z) 

      double precision U(97), C, CD, CM,s,t 

      integer I97, J97,ij,kl,i,j,k,l,jj,m,ii 

 

      common /raset1/ U, C, CD, CM, I97, J97 

 

      if( IJ .lt. 0  .or.  IJ .gt. 31328  .or. 

     *    KL .lt. 0  .or.  KL .gt. 30081 ) then 

          print '(A)', ' The first random number seed must have a value  

     *between 0 and 31328' 

          print '(A)',' The second seed must have a value between 0 and          

 

     *30081' 

            stop 

      endif 

 

      i = mod(IJ/177, 177) + 2 

      j = mod(IJ    , 177) + 2 

      k = mod(KL/169, 178) + 1 

      l = mod(KL,     169)  

 

      do 2 ii = 1, 97 

         s = 0.0 

         t = 0.5 

         do 3 jj = 1, 24 

            m = mod(mod(i*j, 179)*k, 179) 

            i = j 

 

            j = k 

 

            k = m 

 

            l = mod(53*l+1, 169) 

 

            if (mod(l*m, 64) .ge. 32) then 

 

               s = s + t 

 

            endif 

 

            t = 0.5 * t 

 

3        continue 
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         U(ii) = s 

2     continue 

 

      C = 362436.0 / 16777216.0 

      CD = 7654321.0 / 16777216.0 

      CM = 16777213.0 /16777216.0 

 

      I97 = 97 

      J97 = 33 

 

      return 

      end 

 

      subroutine ranmar(RVEC) 

      implicit double precision (A-H,O-Z) 

C This is the random number generator proposed by George Marsaglia in  

 

C Florida State University Report: FSU-SCRI-87-50 

 

      double precision RVEC,uni 

      double precision U(97), C, CD, CM 

      integer I97, J97 

 

      common /raset1/ U, C, CD, CM, I97, J97 

  

c      integer ivec 

  

         uni = U(I97) - U(J97) 

         if( uni .lt. 0.0 ) uni = uni + 1.0 

         U(I97) = uni 

         I97 = I97 - 1 

         if(I97 .eq. 0) I97 = 97 

         J97 = J97 - 1 

         if(J97 .eq. 0) J97 = 97 

         C = C - CD 

         if( C .lt. 0.0 ) C = C + CM 

         uni = uni - C 

         if( uni .lt. 0.0 ) uni = uni + 1.0 

         RVEC = uni 

      return 

      end 
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I. CFD model 
 

To check the results of the static analysis concerning the pressure coefficients a CFD model 

was built. One model was made of the undeformed structure and one model of the 

deformed structure. Both were modeled as a rigid structure. The pneumatic structure was 

modeled as a smooth wall, while the ground surface was modeled as a rough wall with a 

roughness length of 0,2m. Further properties used for this CFD model were: 

 

Fractional Intensity  Iv=0,26 

Eddy Length scale l=20 m 

 

The wind profile used was. 

 

5, 26 ln
ref

z
velocity

z

 
= ⋅   

 
 

with, 0,02
ref

z m=  

 

This wind profile was not in agreement with the wind profile of the Eurocode. [22] It is 

recommended to look more detailed at the turbulence and the roughness of the structure to 

develop a better model of the pneumatic structure. The results of this quick CFD analysis are 

presented in Figure I-1 till Figure I-4. These results should not be used to draw conclusions 

about the pressure coefficients. 

 

 

Figure I-1; Wind velocity around undeformed pneumatic structure 
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Figure I-2; wind velocity around deformed pneumatic structure 

 

 

Figure I-3; Pressures undeformed pneumatic structure 
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Figure I-4; Pressures deformed pneumatic structure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


